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'INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of the Generalized Propulsion System Model-program-'is to provide
 
a general purpose, modular, digital computer program for simulating transient
 
operation in pressure-fed rocket engine systems. In order to accomplish this,
 
an existing Rocketdyne digital computer program was-modified so that it met
 
the requirements of the contract. The effort in this progrm was divided into
 
three phases. In the first phase an evaluation of the analytical techniques
 
used to characterize the dynamic behavior of pressure-fed rocket propulsion
 
systems was made. In Phase II the techniques selected in Phase I were pro­
grammed and the program instruction documents written. In Phase III the use
 
of the progr&m was demonstrated by modeling the Apollo •.Ascent and Desc.ent
 
engines and the Rocketdyne SE54 Propulsion System.
 
The digital modelresulting from completion of this program, is flexible and 
has options for calculating the performance of a: nmber of different com­
ponents. It d6scribes the propellant line dynamics using the wave equations
 
and calculates the pressure and flow conditions when a portion of a line is
 
being filled. The model allows a system to be broken down into a number of
 
"segments, and by.proper combination many different plumbing configurations 
may be simulated.
 
In between segments, components used in rocket engine feed systems can be in­
stalled by use of the input data and since the performance of these components
 
is calculated entirely in subroutines, it is an easy task to add new components
 
or change the existing ones.
 
The model which was developed in this program was based on an existing Rocket­
dyne pressure-fed rocket engine model which has been used to calculate the
 
performance of various rocket engine systems. In order to make this program
 
meet the requirements of this contract several modifications were necessary.
 
The most commonly used features had to be built into the program so that they
 




1. 	 A simplified pressurization system which includes a propellant-gas 
heat exchanger and allows calculation of gas flow, pressure and temperature. 






3. 	Improvement of thrust chamb6r and injector response, including the 
addition of injection stream ballistic dynamics and injector ori­
fice inertanceo
 
4. 	Injector-thrust chamber blowdown after propellant valve closure.
 
5. 	Built-in components which include valves, cavitating venturis, capped 
lines., accumulators, etch
 
The.use of subroutinesto calculate the performance of different types of com­
ponentswas continued and improved by proper grouping of calculations so that 
maintenance and modifications of the functions will be simplified.- The mathemat­
ical basis of the various program fun6tions, a description of the digital 
computer model, and .the results of the demonstration phase are given in the,
 






This program has demonstrated that the Generalized Propulsion System Model,
 
described by this report, can be successfully used to model the transient
 
operation of pressure-fed rocket engine systems. In addition, the program has
 
been satisfactorily run on the NASA, EoustonUnivac 1108 corpute#° The opera­
tion of the program was demonstrated using four different transient simulations.
 
1. Apollo Ascent Engine On-Off Pulse
 
The model simulated this transient quite accurately. The pre­
dicted thrust chamber ignition spike agreed with the test data
 
within-6% and the shape of all transients agreed quite well with
 
the data; The small differences seen have been attributed to
 




2. Apollo Descent Engine Start Transient
 
The purpose of simulating this transient was to demonstrate model 
operation with two phase propellant flow. The results of this 
simulation showed good agreement with the test data; by adjusting 
the rate at which pressurant gas comes out of solution - from 
saturated propellants - it should be-possible to obtain almost ex­
act agreement between the test data and model results. Difficulty 
in obtaining operation of the model with two phase flow was ex­
perienced during the initial simulation of this system. The 
problem was traced to a computational instability due to a rapid
 
increase in acoustic velocity which occurs after the feed 
system primes and the pressure increases, causing pressurant gas
 
to go back into solution. The problem was solved by using a fixed
 
value for the density of the pressurant gas in the model.
 
3. Apollo Descent Engine IM2-3 Flight Anomaly
 
Analysis of flight data from the Apollo 9 flight showed that a period of
 
rough burning, which occurred during the second burn of the Descent Engine,
 
was caused by pressurant gas bubbles in the fuel and oxidizer feed system,
 
3 
The modeling of.this transient required modifications to the
 
program deck and demonstrated the flexibility of the program. 
Agreement between model results and test data were only qualitative. 
The model simulated this problem by assuming that there was only 
one discrete bubble in each of the systems. After running the pro­
blem it became apparent that several bubbles separated by propellant
 
must have been in each feedline, and since the model was not set up to
 





This model of a Rocketdyne propulsion system was made to demonstrate
 
the operation of the model's pressurization system simulation. The
 
system simulated the pressurization ,of a fuel and oxidizer propel­
lant tank from a high pressure storage bottle through a regulator.
 
As the propellnt pressu.e increased, burst diaphragms in the tank 
outlet broke and propellant filled the engine feed lines.- After
 
the feed lines were full of propellant, the propellant tank pres­
sure increased to the regulator lockup pressure. The model provided
 





The two phase flow description in the model is designed to handle smali bubbles" 
of pressurant gas uniformly mixed with liquid propellant. The description used
 
has been demonstrated to be adequate to describe the Apollo Descent Engine
 
start transient. However, to develop confidence in the method used to model 
this phenomena, additional correlating test data should be obtained. 
The present model has not been designed to handle pump fed ,regeneratively
 
cooled, cryogenic propellant engines, although it forms a good base to build
 
such-a model. Since it is planned to use these engines as maneuvering engines. 
in future space flights; a program should be started to prepare the subrou­
tines needed for this use. This rouia require the addition of routines to 
provide performance of turbopumps, heat transfer to propellantsi and additional 
propellant property data to handle the problem of.phase changes. 
Since one of the areas of proposed use of the model was the study of feed
 
system coupled instabilities, the model should be used to study a known in­
stability of this type. In so doing, its use as a tool to help solve these 
instabilities could be proven. 
5 
MATH1MATICAL CHARACTERIZATION 
FEED SYSTEI DYNOECS 
Wave Fuation 
In order to simulate the dynamics of a .pressure fed rocket engine system, it 
is necessary to consider the' dynamics of all of its components. 'The rocket 
engine feedline dyn-acs are involved in the start'and cutoff transients and 
in feed system coupled instabilities, -therefore, their correct representation 
in a dynamic model is both necessary and important. In general, two different 
*methods of siimulating feeilines are used; (1) lumped parameters, and (2) 
distributed parameters. In the first method, it is assumed that the liquid 
in a line moves as a solid lump; the fact that the fluid is compressible is 
.handled by a storage term in the analytical expression. The distributed para­
meter representation assumes a-continuous media and shows that disturbances 
are propagated by aves at the speed of sound in the fluid. Both methods can 
be used to give an adequate dynamic representation of the feedlines, however, 
it is felt that the wave equations (distributed parameter) are more practical 
for a general purpose model, The wave equations have theoretically unlimited 
frequency response, whereas the response of a lumped parameter system will 
depend on the number of elemeaits into which it is broken. The wave equations
 
are utilized in this model because they yield accurate frequency response
 
independelt of the line length apsigned to the segent,
 
he equations used are the normal water hammer equations: 
at av=- 2 aPa tax a t 
6 
The soluti6n of these equations involves terms which include past, present,. 
I 
and future values of velocity and pressure0 By using Laplace transformation
 
tedhniques and the equation of continuity, the above expressions may be
 
solved for the pipe segment shown below
 
P(o't) 	 P(St) 
v(O,t) 	 v(It) (t)
 
- The resultant equations are­
.(kt) = 	 pAv(t) -4(t) CL) 
P(k,t) = 	 - -A- *(t'jt) + 2P(Otr -) + - 4(9,t-2 -) (2) 
AgAg 
-,P~t,t-2r) 
P(Ot) = P(t) (3) 
4(Ot) = 	 AL_ P(Ot) + 2.'i(,t--) (4) 
- Ag P(O,t-27-) + " (Ot-2 ) 
a
 
and since this solution involves only past history, we may solve for the
 
flow and pressure at each end of a pipe segment directly.
 
To include the effect of fluid resistance, the segment pressure drop is
 
lumped at the downstream end of the pipe. Thus:
 
P (t,t) = P(k,t) + R *(Zst)oI*(Zt)j 	 (5) 
.7 
Acoustio VeLocltY 
The acoustic velocity of the fluid enters into the above calculation in two 
places; (1) directly in the constant relating flow to pressure, and (2) 
indirectly in the time delay value 7 which equals - seconds. The acoustic 
velocity of.a fluid is a property of that fluid,,however, its effective 
value is reduced by the elastic walls of a pipe or entrainment of gas and 
vapor in the liquid-two phase flow. Vapor in the liquid can come from two 
places. One is direct entrainment from mixing of gas and liquid in the 
propellant tank, and the second results from evolution of dissolved gas if 
the liquid is supersatuated. 
Dissolved pressurant gas in liquids obeys Henry's law which says that the 
amount of dissolved gas at equilibrim is a linear function of pressure. 
Thus the equilibrim value 'of 'dissolved gas will decrease as pressure is 
reduced, Because of the pressure drop in -the feedlines, the pressure will 
debrease as the propellant flows toward the engine, and there is a tendency 
for gas to be evolved. The rate at which the gas is evolved appears to be 
at a rate proportional to its excess. Thus 
dtF t) -Y-(c(t)- G)'- (6) 
Knowing the amount of gas in the liquid, the effective acoustic velocity of 
the mixture may be calculated.* A number of different approaches exist for
 
this caloulation, as presented in Ref. (a), The one used in this model assumes
 
isentropic compression of the gas. The change in volume of the liquid can
 
be writtent 
dV2 - 9 dP (7)
B
 
and for the gas
 
dV 4 - dP () 
g kP 
Defining a constant a as
 
a =(9) 




The bracketed term is the compressibility of the mixture. The density of the 
mixture can be shlown to be: 
pm a=PZ+ (Pj) 
(I+ a) 
The acoustic velocity of. a liquid in an elastic pipe is 
- -n 
a-~ -i 1 (12 




ga K + ] (13) 
14 2P, a,; pgg g eE
 
This expression is used along with the wave equations to define the char­
acteristics of a feed system with two phase flow. For an all liquid system, 
a = 0 and the same equation can be used. 
Primin 
The priming transient is that one during which the empty feed system lines 
are filled with propellant. When a propellant valve is opened or a burst 
diaphragm ruptures, the liquid is forced into the empty line segments. The 
model assumes that no flow leaves a segment until it is filled. This is not 
completely- true in reality, but the assumption greatly simplifies the 
modeling and correlates well with test data. In a vacuum .st4rt, the pro­
pellant wil vaporize in the unfilled portions of the manifold and a certain 
amount of this vapor will flow out of the engine. Again this effect is 
neglected in the present model as the gas outflow is .only a small percentage 
of the liquid inflow. 
The priming equations consider the forces acting on an incompressible "slug" 
of liquid. The slug has the same cross sectional area as the pipe segment 
being filled and the length of the slug is determined from the amount of fluid 
in the partially fill ed ' elemento 
Pit) P I-a t) 
Writing a force balance on the fluid slug as, 
P(t)-_p = Ag dt 
where P is a dummy pressure which represents a net value acting on the slug. 
P is related to the actual downstream pressure by the effective resistance 
R of the segment. R is obtained from the expression 
R La Ract (15) 
10 
where Lact is the true length of the"segment and Ract is the lumped 
resistance of the segment. Thus 
'(I-ltt) = P-R EWI-lt)1 (16) 
and using the' water hammer equation at the junction of the two segments 
gives; 
F(t5= %[i,t-2zr - <(it)] +2?(I± t-r) (17) 
R F (I,t-2 ') 2 + w(I,t)2 . 
tne aDove equationsThe downstream pressure is assumed to be given and Thus 
can be solved for the flows and pressures in the segment being filled. Th 
flow into the segment is integrated to determine if the segment is full, and 




one pipe intoThe equations derived thus far consider only the flow from 
another and has not covered the problem of branched lines0 Branched lines 
can be classified in three categories, (1) outward 
flow, (2) inward flow, and (3) a combination of 4 
both. To handle branched lines it is assumed tat Outward Flow 
the branch has zero internal volume and that its 
flow is incompressible. Thus the pressures of all --- I 
segments which meet at a branch are set equal, and Inward 
Flow
 
the continuity of flow is used to provide the
 
necessary equations to allow the calculations of flow and pressure in each
 
11 
branch. For the outward flow branch, priing of the system ill work as 
-the single feed line will fill normal:y and when it 'is full, the downstream 
branches can be filled as long as some Aitial split of the flow is provided 
The inward- flow branch will have a problem in priming if- one of the feed 
lines primes before the other The model is set up to provide a'normls­
direction of flowuin a segment and this infomatibn is used in the primini 
of lines. 'To handle the inwoard flow branch, the program prevents flow out 
of a branch until enough propellant has been accumulated to fill all 
segments which normally feed the branch Thus all segments upstream of the 
branch are prined before fluid flows out of the branch. 
*PRESSURIZATIOI SYSTI 
.In 	 a pressure fed rocket system the propelan. tank pressurization system'­
has a direct effect on the performance of the system For this reason, two 
different pressurization. 6chemes are provided with this model, In one, the 
tank pressixe miy be programmed as .a function of time;. in the second a 
simplified pressurization system is -simulated. The first system needs no 
further explanation. In the second, the basic elements of the system 
consist of the storage tank, pressure .regulator, heat exchangers, propellant 
tank ullage volume, -and genera items such as valves, fittings, and a filter. 
Equations used for the various components are derived below. 
Tank Equations 
Figure 1 shows a typical tank with gas flow in and out, liquid outflow, and 
heat addition The scheme of subscripts shown there is generally applicable 
to any series of tanks or other significant volumes in which compressibility 
is important, although the final model will have only one propellant tankc. 
12 
RESTRICTIONf P, Ti-, Vi RESTRICTION (i+l) 
J-1 "i+l 
¢i-1 i-I Ti. "il.T ' TiV +l . . , 
VOLtv4 (i-1) PV. VOLUME (i+i) 
VOLUME i eL 
-(TAM ) 
FIGURE - SCHEMATIC SHOWING GENALIZED FEEDSYST4M TANK (COMRESSIBLE VOLUME) AND IDENTIFICATION, 
Application of mass conservation, energy conservation, and the equation of 
stage relationships will yield the desired thermodynamic conditions within 
such a tank at any instant. 
By conservation of mass for the gas system, 
W. wA_ d Vii --Wi - *:L+l (3-) 
dt 
where k is the stored weight, and wi and *i+l are gas inflow and outflow 
respectively. Integration of this equation yieids the instantaneous stored 
weight of gas in the i t h tank or compressible volume. 
By conservation of energy with respect to the gas system in this tank, 
(ref. b), neglecting potential and kinetic energy, 
d 11<T -AH F+ Qi -W (19) 
dt 
xhere UTOT is the total internal energy of'the-gas.mass. H represents the 
enthalpy per unit weight, and the A represents the change from inlet to 
outlet, Qi is heat added, including convection from the walls or liquid 
interface, mass transfer from the liquid interface, or from an immersed 
heat exchanger. Wi is the external work, i.e. the work done by the gas on 
the liquid surface. 
The external work is 
Wi= Pi d_ V i = P - i .(20) 
dt P 
where it is noted that the rate of change of gas volume, Vi, is simply the 
negative of the rate of change of liquid volume. 
14 
Substituting equation (20) into (19) and applying the relationships 
UTOT = 
k = Cp/ V 
it is found that, 
(21)
dTi = . (kTi.1-Ti - (k-1) +Ti- + 
dt W -1 ) wVc 
This equation can be integrated to yield the inbtantaneous temperature of 
the gas within the ith tank, Note that the absence of liquid outflow or 
inflow, or heat addition can be represented simply by striking oub the 
associated term in equation (21). 
The instantaneous volume oc",! -3 by the gas is fouLnd from 
di (22)
 
Equations (18 and (22) are sufficient to determine the density of the gas
 
in tho tank, which is a thermodynamic property. A second thermodynmic
 
property, temperature, is obtained from equation (21). Assuming a single
 
phase, these two properties are sufficient to determine all other properties,
 
specifically pressure. That is
 
i=Pj (i Ti) (23) 
which is an equation of state0
 
If it is assumed at this point that the gas is at a temperature sufficiently 
above its critical temperature, the equation of state can be approximated by 
an ideal gas form. That is: 
15 
VI=Zi H Ti (24) 
where Z is a compressibility factor.' The compressibility factor can be
 
.taken as constant for a sufficiently small change in temperature and pressure, 
such as would be expected during an engine start period The validity of 
in each case, making reference to reducedthis approximation must be examined 

properties charts, or other representations of actual gas behavior. The
 
state in tabular form. Thc
alternative 4ould be to include an equation of 





-Many flow devices can berepresented by the compressible flow orifice equation0
 
A convenient form of this equation is, for the :flowrate through the ith device
 Ci Pi= l A, ®P2­
k ) (25)
.":. V i-i .. 
where 6p is. the compressible flow fun6tion. Letting the pressure ratio 'h 
a -Rn be expressed as, 
S- k -(26) 
= ¢~ = (a.) a< a.()k

c k-1 -(27) 
In this equation k and R are the specific heat ratio and gas constant for
 
the gas being used in this system.
 
16 
Filters in the gas flow system are penerally laninar flow devices, and 




wi = pKP 







o _pi (Pi-- PI) (28)
 
wi R T-I 
The proportionality constant IKj can be evaluated if the flow temperature and
 
pressure conditions are icnown at any nominal poit, i.e. 
~ RT) (29) 
Pressure loss through a heat exchanger core ±s generally expressed in a
 





Again, the proportionality constant has been evaluated by reference to some 
nominal point at wlhch the pressure, temperature, and flowrate are all known. 
A pressure regulator in the system can be simulated with equation (25), if
 
it is noted that the flow area is a variable dependent on diaphragm or
 
reference pressur. T144 relationship can be developed by equating diaphragm 
force, Fd, to the force exerted by the reference spring, Fro If it is
 
assumed that the spring has a force deflection curve which is linear over 
the range of poppet travel, the reference spring force is
 
Fa=Fp+ , < .01)o<xX X ( 
17 
where Fr is the spring force when the regulator is closed, and X is the 
poppet position, measured from the closed position. The local spring
 
slope is K1, and diaphragm force is represented as;
 
Fd = (PR- Pa) Ae (32) 
wherePr'and P are- the reference and ambient pressures respectively, and 
As is the effective diaphragm area0 For small poppet travelthe seat area 
is a linear function of X, i.e. 
AS 7 K2 X, O X X X (33)" 
By equating diaphragm and spring forces, and substituting equation (33), 
there results,
 
AS. P- a - FRO) K2 Ae ,"0 < A A (34) 
As K1 
-In a simple system, the reference pressure is the pressure immediately'down­
stream of the seat, -butit could as well be supplied from some other down­
.stream point -by means of a sending line. 
Heat Exchangers 
Heat exchangers in the pressurization system can be simulated most easily
 
by the effectiveness vs net-transfer-unit method described in Ref. (a). 
Figure 2 shows a typical heat exchanger. In a pressurization system, the
 
gas is the colder fluid and is being heated by a secondary flow. Therefore
 
the gas inlet and outlet temperatures are referred to as T0 in and T0 out'
 
and the cooling fluid inlet and outlet temperatures are Th in and Th out'
 
follow ng the terminology of Ref. (b). The secondary or heating fluid
 
flowrate is designated 'h.whereas the gas flowrate is designated 4gO The
 
method is independent of the type of the two flows. That is, the heating 









Wh outp Th out 
WG TG,
 
FIGURE 2 - GEERLIZED HEAT EXCANGER 
Capacity rates are defined for both flows as 
Ch = *h C -(hot fluid) (35) 
CC = 4r C (cold fluid) 
It is necessary to distinguish between the C which is maximum and that 




M = MIN (Ch, C ) 

C1 = iAX (On Cc)
 
where the functions ION(ab) and MAX(ab) are defined as ne minimum and 
maximum of the arguments (ab)respectively. These functions are standard 
library functions for most digital programming languages0 
The number of transfer units, or NTUj is defined as
 
,NTU Ah Uh = (3,7) 
Cm Cm
 
where AU is the transfer area times the average over-all conductance between 
the two flows, It can be evaluated either for the hot or the cold fluid 
side, since conservation of evergy requires them to be equal. 
Finally, the heat exchanger effectiveness, e, can be determined from charts
 
(Ref. c), or can be approximated by closed-form expressions. In general,
 
C = t(NTU, Cm/Cg, Flow arrangement) (38) 
For many systems, the hot fluid will be liquid and the cold fluid gas, in which 






is also the case for a heat exchanger
f r alP flow arrangements0 This 
st.tiarged in a constant temperature fluid,- since CM is then essentially 
T-Utinit e0 
One the 'effectiveness of the heat exchanger is knovin, the heat transferred 
is tound from 
-Cm(Th in- To in) (40) 





-Th Out-= Th n + 
If the heat exchanger is submerged in a propellant or pressurant tank, the 
is employed in the tank temperature equation,Q determined from equation (40) 
rath'ar than in equation (42). 
Fros the above it is apparent that the heat supplied from a particular heat 
exchanger to the pressurant flow is easily determined from upstream temper­
atrlre, fluid flovwates, and fluid properties. That is, functionally, 
(43)ff(Nh Cph, we, CpC AU , Th in$ Te in) 
whie , can most efficiently be developed as a digital subrbutine program. 
21 
Solution for Particular System 
The equations developed above can.be applied to any combination of elements, 
thereby describing a large ntnber of different pressurization systems. A 
exchangers,typical system is shown in Fig. 3 .. This system has three heat 
the second of which is submerged in the storage tank The propellant tank 
has a liquid outflow, WL, which is assumed to be given. Other known data 
include the initial conditions in the two tanks, the flowrate for heat
 
exchangers, system geometry and pressurant properties..
 
Since gas storage volumes in the flow system are small relative to the two
 
tanks, storage vill be neglected in the flow system. This implies that all 
flow devices have the same instantaneous flowrae, %G Thus equation (25)
 
is applied at the start valve, regulator, and fittings, equation (28) is
 
applied at the filter, and equation (21) at the heat exchangers, all with 
of these
the same flowrate. The occurrence of this single variable in aJl 
necessary to solve the equations iteratively.equations makes it 
COMBUSTION CHAMBER
 
The combustion chamber model describes the reaction of the propellant, their 
storage in the combustion chamber, and the continuity between flow in and
 
out. This can be expressed mathematically as 
K= fc- - out.) dt (44) 
The mass M, of reacted propellant is related to the chamber pressure by the
 
perfect gas law 
(45)
PcVe = 1 Re To 
22 
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FIGURE 3 - TYPICAL PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM 
23 
of the chamber is also related to the chamber pressure andThe flowArate' out 
can be written 
out( AT46) 
g 
If equations (44) and (45) are differentiated they can be combined with
 
equation (46) to give 
T 0i- 'a "I6 At PO (47)PR 0 0 i 0* 0 ­t Vc Vc 

V0 g 
which is the desired form.
 
The constants in equation (47) vary with mixture ratio and chamber pressure. 
This variation is supplied from a table which contains RcTcp C*/g, and nct 
as functions of oxidizer fraction I/(1 + Ma).and a correction factor 
Cf = (Pe/PBASE). -These constants are determined from thetmoehenical calcu­
lations for the propellant combination being used. The value of is the 
sum of the fuel and oxidizer.floirate. WVhich is presently being converted 
into combustion products, and the quotient of these values determines the
 
mixture ratio used to find chamber properties.
 
The propellant presently burning is not the propellant leaving the injection
 
orifices. Instead, it is propellant that has finally reached the combustion
 
zone after traveling some finite distance from the injector. The time required 
for the propellant to travel to the combustion is known as flight time or
 
transport time, and is often assumed to be a constant. Reference (d) discussed
 
the transport process and shows that the flight time should be a variable
 
dependent on the injection velocity. If it is assumed that the combustion
 
24 
zone is.stazionary wie time delay" can be computed from the velocity which 






The injector dynamics are included by treating the injector 

as a lumped compressible volume as shown'in the 
figure at the right. The flow and pressure at P(it) 





P(It) a ( t2 (l~t) + 2P(2,t- -). 
Ag,
 
-t(lt-2' ) -R i(lt§ + 4(lt-2r ) 
The flow out is controlled by the differential pressure across the injector
 
and the resistance and inertia of the injector orifices; thus
 
P(out) -PC ut + g d p(QLt) (50) 
Ag dt 
Storage of propellant in the injector manifold can be represented by the 
following equation. 
kt=Wn - vP d P(I t) (51) 
/3 dt 
Since Pcis determined by flow into the combustion chamber some time prior to
 
the present (transport time delay), it can be calculated directly. Then the
 





Rocket engine cutoff is initiated by closing one or both of the .main 
.propellant valves. As the valves start to close the resistance of the
 
valve segment will increase and flow will start to decrease. When the 
'valve effective area reaches zero, the resistance is set to a value of 
1 1 to act-as a flag in: the program to signify valve clbsure. 1W-ile ­
the valv6 or valves are closing, the model will operate normally. 'When 
the injector manifold is finally separated'from the propellant tank, the 
state of the propellants will be determined by the energy in the system 
downstream of the closed propellant valves, At valve closure, the quanti­
.ties of propellant liquid, vapor, and pressurant gas may be determined 
from known properties of the propellant.
 
Flow -out.of the injector is represented by equation (50), and the equation 
of state for the gas and liquid phase can be represented as follows:
 
M = m (52). 
and
 
Mv Mg 9 N &-&V9Q +- V (53) 
Ro T Ro T 




Logl0 P v =-KIT + K2 (54)
 
The total pressure in the injector is the sum of the partial gas pressures, 
thus:
 




After engine cutoff, heat soakback idl raise the temperature of the 
4 
injector and there will be heat transfer to the propellant. However, as 
the pressure in the injector falls more of the liquid will vaporize which 
will tend to lower the propellant temperature in the manifold. The pro­
pellant temperature is therefore found from the following heat balance: 
T(t) (Cp M2 +.Cpg Mg+ CpZ v M 9v)It--t (56) 
-T(t-, ) (cPN + cpg + CPP v )t=t-1V)1 
+ Q(TJ - T(tl)) At - (M (t - w Ct-1)) Hv 
The concentration of dissolved pressurant gas in the propellant is determined 
using.the same equation as used for the.derivation of effective acoustic 
velocity 
d 0= - Y(G- G) (57; 
To solve these equations it is assumed that the propellant mixt re is h6mo­
geneous and therefore if *r is. known, the mass of projellant left in the 
injector can be calculated. An iteration technique of the-predictor-corrector 
variety is used to solve these equations. First Fm is estimated, and if Pc 
is known, if can be calculated followed by the state of the propellants in 
the injector, Using these data, the pressure estimate can be checked using 
equation (55). 
At the start of the cutoff transient, the combustion chamber pressure is 
calculated in a normal fashion as previously described. As the propellant
 
valves close combustion will continue down to some limiting value, which 
will have to be established. After combustion ceases, the thrust chamber 
will blow down to a pressure level which will be maintained by the vaporiza­
tion rate of the propellants. Flow oub of the chamber during this period 
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-will be assumed to be propellantvapor plus any pressurization gas which 
is present. In terms of mass storage, 
i *ou t =Vc d PC (58)n dt 
The flow in is that calculated by equation (50) above, and flow out is 
assumed to be either all oxidizer or all fuel, This assumption allows 
the calculation to be done iii the combustion subprogram. 
aSEISANEOUS COMPONENTS 
Cavitating Ventuti-
These components are used in rocket engine systems to control flowrate and­
their operation is based on Bernoulli's Equation given below 
2Pl +vi P2-+ 2 3 (59) 
P1 2g T2 42 
.Using the equation of continuity 
.equation (59) .becomes,
 
t- 2= V12 W__2 (60)Pl P2 2 P2'A2g 2P'A 
For an incompressible liquid, the above equation can be simplified to 
p1 p 21 2 1 (61) 
2g- 2)A2 _A1
From this equation it may be seen that for constant geometry and inlet 
pressure P1, as the flowrate increases the pressure P2 decreases until it 
equals the vapor pressure of the fluid. At this point, cavitation occurs 
in the throat of the Venturi and further increases in flow are not possible 
without an increase in inlet pressure Pl. The pressure and flow on either 
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P, Nm) '(.62) 
The pressure on the downstream -side of the venturi for no cavitation will be
 
P3 =f 1) (63)
 
This latter function may be either the priming equation or the wave equation 
depending on whether the segment is filled. P1 and P3 are related to the 
pressure recovery of the 4venturi 
7 P-'K* .(64 
Using the above equations, the flow through the venturi and the inlet and
 
outlet pressures may be calculated assuming no cavitation. By solving 
equation (61) for P2 it can be determined if cavitation is-occurring. If
 
the calculated value of ?j is less than the vapor pressure, cavitation is 
occurring and- the flow and pressure must be calculated using equations (61) 
and (62). Using this flow, P3 can be calculated from equation (63), 
If there is gas entrained with the liquid, the gas will expand and the
 
density can no longer be assumed to be constant. Thus, equation (60) must
 
be used and the values of P1 and P2 determined as functions of pressure. If
 
a perfect gas is assumed, 
Pg P Wg (65) 
- Vg 
and since the ratio of the masses or gas and liquid are known, 
1 and P= (66) 
The equivalent density of the mixture will be 




It is assumed that two phase flow in the pipe segments is isothermal but 
sudden transients are adiabatic Thus, 
P + B and P2 l+ B (68) 
l_+ BR P-K)+ BRT1 
Using these values of density, the performance of the cavitating Venturi can 
be calculated The technique is similar to that used with no gas. First 
the pressures and flows assuming no cavitation are calculated; second, using 
the calculated value.of P1 and the vapor pressure.for P2. the maximum allowable 
flow is determined0 If this flow is less than that calculated in the first 
step, cavitation occurs and equations (60) and (62) must be solved for the 
value of Pi and W. After these values are obtained, Pi may be calculated 
ACCUMULATOR 
Since accumulatprs are often used
 
to lower surge pressures or smooth 




of a simple accmulator will be
 
provided in the program0 This 
element will be mounted on the end x Ap 
of a pipe segment as shown in the 7 - P(It) 
W(It)
 
sketch. The liquid pressure in
 
the accumulator will be the same 
as that at the -endof the pipe. 
Thus, the wave equation (2) can be used to obtain 
P(It) = f (W (I1t)) (69) 
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The Accumulator functions when liquid flows into it and moves the piston 
so as to compress the gas behind the piston and the spring; stops are 
provided to limit its motion. Depending on the initial pressure behind 
the piston and preload on the spring, some initial pressure level must 
generally be reached before the piston will move; also in some cases, the 




The- gas pressure behind the accumulator iill depend on the initial .value 
to -which it is charged and its instantaneous volume assuming isentropic 
compression.
 
Pg(t) = P (Vo k (70) 
A force balance on the piston yields
 
Wp X (P(it) - Pg(t) )Ap - Is(Xo + X) (71)
 
The gas pressure and liquid flow are related to piston position so that:
 
v ° Pg (t)= P0 ( V (72) 
Ap 
These equations can be combined to produce a non-linear second order differ­
ential equation of the form;
 
14p X= K1 - K2 -KK3 -I- K4 ( 1_1KX) (73)
 
where the capital K's represent constants. There are several techniques
 
available for solving the above equation, however, an iterative technique 
will be used so that no special cases develop if one or more of the con­
stants are zero. Secondly, the results will be checked to ensure that X 




VALVES- -FITThtGS, ORIFICES," ETC. 
These components are all characterized by the fluid resistance they add 
to the system. This resistance is handled in two different manners in th( 
model wAich depends on whether an element is primed or not. For liquid 
filled lines, the resistance of the pipe and any other component is lnpe( 
at the downstream end of the element. - Valve resistance can be varied as 
a functiob of time for ten diffeient values in either the fuel or oxidzer 
feed system. When lines are being filled, the resistance of a segment is 
-distributed along the length of an element so-that the friction loss will. 
affect the priming. If the resistance is concentrated at an orifice, the 
.priming rate of a line will be reduced too much. This will be prevented 
during priting by removing the orifice resistance from that line segment 





The equations described in the preceding section were programmed into 
a digital computer program. Figure 4 shows a block diagram of this 
program which contains a. main program controlling the data input and 
output, parameter initialization, and the.flow of calculations through 
19 subprograms. 
To use the program, the system to be modeled is broken up into segments 
and the required valves, cavitating enturig, orifices, etc., are noted 
The model has the capability to handle 60 segments, '10 valves, 4 cavi­
tating venturis, 4 accumulators, and 5 dead end terminations in both 
the fuel and oxidizer systems. Provisions are also available to handle 
4 individual combustion chambers. Additional components may be added 
by use of subroutines. 
Program operation proceeds as follows: .. After reading the input data, 
subroutine SETUP is entered. Initial conditions are stored in th~e ptoper 
arrays, miscellaneous constants are calculated, and the program made
 
ready for the case to be run, Upon return to the main program, subroutine
 
PlPRNT is called and system data and initial conditions are printed.
 
Then the auxiliary tape headings are written and subroutine P2PRNT is
 
called to write values of variables on the tape at time zero.
 
The main program then begins the sequential calculation of the transient
 
being simulated. Subroutine DELAY is the first routine entered at each
 
time interval. In this routine, the gas concentration, the value of
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F'igure 4 - Block Diagram of Main Prc'Aran Showing Subprogram Structure 
calculated. The time delay flow and pressure terms are then obtained 
from stored data so that the wave equations can be solved for pressure 
in each segment. Subroutine. TANK calculates the pressures and flo-s in 
'the pressurization system Tis is done using an. iterative technique. 
Also included in the program are provisions to program tank pressure as
 
a function of time. Subroutine VALVE computes the propellant valve
 
opening and closing characteristics° .These data are supplied in tables
 
.of valve effective area versus time. The subroutine then computes the
 
flow and pressure through the valves., and areas in the variable area 
cavitating venburis0 
The- dynamics of other components are next calculated in Subroutines 
R$CIT, CAVENT, ACCUIM, and CAPPED. To simulate blowdown operation of 
bhe engine at cutoff subroutine CUTOFF is used, 
The main ca-lculation or r-Low ana pressure in ne ieea systei segmehts is 
done in subroutines PRESUR and BRANCH. Subroutine PRESUR calculates 
flow and pressure between single segments which are completely filled
 
with propellant, and calls subroutine BRANCH to fill partially full
 
segments. Subroutine BRANCH calculates flow and pressure in branch
 
elements. The downstream elements can be either full or in the process 
of being filled. For the latter case it was necessary to include the
 
slvtion of the priming equations in this subroutine, and thus all priming
 
is done in this subroutine. At specific times during the operation sub­
routine P2PRNT is entered to write out selected data.
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A more detailed description of the program is given in the Engineer and 
Programmer's Guide. To use the program, the system to be modeled must 
be divided into segments. The segments and components in the system must 
then be sequenced so that their location if,the system will be inoun, 
Data on the length, area, pressure drop, and call stiffness must be
 
supplied by the user to describe the line segments. Data to describe the 
physical characteristics of the miscellaneous components, thrust chamber, 
and pressurization system must also be supplied. After the data descrlhinr' 
the physical system to be modeled is supplied, information to describe 
the function to be simulated must be furnished, This is generally a 
description of a valve or valves opening or closing, change in area of 
a eavitating ventvri, or change in tank pressure. These functions will 
alIow simulation -of engine start, shutdown, .or thotbling or a combination 
of all three, -
The feed lines of a .timple system and engine are shown in segmented form 
in Fig. 5. Several features should be noted. Segments are numbered from 
the doumstream end to the upstream end of any branch or line. Orifices 
are Jluped with a specific segment. Valves which are in effect variable
 
orifices are identified as separate segments. Branch points or tees are
 
also considered as separate segments but have no characteristics other
 
than as connections. 
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Demonstration of the model' s use was accomplished by simulating four transients. 
These were an Apollo Ascent Engine on-off pulse, a Descent Engine start tran­
sient with helium saturated propellants, a Descent Engine throttling transient
 
anin which a pressurant gas bubble passed through the engine, and SE5-5 Engine 
system prebsurization transient. 
ASC04T EGfINE SIM[,LATION 
The Apollo Ascent.Engine transient simulated by the model was an 0.9 second 
engine on-off pulse. The test simulated was run at the White Sands Test 
tran-Facility and is designated as Test 006 Riui 1. In order to simulate the 
sientl.it was first necessary to prepare p data package for this engine. This 
required that details of the engine geometry, propellant combustion character­
istics, and vehicle feed system configuration be determined and these data put 
into proper form for use in the model. A des;ription of the work involved in
 
the preparation of the data for input into the model is given in Appendix A.
 
The results obtained from the computer simulation are shown plotted with the 
test data in Fig. 6, 7, and 8. Three separate features of the model are 
First, a start transient is simulated. In thisdemonstrated in this run. 
mode, segments downstream of the propellant valve are initially empty. Wahen 
the valves are opened propellants start to flow, the empty propellant lines 
fill and when both fuel and oxidizer reach the engine, ignition occurs.
 
Second, when the flow and pressure transients die out a period of steady state 
performance exists. Third, the propellant valves close and an engine cutoff 
transient occurs.
 
The agreement between the test data and model results is good except for the
 
oxidizer injector pressure rise at start and the decay in thrust chamber pres­
sure after the propellant valves close. The variation seen in the oxidizer
 
injector pressure rise is most likely caused by the instrumentation line being
 

















































Figure 6 Apollo Ascent Engine Data Correlation - Fuel 
System Pressures Subsystem PA-1, Series 7B,
Test 006, Run 1 39 
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Figure b 	 Apollo Ascent,hngane Data Correlation - Thrust
 




(1) the oxidizer injector primes at 0.2 seconds as evidenced by the rise in the 
interface pressure measurement and (2) the pressure rise in the model. The in­
jector pressure is increasing slowly at this time and does not reach its 
correct valve until after engine ignition. This behavior is characteristic 
of a line priming, and sin3ce the model did not simulate the instrumentation 
lines the model would not show this phenomenon. The differences at cutoff can 
be considered to be caused by two things; first, the propellant temperature in 
the injector was assumed to be ambient and second, there was no pressurant gas 
dissolved in the propellant. Thermal analysis of the Ascent Engine shows that 
the temperature of the liquid rises an appreciable amount only in the baffles
 
and the run was short enough that steady state temperatures were not reached.
 
However .local heating of the propellant will raise the vapor pressure in the
 
injector and hence raise the chamber pressure after valve closure by forcing
 
out more propellant The propellants were not saturated irith pressurant gas
 
for this run; however, if there was a small amount of dissolved gas present it
 
would start to come out of solution when the injector pressure falls below the
 
saturation level. This phenomenon could also accdunt for the disagreement be­
tween test data and model results. 
APbLLO DESCENT EINE SIMATION 
The second demonstration of the model's use was a simulation of an ApolloDe­
scent Engine start transient using helium saturated propellants. The data
 
needed to model this system is-given in Appendix B, and the results are shown
 
in Fig. 9, 10, and 11. The correlation is not as good as that seen in the 
Ascent Engine simulation, although the two cases shown tend to bracket the data,
 
The difference between the two model runs is the value of the time constant
 
which controls the rate at which the pressurant gas in solution changes its con­
centration. The two values used were 0.1 and 1.0 second and from the data it 
would appear that an intermediate value would give better simulation. Also, the
 
time required for the model to prime appears to be too long. This discrepancy 
would appear to be caused by the resistance in the system --probably propellant 
valve--being too high0 This would also account for the fact that the low values 
of steady state injector and thrust chamber pressure. 
ines show test data - LTA-5, Series 11, Test 2, Run 2 
?oints are from model 
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While trying to run the Descent Engine simulation an instability occurred in. 
which pressures would fluctuate with increasing amplitude. After much docu­
mentation it was determined that this was caused by the variable acoustic 




a -= .1 
\l PM' X p y2 + 2 +. Dc----­
p pgag 
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where Pg = &VPz. 
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pg Avp 
During a start ,ui.e ubie pLe5s3ues uoimsTream of the main propellant valve 
approach Vapor pressure. This low pressure causes dissolved pressurant gas in 
the propellant to come out of solution, and because the pressure is low, the
 
gas density Pg is small0 This gives rise to acoustic velocities in the order 
of 2500 inches per second. 
Wqhen the engine manifolding primes, there is a rise in pressure which increases 
Pg and hence the acoustic velocity increases. As the pressure increases the 
pressurant gas starts to go back into solution, and the acoustic velocity in­
creases further. In the original analysis for the model it was recognized that 
the wave equations used to calculate the transient flow and pressures in the
 
system assume that the acoustic velocity is constant; however, initial evalua­
tion showed that a slowly varying acoustic velocity would not cause trouble.
 
The changes in acoustic velocity were expected to be slow in the program as the 
fluid properties were calculated using an average pressure, and the pressurant 
gas dissolved or evolved from the liquid at a slow rate. The data showed that 
when the injector primed, the acoustic velocity increase was much greater than 
had been expected 
- Fig. 11.
 
A method to decrease the rate of increase in acoustic velocit was looked for and
 
as an aid to understanding the problem a five segment version of the model was 
programmed on a time sharing computer. This program calculated flow and pressure 
as in the iarge model and used a change in resistance at the injector end of
 
a five segment feed line to produce ac transient. Variation of acoustic velocity
 
was controlled by use of an equation
 
h = f a,~ a a2 
'where the acoustic velocity.: a,. was allowed to vaty between the limits aI and 
a2 , andP is a running average of the last 50 talues of pressure in a segment. 
The results for'a few of the cases run are shown in Fig. 12. Generally, chang­
ing acoustic velocity tends to sustain the pressure oscillations, and large
 
changes can cause instability. The data generated using this model led to the
 
scheme which allowed the. model to run stably. This scheme was to use a con­
stant value for gas density, g in the model, and let,the acoustic velocity
 
change as a *function of free gas concentration, P $ only. 
T)n Mi' AGNME L14-3 ANO ALY SIMULATION 
The purpose of modeiing this transient was to demonstrate the model's ability
 
to simulate a throttling transient and also schemes of modifyihg it so that
 
the simulation of the passage of a discrete bubble through the feed system
 
.could be simulated. On the Apollo 9 flight,the astronauts reported engine­
roughness during the second burn of the Descent Propulsion Engine, approximately
 
6 seconids after engine start, Analysis of this eventA-Ref, (e)3 showed that a
 
gas bubble had been trapped in the propellant feed lines and the roughness re­
sulted when the bubble passed through the engine.
 
In order to run this case it was necessary to reprogram subroutines ROCKET and 
CAVENT, and add two new routines VENTR 2 and GASFLO. The analytical basis of 
this version of the model is given in Appendix C. Basically, the model assumes 
that the system is operating normally at time = 0, which corresponds to 93:'7:39.250 
flight ground elapsed time,, At 1 ms (model time) the bubble in the oxidizer feed 
system starts to pass throuth the cavitating venturi; the bubble in the fuel line
 
starts through the fuel cavitating venturi at 0.41 seconds, Fig. 13 and lb com­
pare the model results with the flight data. The general trend of the model
 
results agree with the data. When the bubble starts through the cavitating
 
venturi the downstream pressure rises; after passage of the bubble completely
 
through the venturi we see a surge in the interface pressure, the downstream
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Figure l4 - Apollo Descent Engine Data Correlation .- I -3 Flight Anomaly 
the volumetric flow of the gas through the venturi is much greater than for
 
liquid flow after the bubble passes the venturi. When the bubble has passed
 
through the venturi we see it expand (decrease in pressure) and force propel­
lant out of the. injector, When the bubble starts to pass through the injector
 
the manifold pressure drops to a level which is close to the combustion bhamber 
pressure. Chamber pressure of course drops off because of the lack of pro­
pellant. After all gas has pasbed through the system it*returns-to normal. 
The lack of correlation seen in this case is probably caused by two factors:
 
(1)The bubble size selected was 30 cubic inches in both fuel and oxidizer
 
sides--Ref. and (2)The actual bubble was probably not a'singleF bubble
 
as assumed for the model. A series oP bubbles 'separat.ed-by.discrete amounts
 
of fuel could cause the stepwise rise seen in the fuel and oxidizer injector
 
pressures. Each rise would correspond to the passage of a bubble and each
 
drop would .correspond to expansion of the bubble downstream of the venturi
 




The rapid falloff in.the flight fuel injector pressure would-indicate that thE
 
size of the fuel bubble in the model is probably much too large3 also the 
passage of.the fuel bubble through the engine, based on thd" fuel 'velocitk'and 
fuel-line lengths would suggest that the fuel bubbles did not start to pass
 
into the combustion chamber until a GoEoT. of hl seconds. The small pertur­
bations in chamber pressure seen at this time ould also suggest that at the
 
low injector pressure the bubbles are quite small.
 
8E5-5 TANK PRESSUEIZA2ION MODEL 
To demonstrate operation of the simplified pressurization feature of the model
 
the feed system of Rocketdyne's SE5-5 engine system was modeled. This system
 
consists of a pressurant storage bottle, a pressure regulator, two propellant
 
tanks, and two engines. Details of the-system are shown in Appendix D. Fig.
 
15 and 16 show the results obtained. At time zero the pressurization tran.­
sient starts. Initially, the propellant tanks are at a pressure of 16 psia and
 
the regulator is wide open. The pressure in the propellant tank starts to in­
crease; when it reaches 160 psia the propellant burst diaphragms break and the 
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-SE5-5 Engine System Predicted Pressurization Syster,Performance...
 
and the feed lines between the tank and engine start to prime. 
When the feed lines prime a surge of approximately 2000 psi is produced. In 
the model the pressure than oscillates about the mean pressure level until
 
the water hammer phenomena damps out. Since the surge pressure is several
 
times the normal operating level, the pressures go below zero. .This happens 
because the equations work for negative-as well as positive pressures. In a 
real system, the fluid will vaporize then the .pressure decreases below- its 

















E Young's Modulus 

G ratio of disolved gas ;ieight
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W total mass 

Z compressibility factor 

c pipe end restraint factor 

e pipe wall thickness 

e. base of natural logarithms 
g gravitational constant 






















































DEFI ITION OF SYIIBOLS (CONTI JED) 
a ratio of volume of gas to 
volume of liquid 
V time constant seconds -
heat exchanger effectiveness ---
P density pounds/cubic inch 
7 time delay constant seconds 
Y combustion efficiency 
SUBSCRIPTS 
c comoustilon cnamoer 
g gas 
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(a) 	 Two Phase Gas-Liouid Flow Dynamics - Part II - Acoustic Velocity 
in Two-Phase Flowo Gouse, Evans, Deane & Crowley, MIT Industrial 
Liaison Office, DSR'74629-1. 
(b) 	Trensport Phenomena, Bird, R. B., W. E; Stewart, and E. M. Lightfoot, 
J6hn Wiley & Sons, Inc., N, Y., 196Q, pg. 458 
.(c) 	Compact Heat Exchangers, Kays, M., and A. L. London, The National 
Press, palo Alto, Ca3iforni., 1955. 
(d) Oscillatorf Flame Front Flowrate Amlification'through-Propellant
 
Injection Ballistics (The Klystron Effect), J. R. Fenwick and
 
G. XJ. Bagler - Presented at'Third ICRPG Combustion Symposium, Cape 
Kennedy, Florida, 17-21 October 1966. 
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Feed Line 14odeling 
The system geometry and certain system parameters must be defined prior to the 
computer model operation. *A major portion of this information relates to the
 
propellant feed lines. In order to use this data, the feed lines must be
 
broken into segments having some logical 6rder with the length, internal cross­
sectional area, .fluid resistance, and line compliance factor specified.
 
Criteria for the sizing of segments is based on changes in line size, branch-.
 
.ng of lines, location of concentrated fluid resistance elements such as-valves 
and orifices, modl frequency response, and the time period to be .simulated. 
The Apollo Ascent Engine transient which is to be modeled is approximately 0.8 
seconds long, and the program will produce 300 data points Lo this transient. 
Thus, the spacing of the data points will be 2.7 ms, and if 10 data points are 
assumed necessary to define a sine wave cycle then the model would have a 
fr~quency response of 37.5 cps. If one wants a model with 600 cps frequency 
response then the time interval between points should be 0.167 ms. For this 
model a calculation interval of 0,170 ns will be selected so that the caDabi­
l-+.v n-f AM nnq frPnmin.v rPsnnnse mqv bp retained. 
Having picked an integration interval the riinimum and maximum line lengths that
 
can exist in the model will be selected. The minimum lino length is related 'to
 
the maximum fluid acoustic velocity by the relation
 
min > a t 
For the fuel. max = 60,000 in/sec, and thus the line segments must be at least
 
10.2 inches long. For the oxidizer aa x = 40,500 in/see, and2 rain = 6.89 inches.
 
The maximum line length can be found from the relation
 
max 25 amin A t 
1i tne propeiiants are saturated with pressurant gas it is possible for their 
acoustic velocity to go as low as 2500 inches/second5 and thus Im 10.6 
max 
inches. However, it should be pointed out that low values of acoustic velocity 
rll occur only when the average pressure in a segment is very low. This con­
dition will usually only occur downstream of the propellant valves or, in the
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case of the Apollo Descent Engine, downstream of the cavitating venturi. Thus, 
as one approaches the propellant tankslonger line lengths can be used. 
Figure A-i shows a schematic of the Apollo Ascent Engine feed system which is
 
to be modeled. Starting with the fuel systemthe plumbing schematic will be 
modified to fit the techniques used for modeling. In order to achieve flexi­
bility and the correct frequency response the length of the line segment at the 
engine inlet should lie between 10.2 and 10:6 inches. The line between the fuel 
prime delay volume and the injector is only 3 inches long, and it is reasonable 
to ignore it in the model. Thus the fuel prime delay volume, injector volume, 
and the feed line volume will be combined and the total will be injector volume.
 
Thus. the injector volume will be 38.58 cubic inches.
 
Next, the propellant valve will be considered. The minimum length of the 
lines between the balls and the injector is 2.05 inches. ince each of, the
 
lines are short, it would seem reasonable to combine them. Thus, the parallel
 
series combination of the main propellant valve will be lumped into a single
 
line.with a single valve. The total distance between the upstream ball valve
 
and the engine is 22.8 inches, and this length will be divided into 2 segments. 
The one nearest the engine will be 10.2 inches long, and the upstream one will 
be 12.6 inches long. The total volume downstream of the upstream ball is 65o12 
cu. in.; the injector contains 38.58 cu. in. so the two line segments need a volume 
of 26.54 cubic inches; The first segment has an internal diameter of 1.37, s6 
its volume is 15.02 cubic inches.' The area of the second segment irill have to 
be 11.52/12.6 = 0.916 square inches. These numbers assume that the feed 
system is primed down to the upstream ball valve. If the engine has propellant
 
to the downstream valve there are 2.9 cubic inches less volume to prime and the
 
area would be 0.648 square inches.
 
Upstream of the ball valve there is the engine interface, trim orifice and line
 
a
branch to consider. Experience has shown that the location of an orifice in 

primed line is not critical, and since the engine-feed system interface is only
 
important because of a pressure measurement located close to it, this line
 
section will be considered as one length and segmented as necessary. The total
 
distance is 52.10 inches. Experience also has showm that a series of identical
 
line lengths tends to cause computational instabilities, and that the segment
 
Thus, this line will be broken into 4
upstream of a valve should be short. 
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placed between the 13 and 15 inch segment and is actually only 5 inches from
 
the 10.2its true location. The engine interface pressure will be between 
and 13 inch segment and this pressure is only about 1 inch from its true loca-
The rest of the system is split up in a similar fashion. The resultingtion. 
with segment numbers 'assigned to each segment.Model is shown in Figure A-2 
t mvt ±ine segments which have been generated must be describedTo use .e , e 
length, area, compliance and resistance. These
by their,physical properties -

The compliance is calculated using the
values are sho,,m in Table A-I and A-II 
formla shown in the Engineer and Programmers Manual, pp. hl.2. The resistance 
actual values shown below, and distributed in accordancevalues are based on 
dith system. geometry. 
FEN) SYSTM RESISTANCE - SE021:M
5 
Fuel Oxidizer 
Tank Bottom to Interface 	 .017912- .011458
 
.023h13 .017361
Interface to Injector Manifolc 

Injector Manifold to Combustion Chamber 	 054856 .030382
 
trim orifice has an area of-o.878h square inches,For example, the oxidizer 
Its resistance, assuming an orifice coefficient of 0.65 is, 
R 	 2 - 0.003967 25 
(27.807 x 0.65 x 0.8780)s
 
will be distributed
The remaining resistance (0.011458 - 0.003967 0.007h91) 
along the 80.7 inches of line between the ox-idizer tank and enging interface.
 







where f z friction factor 
i: length - inches
 
d internal diameter - inches
 





2 3 2 2F 25 2 4~ - 22. 
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yigure A-2 - Apollo Ascent Engine Feed System 
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OXIDIZER FEED LINE PARAMETERS 
SEGMENT LENGTH AREA WALL WLqLuhuP17 RESISTANCEE25I 
NO. IN SQ IN SQ IN/LB X 10 SEC 2N 5 COMMENTS 
1 iO.0 .679 7.52 .001772 
2 8.9 .912 2.91 .001577 When ball valve is 
wet A = .542 
3 - Valve 
4 6.9 .1.04 2.91 .001222 
5 9.0 1.04 2.91 .000835 Interface 
6 10-5. 1.09 9.55 .000975 
7 6.9 1.09 9.55 .004607 Trim Orifice 
8 - -
- Branch 
9 7. O.405 12.7 .00219 
-10 9. 0.405 12.7 .00283 
11 14. 0.405 12.7 .00439 
12 17. 0.396 10.1 .00534 
13 11. 0-396 I0.i .00345 
14 7. 0.396 -10.1 .00219 
15 - - - Branch 
16 7. 1.10 12.1 .000650 
17 13. 1.0 12.1 .001207 
18 15. 1.10 12.1 .001392 
19 12.3 1.04 2,91 .001142 
20 - --
- Branch 
21 7. 0.396 10.1 .00219 
22 13. 0.396 10.1 .00408 
23 .15. 0.396 10.1 .00471 
24 8. 0.396 10.1 .00251 
25 - -
- Branch 
26 7. 1.04 2.91 .ooo650 
65 
which is merely a form of the Dlarcy head loss equation. The pressure dro 
between the engine and injectoris made up of that across the propellant 
valve, engine orifice, and propellant filters in addition to the line re­
sistance
 
The effective area of the valve may be calculated and Fig. A-3 shows the
 
results for a single ball and for the parallel series combination. The mari­
mumarea-is used to calculate the resistance of the valve in th6 open position.
 
The resistance of the engine filter is based on a pressure drop of 2.7 psi at
 
rated flow, and the resistance of the trim orifice is calculated as before6
 




* Engine Trim Orifice 
Propellant Screen 









The difference between the total lumped resistance and the measured resistance. 
ill be distributed in the feed lines between the interface and injector This 
copletes the definition of the feed system. 
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Combustion Chamber Performance 
Combustion performance in the Generalized Propulsion System Model is de­
termined from the lumped parameter equation 
d PC = RCTc Rcc At PC 




The constants RcT and _* are functions of the particular propellants being 
used and vary w-zith mixture ratio and pressure level. These constants can be 
determihed from thermochemical performance using the properties of the pro­
pellants. The results of one.such analysis for the Apollo propellants:over a
 
range of mixture ratios-and pressures-are shown in Table A-III. To use them 
.in the program it has been found convenient to use the oxidizer fraction 
rather than mixture ratio. This allows the combustion property data to be
 
extrapolated to fuel only, (MR) = 1.0, or oxidizer only, C4R) "--0.0 
operation.
 
Duting propellant blowdown after engine cutoff the model assumes that no
 
combustion occur-s. T6 calculate thrust chamber pressure during this period 
the oxidizer fraction is set to either 0..0 or 1.0 and equation (1) is used.
 
Thus, the values of R and C*/g must be knowm for each propellant in its 
vapor phase. This was determined for nitrogen tetroxide and 50-50 UDMH ­
hydrazine as follows. The value of CI for the propellants was found at a 
temperature of 6600R. Assuming that the vapor phase behaved as a perfect
 





and then 0* may be calculated
 
C* = -g RT 
k[k k+lI 
Values for the constants which apply to the propellant vapor are shown in
 




C(XlBUSTION DATA FOR NITROGEN TETROXIDE 50/50 HYDRAZINE-UDMH 










0.05 0.048 150.0 132.12 3.054 
0.10 0.091 150.0 134.08 3.133 
0.20 0.167 150.0 137.16 3.419 
0.40 0.286 150.0 11.70 3.351 
0.50 0.333 150.0 146.42 3.7i4 
-0.60 -0.375 150.0 153.29 4.055 
0.80 0.444 150o.0 164.17 4.566 
1.00 0.500 150.0 171,38 4.886 
1.20 0.546 150.0 17548 5.023 
1.40 0.583 450.0 177.72 5.059 
.1.6o o.615 150.0 178.22 5.o6 
2.00 0.667 150.0- -175.14 h.768 
2.40 0.706 150.0 .170.17 4.495 
3.00 0.750 15o.0 162.3 4.129 
3.60 00783 150.0 156.24 3.826, 
5.00 0.833 150.0 143.28 3.276 
10.00 0.909 150.0 112.70 2.130 
20.0 0.952 150.0 85.63 1.264 
50.0 0.980 150.0 58.61 o.613 
.00.0 0.990 150.0 46.40 0.363 
1.6 o.615 5.0 173.03 4.632 
1.6 0.615 50.0 176.88 4.899 
1.6 0.615 170.0 178.37 5.020 
1.6 0.615 190.0 178.50 5.031 
1.6 0.615 200.0 178.47 5.048 
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fraction is.shown in Fig. A-4. Figure A-5 shows a plot of the parameters vs 
pressure at a mixture ratio of 1,6, and this data is used to find the pres­
sure correction factors. 




in (C*/g) - in (C*/g) 
andg ref act 
Pact
 
For the Apollo propellant combination the correction factors are:
 
.CFRT2 *= 0.02779 
CFc*/g = 0o0453
 
The efficiency curve shown in Fig. A-4 is an arbitrary shape except-for the 
fact that it passes through the value of 97.6%-at in oxidizer fraction of 
0.615: Its correction facLor will be set to zero for the present time.
 
To complete the description of the thrust chamber, data t describe its size 
and shape are required from Table A-V. The injector manifold volume was defined 
previously and is noted in the table for reference. 
Orifice length used to calculate injector iTertance is obtained from a draw­
ing. Injector effective area can be calculated from its resistance, and the
 
flame front distance may be estimated from knowledge of the distance from
 
injector face to impingement, past experience, or actual .injector-engine
 
frequency response data. The combustion chamber data may be obtained from
 
engine prints or model specifications.
 
Program Input/Output 
Table A-VI gives a listing of the input data cards, graphical output is presented 
in Figs. A-6A through A-PF, and Table A-VII contains the program printed output 
obtained for this case.
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TABLE A-V 
COMBUSTION CHAMBER AND INJECTOR DATA. 
FUEL OXIDIZER 
MAIIFOLD VOLUE -IN 3 38-58 11.38 
ORIFICE LENGTH - IN 0.112 0.14 
INJECTOR C A -IN 2 O.153544. 0.206318
 p 
FLAM FRONT DISTANCE - IN 0.375 0.375 
IN2COMBUSTION CHAMBER THROAT AREA - 16.4 
IN3 453.2CO4BUSTER oHABER VOLUME -




APOLLO ASCENT ENGINE COMPUTER PROGWR INPUT DATA 
75 
2 I 27 1.472 0.684 0.0 1.04 1.0.9 0000100, 
i.10 1.10 0.0' 0.276 0.276 0.276 0000200, 
0.405 0.405 0.405 0.0. 0.396 0000300, 
0.396 0.396 0.0 1.10 1.10 1.04 0000400,­
0.0 0.156 0.0 1.04 0000500, 
2 121 27 10.2 12.6 0.0 10.2 13;0. 0000600, 
itO 13.9 0.0 14.2 13.0 11.0 0000700, 
0.0 11.0 16.0 23.0 0.0 20.4 0000800, 
1).0 11.0 0.0 11.0 15.0 19.0 0000900, 
0.0 21.3 0.0 13.4 000,1000, 
2 241 27 7.52 E-08 2.91 E-08 0.0 6.67 E-08 9.55 E-080001100, 
12.1 E-08 12.1 E-08 0.0 10.5 F-08 10.5 E-08 10.5 E-080001200, 
0.0 12.7 F-08 12.7 E-08 12.7 E-08 0.0 10.i -080001300, 
10.1 E-08 10.1 E-08 0.0 12.1 E-08 12.1 E-08 6.67 2-080001400, 
0.0 4.49 E-08 0o0 6.67 E-08 0001500, 
2 361 27 0.003335 ' 0.003989 0.0 0.003.335 0.001603 0001600, 
0.001850 0.007258 0.0 0.010576 0.009682 0.008193 0001700t 
0.0 0.00345 0.00502 0.00721 0.0 0.00640 0001800, 
0.00471 0.00345 0.0 0.001356 0.001850 .0.002343 0.001900i 
0.0 0.066322 0.0 0.001652 0002000, 
2 61 26 0.679 0.542 0.0 1.04 1i04 0002100, 
1.09 1.09 0.0 0.405 0.405 0.405 0002200, 
0.396 0.396 0.396 0.0 1.10. 1.10 .0002300, 
1.10 1.04 0.0 0.396. 0.396 0.396 0002400, 
0.396 0.0 1.04 0002500, 
2 181 26 10.0 8.9 0.0 6.9 9.0 0002600, 
10.5 6.9 0.0 7.0 9.0 14.0 0002700, 
17.0 11.0 7,0 0.0 7.0 13.0 0002800? 
15.0 12.3 0.0 7.0 13.0 15.0 0002900, 
..8.0 0.0 7.0 0003000, 
2 301 26 7.52 E-08 2.91 E-08 0.0 2.91 E-08 2.91 E-080003100, 
9.S5 E-08 9.55 E-08 0.-0 12.7 E-09 12.7 E-08 12.7 E-080003200, 
10.1 e-08 10.1 E-08 10.1 E-08 0,0 12.1' E-08 .12.1. E-080003300, 
12.1 E-08 2.91 E-08 0.0' 2-08 10.1- E-08'.10.1 E-08 10.1 E-080003400, 
10.1 2-08 0.0 E-08 2.91 E-08 ' 0003500, 
2 421 26_ 0.001772 0.001577 0.0 Q.001222- 0.000835 0003600, 
0.000975 0.004607 0.0 0.00219 0.00283 0.Q0439 0003700, 
0.00534 0.00345 0.00219 0.0 0.000650 0.001207 0003800, 
0,001392 0.001142 0,0 0.00219 0.00408 0.00471 0003900, 
0.00251 0.0 0.00065 0004000, 
5 1 26 21 150.0 0.02779 0.008,453' 0.0 0004100, 
-0.005 0.0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.10 0(0-?nn 







0.70 0.80 0°90 00044001 
0004500, 
3213 






























4.55 E+06 3.63 E+060004800, 
0004900, 






















0.826 0.833, )o841 
005300, 
005400, 









0.964 ).922 )005600, 
)005700, 
3 1 47 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.005 0.01 0005800, 






























0.022 0.820 0.010 0.830 0.0 0.844 0006500, 
3 101 47 3.0 0.0 0°0 0.005 0.01 0006600, 















0.442 0.105 0.442 0.740 0.370 0.750 0007000t 
0.292 0.760 0.225 0.770 0.166 0.780 0007100, 
u.114 0.790 0.072 0.800 0.040 0,810 0007200i 
U.022 0.620 0.010 0.830 0.0 0.844 0007300, 
3 401 5 1.0 38.58 0.112 0.153544 0.3(5 0007400, 
3 433 5 i0 11o38 0.141 0°206318 0.35. 0007500, 
3 526 5 16.4 453.2 750.0 - 1.784 0.0 0007600, 
$ 497 6 1.0 0.00333t 0.001725 2.0 000,3989 0007700, 
0.004279 0007800, 
3 501 6 
J.0054 4 5 
1.0 0.001772 0.001725 2.0 0.001577 0007900, 
0008000, 
0.006 200.0 0.10 O008100,
3 201 9 328. 203. 

.0008200,
iS3.0 0.7! 193.0 2.0 




194.00 0.82 194.0 

Sul ICMT=3, IPR=3, IST=I; NSEGF=27, NSEGO=26, DELT=170E-06,' 




I,I I)=21, lbRAN(I,Z,1 =8, IfBRAtN(1t,, )=20T 

IbiAA,(2,1 l)=lT, I8RAN(2,2,! =12, IBkAN(2,3,l)=I6, 

I6KAN(3,1,1)=27, IBRA(3t2,1)=249 IBRAN(3,3,1)=26t 

IoKAN(1,,2)=16, I6RAN(1,2t2)=8, IRAN(1,3,2)=I5, 

ibKA\(2,1,2)=26, IBRAN(2,,2=20, ISRAN(2,3,2)=25, 





















B(9)=0.0083446, B(10)=-4.1095, B(11)=0.0089489, b(12)=-3.62944 

8(i3)=41.797, R(14)=92.016, 6(15)=4, B(16)=4, 8(17)=1.67, 

B(id)=1 .67, B(19)=1.05, B(20)=1.10, B(21)=107 B(22)=10, 

8(23)=5.8889E-06, B (24)=2.0526E-05, B(25)=2760? b(Z6)=2760, 

B(S1)=0,691, B(32)=0.368, B(33)=0.75, 8(34)=0.75t

8(bl)=0.3, 1(82)=0.3 B(835)=0.01, 8(84)=0.01, 

B(b )=600 8(86)=600, B(87)=425.6, 8(88)=178.2, 
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APOLLO ASCENT EN UIC PREDICTED PERFOr 
NAA HOUSTON DATA CORELATION 
SIMIULATION OF TEST 0%t RUN No. I 
ANCE 1 ,I'A 
'4 
HII 
I I--lI I i, 





1I -S[ O}) 
- - ,, , I 
II II 
Ti E - SECONDS T1 M- EC- N- . 




DnT IUII/7 APOLLO ASCENT E.UOItI PREDICTED PERFORflANCC 12JCl I
 
TIMlE I:: II .5 NASA HO1'USTON
DATA CORELATION
 
SIULMATION OF TEST fl% RUN NO, I
 
FUEL PRESSURE SEGMENT No. 1. a FUEL PRESSUfI SEGHIENT NO. 5. 






- - ------- '-- -- -- -- -- -- --




TIME - SECO-S 
Figure A-6B - Graphical Output of Apollo Ascent Engine 
Computer Program. 
so 
DAT 1,116/70 APOLLO ASCENT EIhIE PREDICTED PERFORMANCE 121£7 .A}JJ 
TIl I.1_. 5 NASA HOUSTON DATA COTELATION 
SIIPIATION OF TEST OX5 * RUN NO. I 
* OXIDIZER PRESSURE SEGINT NO. I. O OXIDIZER PRttURE .EG U NO. 5. X OXIDIER PRESSMIE SEGNT NO. 7. 
I A-+­
-" I .. . 
--- . ..- . ..4--- --..i .
 
-... .. .... ., .. . .. .. 
 
- t.2 
100 , ~--2 I I 
- I -- '--- - -"7 - -- .....- ...I II ..... ...__ .... 
 
........ F - --
. ..
 
TIM - SECONDS 






APOLLO ASCENT ENNGUE PREDICTED PERFORMANCE 
NASA HOUSTON DA7A CORELATIO,
S MtUATION OF TEST MGs RIM NO .1 
rLOU SEGriENT-'4O. - S. 6 FIlEL LOU SEGHENT. NO. "J. 
....... -
L 
..  - . . 







Figure GI t Engin 
-H - SECOND 
rComputer Program 
* -----.... -----"- --­
FigreA-6 Gaphca Oupu ofAploAsentEnin 
CopuerPrgrI 
~ I ____82 
)-STf. APOLLO ASCENT ENGINE PREDICTEO PERFORMANCE
 I-l-0 

TIlt 11 ., NASA HOUSTON DATA CORELATIO,
 
SIMUATION OF TEST t RUN NO. I
 
*-OXIDJ7ER FLOU SEGiENT NO, 5. -0 OXIDIZER tLOU SWGIIENT Nl. 14.
 
- - ni----i-----i-l.... .....---­
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I 'i 10POLLO ASCENT EAINE PREDICTED PERFORIINCE 1414,,.Tilh4 1 11. NASA HMUS'TON UATA CORELATION 
SIMIJLATION Or TEST Ot W N NO. 1
 
IFUL
PRESURE .SEGlENTNo. 9. 	 a OXIDzn PRESSURE SEGMINT NO. 9.
 
I 	 . .l -] -
I /I!!U I I,-~ .~...----.-.-----.-.--.­





T I - SEC S 




ASCRIT ENGINE PROGRAM OUTPUT LISTINGS 
85 
APOLLO ASCENT ENGINE PREOICTED 'PERFORMANCE 
.NASA HOUSTON DATA CORELATION 
SIMULATIONJ OF TEST 006 * RUN' NO. I 
* * * *= FUEL FEEDSYSTEM PARAMETERS.. * * . ' 
SEGMENT DATA PRESSURE FLOW ACOUSTIC AREA LENGTH RESISTANCE OSOLVED GAS 
NO\0 STATE PS[A PPS' VELOCITY SQ. IN. INCHES SEC**2/IN**5 LBS G / LB L 
IN / SEC 
1 EMPTY 1.70 0.0 59327.7 1.4720 .10,20 0.3335SE-02 0.0 
2 EMPTY 1.70 "0.0 59737.2 046840 12.60 3.3989E-02 0.0 
3 EMPTY 1.70 0.0 59402.6 0.0 0.0 olO00E 32 0.0 
4 FULL 203.00 0.0 59402.6 1.0400 10,.20 0.3335E-02 0.0 
-5 'FULL' 203.00 -0.0 59150.0 1.0900 13.00 0.1603E-02 0.0 
6 FULL 203.00 0.0 58929.1 1.1000 15.00 3.1850E-02 0.0 
7 FULL 203.00 0.0 58929.1 1.1000 '13.90 0.7258E-0? 0.0 
8 FULL 203 .00 0.0 58929.1 *0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
9 FULL 2u3.00 0.0 59067.4 0.2760 14920 9.1058E-01 0.0 
10 FULL 203.00 0.0 59067.4 0.2760 13.00 0.9682E-02 '0.0 
11 FULL 203.00 0.0 59067.4 0.2760" 11.00- o8.193E-02 0.0 
12 FULL 203.00 0.0 59102.2 0.0 0.0' 9.0 0.0 
13 FULL .203.00 0.0 58R77.5 0.40'50 11.00 '3.3.450E-02 0.0 
14 FULL 203,00 0.0 58877.5 0.4050 16.00 0.5020E-02 0.0 
15 FULL 203.00 0.0 58877,5 0.4050 "23.-nO 9.721OE-02 0.0 
16 FULL 2 .00 0.0 5910'2.2 00 • 0.0 ).D 0.0 
17 FULL 203.00 0.0 59102.2 0.3960 20.40 0.6400E-02 0.0 
18 FULL 2U3. 00 0.0 59102..2 0.3960. ]5..00 0.47IOE-02 0.0 
19 FULL 20 .00 0.0 59102.2 0.,160 ' 1.'no 2.3.50E-G? 1.0 
20 FULL 20 3.00 - o 58929° 1 0.0 C.0 D.0 0.0 
21 , FULL 203.00 0.0 58929.1 1.1000 11.00 D.1356E-O? 0.0 
22. FULL 2u6.00 0.0 58929.1 1.100.0 15.UO D .1850F-02 0.0 
23 FULL 203-.00 0.0 59402.t 1.0400 1(.00 9.2343E-02 0.0 
24 FULL 2u3.00 0.0 59402o6 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 
25 FULL 203.00 0.0 595Q5.9 0. 1560' 21.30 ).66322-O '0.0 
26 FULL 203.00 0.0 59402.6 '0.0 • 0.0 3,0 0.0 
27 FULL 203.00 0.0 5940?.6 1.0400 13.40 D.16'52E-02 0.0, 
28 FULL 203.00 0 A-60000.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 
APOLLJ ASCENT ENGINE PREDICTED PERFORM NCE 
,NASA HOUSTON DATA CORELATION 
SIMULATION4 OF TEST 006 * RUN NO. I 
* *• 4 OXIDIZER FEEaSYSTEM*CONSTANTS -. , 4 4' 
SEGMENT DATA PESSURF FLOW ACOUSTIC ARFA LENGT. RESISTANCE pISOLVED GAS 
NO. STATE PSIA PPS VELOCITY SQ, IN. INCHES SFC*42/INt.*5 LBS G / LB L 
IN / SEC 
I EMPTY 10.57 0.0 40167.6 0.67o0 10,00 D.1772E-07 0.0 
2 EMPTY 10.57 0.0 t0370,4 0.5,40 890 .').1577E-02 0.0 
3 FMPI 10.57 0.0 40370.4 00 0.0 3.10002 32 0.0 
4 FULL -02.00 0.0 40370.4 1.0400 6.90 D.1?22E-02 0.0 
5 FULL ,02.00 0.0 40370.4 1.0400. .400 J .,350E-03 0.0 
6 FULL 202.00 0.0 40079.3 1,0900 10.50 D.9750E-03 0.0 
7 FULL f02.00 0.0 40079,3 , 1.0900 6,)0 3.4607.-S2 0.0 
8 FULL 202.00 0.0 39969.2 0.0 0.0 :.0 0.0 
q FULL 202.00 0.0 19943'.4 0.4050 7.00 Z.2IOoF-02 0.0 
10 FULL zu2.O0 0.0 39943.4 0*4050 9.00 3.2830E-02 0.0 
il FULL 202.00 0.0 39943.4 0.4050 W4 0.4390E-02 0.0 
12 FULL 202.00 0.0 40055.5 0,3960 7.00 ).5340E-02 0.0 
13 FULL Z02.00 0.0 40055.5 0.3960 .1,00 33450E-02 0.0 
14 FULL 202.00 0.0 40055.5 0.3960 7.00 3.2t9E-O2 0.0 
15 FULL 2o2.00 0.0 3996c1.2 0.0 0.0' 3.0 0,0 
16 FULL 202.00 0,0 39969,2 1,1000 7.00 0.6500E-03 0,0 
17 FULL 202.00 0.0 39969.2. 1,1000 13.00 5.1207E-02 0.0 
18 FULL 202.00 0.0 }9969.2 1., o00 15.00 3.1392C-OZ 0.0, 
19 FULL 20e. 00 0.0 40370.4 1.0400 "12,3n D.1 L42F-3Z 0.0 
20 FULL 202.00 0.0 40370.4 0.0 0.00 0.0 0,0 
21 FULL 112.303.0 40055*5 -0.39 ,0 7.00 D2, oOE-O? 0.0 
22 FULL 20,00 0.0 40055.5 0.3960 t3.00 0.4080E-02 0.0 
23 FULL 202300 0.0 40055.5 0.3q60 *15.00 0 .4710F-02 0.0 

























APOLLO ASCENT ENGINE PREDICTED PERFORMANCE 
NASA HOUSTON DATA CORELATION 
SIMULATION -OF-rEST "006-* RUN NO-'7--,---"---" 
* * FEEDSYSTEM CONFIGURATION ,4 
FUEL OXIDIZER 
SEGMEMT'-BRANC.f-IATA... 
* -* BIANCHES * * 4 INLET * , * BRANCHES 
82420, 16 8, 15,








9, 13, 259 0, 09 9t 219 0, 0, 07 
















22 23 '24 
. .. . . . . ..... .CUTOFF 'SEGMETTS" -. 
IAMBER NO. 1 
FUEL 
I t, 2, 39 0, 0 0 0 0, :0, 0, * 
OXIDIZER 
2, . 3t 0, 0, 0, 0, 0v 0, 0, 
FUEL VALVE TABLE 
4OEX SEGMENT * * VALUES 
1 328 203.0U0000 0,006000 200.000000 0.100000 193.000000 0.750000 193.30D000 2.000000 
OXIDIZER VALVE.TABLE 
qDEX SEGMENT * * VALUES 




3.000000 0.0 " 0.0 0.005000 0.010-000 0.015000 -0-020000 0.028000 0.030000
 
0.053000 0.0&-0000 0.092030 0.050000 0.137000 0.060000 0.194030 007000 0.257000
 
0.080000 00328000 0o090000 0.404000 0.100000 0.442000 0.105020 0.442000 0.740000
 
0-3TOO--0.750000 - 0.292000 0.760000 "-0.225.00-" 0,T70000-0i660 . 0o'780000 " 0.114000
 






3.000000 0.0 0.0 0.005000 0.010000 0.015000 0.020000 o.o28oo 0°030000
 
0.053000" '.00000" 0.090000 "0 050000'' 0.137000 0.060000 0;194030 0.070000 0.257000
 
0.080000 0.328000 0.090000 0.404000 0.100000 0.442000 0.1050)0 .0 42000 0.740000
 
0.370000 0.750000 0.292030 0.760000 0.225000 0.770000 0.166000 0.780000 0.114000
 









NDEX NO. 1 2 3 4 1. 2 3 
EGMENT NO, 1. 2. 0. 0. 1. 2. 0. 0. 
INE'RESIS;"SEC**2/IN**5 0.003335 0.0039a9 0.0 0.0 '0.001772 0.001577 0.0 0.0 







INDEX NO. .1 2 3 4 .1 2 3 4
 
SEGMENT NO, 1i000000 0.0 000 - 0.0 1.000200 , 0.3 0.0" 0,0 
MANIFOLD VOLJME - CU.IN. 38.5800., 0.0 0.0 0,0. .11.3800 0.3 0.0 0.0 
ORIFICE LENGTH - INCHES '.0.112000 0.0 0.0 - 0,0 0.141003 0.0 000 0.0 
"IrJECTOR'CZ&UB-DA ---SQIN 0.153544' 000 0.0 " 0 -.- : . 206319 - 0.0 0.'0 0 0 
FLAME FROUNT DISTANCE-iN. 0.375000 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 0.375003 0o0 0.0 0.0 
. . COMBUSTION CHAMBER.DATA
.. . .
 
INDEX NO. 1 2 3 
 4
 
0.0CHAMBER PRESSURE - PSIA 0.0 0.0 000 UXTDI'ZE R-FU3-RATE-T--IPS £ T "0fl.....-- ... . : .............. o
 
FUEL FLOWRATE - PPS 0.0 .. 0,0 0.3 0P0. 
OXIDIZER FRACTION 0,0 00 0.0 0.0 
THROAT ARE--0SQ TNZ . . . . 40 .. .. .......- 0 0 .. 0o0 
CHAMBER VOLUME - CU. IN. 453:200 . 0.0 0.0 . OO 
NOZZLE EXIT AREA - SQ. IN. 750.00 o0..0 0.0 03.0 
THRUST COEFFICIENT . .78 4U0 00 '0......-. 00. 
ENGINE AMBIENT PRESSURE - PSIA 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 
ENGINE THRUST POUNDS 0.0 0o0 .0 0.0 
. COMBUSTION'DATA 
BASE PRESSURE 150.0 PSIA GAS'CONSTANT CORRECT13N =0.02779C 
..STAr"'ORECTIO--OOO43 .EFFICIENCY-CORRECTION =0.0 
OX. FRACTION GAS CONSTANT "CSTAR / '3 EFFICIENCY 
-0.0050 -2.OOOOE 05 15.0.00 0.8160 
0.0 2.9300E 05 41.500 0.8180 
0.0200 2o8200E 06- 115.000 .0.8260 
0.0400 3.0400E 06 131.500 0.8330 
0.0600 3.0700E 06 132.900 0.8410 
0.1003 3.1300E 06 134.700 0.8560 
0.2000 3.2400E 06 138000 0.8890 
0.2500 3.26OE 06 139.800 0.9030 
0.3000 3.4200E 06 142.600 0.'9200 
0.3500 3.8700E 06. 148.800 0.9330 
0.4500 4.6000E 06 165.000 0.9590 
0.5000 4.8800.E 06 171.300 0.9670 
0.5500 5.000E 06 175.800 0.9740
 
0.6000 5.0200E Q6 178.100 0.9780
 
0.6500 4o8600F 06 £76,800 0.9730
 
.- 0.7000 4.5500E 06 171.100 0.9640
 
0.ROD 3.6300E 06 152.000 0.9220
 
0.9003 2.2700E 06 
0.9800 3 7000E 05 
1.0000 1.3300E 05 
1.0050 1.000E 04 
APOLLO ASCENT ENGINE PREDICTED PIE.RFORMANCE-

NASA HOUSTON DATA CORELATION
 
SIMULATION OF TEST 006 * RUN NO. 1
 
INPUT DATA C3NSTANTS * 
ENTRAINED GAS - LBS GAS / LB LIQUID 
PROPELLANT DENSITY - POUNDS / CUBIC INCH" 
LIQUID TEMPERATURE- DEGREES RANKINE 
PROPELLANT ACOUSTIC VELOCITY - INCHES'! SECOND 
VAPOR PRESSURE CURVE FIT CONSTANTS - CONI. 
LOG(PVAP) = CONI # TEMP + CON2---------­
- CON2 
PRnPELLANT MULECULAR WEIGHT 
PRESSURANT GAS MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
RATIO.OF SPECIFIC HEATS - PRFSSURANT GAS 
RATIO OF SPEGIFIC HEATS - PROPELLANT VAPOR 
DISSOLVED GAS EVOLUTION TIME CONSTANT I /SEC. 
DISSOLVED GAS CONCENTRATION - LBS GAS / LB.L'IQ / PSI 
PROPELLANT TANK ULLAGE - CUBIC INCHES 
PROPELLANT TANK INITIAL PRESSURE - PSIA 
PRESSURANT GAS BOTTLE VOLUME - CUBIC INC'HES-
PROPELLANT LIQUI'D HEAT CAPACIlY - BTU /,-LB / DEGREE R. 

PRFSSJIANT - LOW PRFSSUPE C-SUB-V 

PRESSURANT - HIGH PRESSURE C-SUB-V 

PRFSSURANT - HIGH PRESSURE C-SUB-P 

PRFSSURANT - HIGH PRESSURE GAMMA 
PROPLLLANT VAPJR C-SUB-P 

HEAT SOAKBACK - BTU / LP SEC L):GREE R 
SOAKBACK 1,JELTOR TFMPFRATURF' - DEGREES P 


















































































































33.19337'"'- li16.'98358' 12 . 6 5529  123.92807 17;6&383 l.E,9793 . 10 . 5 t 786  0,O 6 , O ' .----A- " 
3.122397 115 .82>16  12061780 1 2 6 e l lOL l  , 17.76780 . la6C,7O3. 10056785  0.3 000 . 
3.125457 112 .49273  1 2 660432  124028753 170R6Q14 l oG97C7 10.56786 '. 0.3 , 0,O 
30123517 114.15135 12.56708 258.37427 , 16.5P267 1.59703 152055981  000 " 000  -
30131577 115064735  12.55 156 253 ,34683  . 16033722 l o h o 7 0 3  155a10032 0 .3  000  
3,134637 112.24681 12.53622 228e41068  15.55l.70 l o69703  143,83022 000 0 e 0 
2.137697 113-77951  1 Z 0 5 2 4 5 8  164062885  14020144 1.69793 120.92563 - " - 0.b - - - - - O e O  < 
2 , 1 4 3 3 5 6  115.30130 12.52598 201.  76782 ' 14,41042 lOh " 703  124084138 ' 000 G e O  
2 0  143816 112*9113>  1205?hOR 139.15045 1 3  -96230 - 1.69703 112.74493 O o O  0 - 0  
C.146876 113012105 12.50776 153.49695 13050745  1.b9703 135 ,85843  , 0 - 3  000  
0,169936 1 1 4 0 4 0 4 S ~  12.51746 189.52722 13oOcQ31 1.69703 139033871 . 000 0sC 
0,152Q36 113.26555 12.49424 139 ,45006  13.4C352 1 ,69703  133 .37195  003 3.0 -
190155056 '- 12049286 13030100  L ,69703 , 133,  56548 O o  3 - - - - - - - - . - G e ! l  - - - - -113 .2719G-- - - 189 ,37213  - :---
C0159116  113.71396 12 ,5043P 17Ge71922 13.34439 ' l06Q7O3 134,69229 G,i)l - 0,O 
OaES2176 h13043927  12.49824 14Q066920  13.  19232 1 -69703  132009152  0 0 3  , * G O O  
P e l 6 5 2 3 5  L13.50755 12 .4P791  L06,39926 1302124'3 1169703 132055080 O q G  000  
G oi5S205 . 1 1 3 . ~ b ~ t b l  12 .49664  149-  13774 13.2C780 1.69703 131,82C13 C-0 0 0 0  
0 , 1 7 1 3 5 5  113.32892 12.4?"52 151 ,37550  13.  13810 1 ,69703  l3G073897  - 0-3 ' O o 0 .L*i 
O o 1 7 G 4 1 5 - - L13*72729 17 .%3583  lBOoq9710 13.19163 . L.h9703---- 131.35437 -- 0-0 - - ----.0 ,  0 -- .---A 
0 ,177475  L i 3 . 3 3 2 0 5  12. %!?a92 149.70546 13.16830 1.6Q703 131.01828 0 ,3  0 - 0  
OoLS3535 Lh3,196>3 12oL8092 16 3 . 1 8 6 3 4  13010176 . 1 ,62703  130.30533 0 0 0 - G* 9 
0.183595 113,  72204 12048432 170047678  130173.60 10697G3 131  54529  ' i? 2 3 - C OG  -
00186554 113o338L9 12 .48449  15? , q1364  13,14(3R5 1,69703 13 l0GL535 C e 3  = - 000  
Oo18Q714 1130 1175.2 12.47753 164.35974 1300825n  lofiW703 99 ,79724  0 - 0  * O e O  
0 ,192774  Z i 3*60C7i 1Z9/tP222 16'1.3 1302 13.17927 1 ,69703  -131 ,81238  -- COO - -- - O , O - ' - ' -
C - 1 9 5Q3 4  iA3oOOOY5 1204R009 160e19505  13 -  12231 Le59703 130049690  0 - 3  , 0.0 , 
3 , 1 Q a 9 9 4  l l 3 , 1 3 L i 9  f ? .L7448  l b 2 *69693  13,0859-P l o 697 i ) 3  39 ,63935  Go9 , o O o ~  
3 , 2 01954  1 1 3 , 4 2 7 5 5  12.4Toh6 159 , 08246  13 ,17701  la4Q7n3 i 3 1 a94C29  ' go!3 0,OI ) 
3 - 205914  111o33911  12.47600 104 .37142  13 m 1 C P 5 4  106"703 130.1293% 0,,7 - 000 
G,?38073 113,  15378  12.47191 160.99146 .13.1C365 . L.6C;703 130.04573 . 0.9 0 0 0  
3 - 211133  l i 3 . 2 7 J C n  12 .47647  159 ,17740  13.1F.129 . 1.697C3 131. 03736 G.9 0 ,0 
? 0 2 1+ 1Q3  li1030374 12 , 47229  164.03654 1300c127  1 .6*7G3 ? 9 , 3 2C56 ,  0.3 0 .0  
3.217251 113*  1Hb7'+ 12.46O4b 160 ,47394  13.12?CL i6112h4Y7 13Pe5CS 8 3  0.0 -- 0.0 
C022?313  4 2 3 . 6 3 > 2 8  Q.93551  ?9Q.52137 * 11 041.?6Z 37(3.2(:551 7 9 0 . 5 1 2 4 5  21 5 , 25641  0 , 53520  
5 ,223373  3 7 b . 2 1 8 3 1  7.95461 254.22887 . 1004f871 306e70215 255.60F59 232 .31969  - .  0057248  
2 ,226433  1 5 4 . 9 5 7 9 ~  0, 17GC7 190 ,  5St t69  9 .31684- 250.5C7?l 233,63129 i P l o 7 4 3 3 3  . -. 0 .53144 .  
? 0 ? 2 0 4 0 ?  225.3t;>(-, 5 . 553nC  2 3 7 .  4 5 ~ ~ 7 4  8 . 7 3 3 L 9  7P1.54379 i97 .54993  149.1PF80 0 , 4 9 2 7 1  
D0232552 L s d . Z b : > Y  5 . 5 3 7 L F  212eC?R70 8.6CC49 2 i 13 . / + lR84h  13104S';03 i % 3 - 5 3 5 4 1  0 - 6 0 5 3 6  
? ,275512  15u.43265 4 .75097  19 1.54123 7,R77°8 L70.0'3078 17P009PL9 141 -5393?  0,61837 
C.?3E577 1 d 3 0 7 2 C 2 ~  4..Q1:?(73 i @ C .  63 /+?8  7.  7'4" 171 .4015~ t~  1 . 7 5  132 .33845  - Op6i551 ,  
0 ,241737  2 1 J o 7 5 ~ v 3  5 . 7 2 1 0 9  1Q5*( :2717  . ' Co0 ! , 4 1 9  l i ; 5 0 3 731 1 177.91347 1 3S037962  O . b i C 4 1  
367447O2 171.. 7 7 9 4 2  4.3572" 176.0497R 794R7SQ 1(,70r!4713 Lh4,16771 1 . 3 1 0 8 5 ? ' i 4  , Ok6 1 9 4 7  





9.7?(?26$ 1 3 7 . 2 5 7 j +  4.3rj.jPn 193.853f3!3 6 .7891 .7 ,  151 .2371C 1'+5.'$5C7-7 1 1 3 0 3 7 0 3 3  G.603L7 II 
3 .797325 1 8 d . 6 ~ + 2 4  4. j n f ' 1 3  1 9 5 a P 8 7 7 4  6 . 6 2 5 9 7  ' 14[..07ROb . 142 .37250  116o773 '15  . 0 . 6 0 5 5 i  i 
C.733368 15G.3~1533 4 , 2 1 7 2 0  198e6(>23R 6 .42729  4 135 .04286  1 1 3 . q 7 7 0 1  - 5 , 6 0 3 4 1  
C.78344P 133.32337 1 3 7 5 5  2 0 2 . 5 6 1 2 2  0 0 1 p 5 3 8  13q.CA727 1 3 2 0  7 e 4 9 4  1 1 0 . 5 1  1 3 0  0 ,60C9E I 
? . 7 Q 2 5 ? f  1 + 2 . 5 4 ~ ~ 4  3 .  97741 ? P 5 0 a 4 1 2 1  5o9C'GSO 1 3 3 , 1 2 7 1 1  1 2 6 . 6 2 4 4 5  1 0 6 . 3 3 2 5 9  0 . 5 9 7 0 5  ! 
n 0 7 9 5 S S ?  196 .63Lr t7  30 ?L-549 2 0 9 , 2 9 1 7 6  5 .57814  12'6o04621 1 1 9 , 4 3 0 2 7  - 1 3 1 , 3 7 1 9 4  " . - - - - 0 0 5 9 3 5 :  
C . 7??627  2 3 3 . 2 0 7 3 9  ? . 5 1 2 S C  2 1 4 . 3 4 7 0 3  5.1"135 1 1 7 . 6 5 4 7 1  l l l . O C 0 1 5  0 5 o ' t 2 0 9 l  . O 0 5 8 9 0 C ,  
C e P 2 1 5 Q 7  2 ~ 7 0 7 6 7 d ~  3 . 3 7 0 2 4  2 1 9 , 4 5 0 6 2  4 9 7 5 5 4 0  lC7.  b430C 13 l t  45033 '38 .39095 0 . 5 8 4 6 1  
0 0 5 3 4 7 4 7  2 1 J e ? + 1 4 +  3 - 3 3 2 5 0  2 2 C - 5 2 9 3 7  4 , 2 8 3 2 0  . '  . q 6 0 Q 1 3 1 4  7 1 , 2 0 5 7 7  8 3 . 5 8 2 7 7  0 , 5 8 0 1 t  
0 .837607  . 2 1 5 0 4 d l o G  7 . 7 5 5 3 1  2 2 4 , 2 0 7 7 2  3 , 7 5 9 7 2  134.8qln4 7909f3125 7 1 . 3 5 8 3 7  0 e 5 7 5 2 E  
C.Q!3Q67 2 2 i . 4 i L b 7  2 . 3 9 7 5 8  2 2 9 . 7 5 4 8 8  3 0 2 0 8 9 ?  7 1 .95047  5 7 , 9 8 8 6 3  6 2 , 1 4 3 5 9  OO5707E 
P . 1 1 3 9 2 7  - 2 l Z 0 7 o 6 2 2  - '  2 . 0 5 1 9 5  2 1 8 . 3 9 5 6 5  - - - 7.75172 h1.04C91 5 7 . 9 8 1 4 3 - ' - - 5 3 . 7 4 3 1 1  0 , 5 6 8 2 2  
C.816986  ~ l i . 3 C o o 4  1 . 7 3 0 8 1  3 1 4 , 1 4 4 9 0  2 .31150 50 .91537  4 8 ,  hC953 G 5 0 3 2 3 1 2  0 , 5 i 3 2 5  
C.QZ9?46  2 1 6 . 5 7 7 4 4  1 - 4 9 6 7 9  2 1 9 . 6 2 8 8 1  1 .93452  42 .41977  % 0 . 7 4 2 1 9  3 7 , 3 1 6 7 2  - C.479Lt.C 
0 . 8 2 7 1 9 6  2 1 i ,  b 1 3 5 U  1.244'78 2 1 4 , 1 7 2 6 7  1 .615F6 28 .51176  . 2 7 . 2 7 2 3 6  25.?1C!r)3 0 . 4 0 4 5 5  
OeP26156 2300 J a b 1 2  1 - 9 7 0 7 1  2 0 5 . 6 9 8 7 8  1e3nO9ft 25 .17586 2 4 .  34633  2 3 . 1 6 3 5 2  0 , 5 0 1 4 1  
0 . 9 ? 3 ? 2 h  2 1 3 . 8 5 ~ ~ 3  C * 7 7 8 0 6  2 1 3 a 8 9 0 4 3  0 .99114  1 6 0 0 ? 7 3 0  1 5 . 6 7 3 1 4  1 5 0 1 9 6 4 9 ,  0.  210'5C 
C .F;322P6 ZLG. 8 1 1 5 1  0 . 5 3 7 2 t  215 .89935  0 , 7 5 8 4 6  12ar93Q9t!----12096092-'- '--- LZ.91 731 ' - - 0 . 6 3 1 9 1' 
S . s 3 5 3 4 6  i 9 7 . 6 6  110 O.{t3704 1 9 8 . P 9 0 9 5  0 , 5 4 3 5 2  7 . 3 8 3 1 4  7 0  26675  7 . 2  1 3 9 8  O o  545'3 1 
CoR3?405  233.524ab 0 . 2 8 9 7 6  2 0 1 . 8 6 9 6 4  0.36579 5.953114 5 , 7 6 5 7 2  ' 6 , 7 5 5 3 1  - G 0 5 4 6 2 9  
6.3414t35 2 1 2 . 3 2 ~ 1 G  0 . 1 3 5 4 3  2 1 7 . 2 9 8 5 8  G.lf-943 4 * 4 h 0 4 9  4 .01859  - 4 . 5 9 8 7 Q  P a 4 0 4 3 6  
T = Oec343d45 J = 1  F P : S C U T  = 3.OOQUO 6 2 - 3 1 2 8  2 o 0 2 1 9 1  .
- - - .-
- . .- - - -

T = 0 , 0 4 3 6 4 >  J = 2  ESC,CI!T = 3 .0001)O 22.9938 1 . 1 9 5 6 8  

G a g 4 4 5 2 5  2 2 1 .  5 b ~ L 7  - 0 . 3 1 + 3 9  2 3 ( t o 9 2 9 6 1  - C  032205 4 .38222 -220 51799 4 , 3 3 2 2 2  L o  O O O O O  

C a g 4 7 5 R 5  1 7 9 . 9 5 3 0 3  O o n 3 0 6 @  180.38445 -O,OCO71 4 . 6 9 0 5 4  13 .76924  4 . 5 9 0 5 4  . "  foOOOOG 

C e P 5 3 5 4 5  1 3 4 . 3 E 5 j L  0.3PC11 1 8 7 . 7 1 3 8 4  0 .00577  4.3Ci390 1 1,  19713  40303'3C . - -loOC)t)30 

O.P537?5 Z d d ,  l 3 L d n  '7.9n35H 2 0 6 , 9 7 3 1 9  0 .OC63 3 4 . 7 8  1/13 -2. 16744  4 , 7 5 1 6 3  l o O C 3 3 0  

C,.C557c;. j  139 .  52, ' id -?. q 3 Q54 1 0 7 . 5 6 1 4 4  -0,01683 4-763 '1 1 -1 3. QH785 ' 4 . 7 6 3 9 1  2 oOSCf30 

O.P5?825 1 3 5 . 4 C j l ~  0 . 3 3 7 0 7  1 5 2 - 2 3 6 5 0  . 0 . 0 C p P S  - 7 a n ? 4  - 4 , 3 3 9 1 8  [ t o  7 4  8 9 4  1.0C330 

3 . 9 5 7 9 4 4  l 3 a .  7 b a  7.t - 0 . 3 7 5 8 3  1 9 4 . 9 3 9 5 3  0.01313 4 . 7 3 4 9 h  . 6 .1b672  4 , 7 3 4 9 6  1.03030 

C.Fh5944 1 3 ~ .  - Q .  D?7(*7 2 0 p 0 6 3 5 1 9  - G . O (  3 3 7  4 . 3 8 1 2 3  1 1 .  20595 4 n 5 3 1 2 3  i o 3 0 0 3 Q 
3 3 3 6 5  

C . ! 2 ~ ~ 3 ~ 4i s u . 3 4 i l d  -0 . f70170 lR7 .725R5  -6 ;  CC(,(?9 4 ,  6 4 5 5 0  5 . '3 (3542  4 , 5 4 5 5 0  - 1 6 0 3 0 3 0  

C.371054 139 .  $ 8 2 2 ~  0.113fc5 11'70Cj6808 (7,0CC)10 4 , h 7 W t ?  - 1 * 8 3 5 1 3  4 . 5 7 0 3 8  I o O @ O O O  

C.275124 i 5 s .  3 5 h 3 2  -0.334"3 703.35654 C.01178 /t , 6 7 7 7 9  - 3 . 7 5 6 9 5  - 4 . 5 7 2 2 5  t '  loGfi9r3Q 

C,"7E 1 2 4  L J G .  d>o>t, -11 .32433 2( ;0 ,  53551,  .. -0 .01677 f ie6b '+55 - 1. 5C315 ' 4 . S S 4 5 5  loOOCO0 

C .P i1244  t b 3 .  7 0 9 1 7  0 , 2 0 5  1 1  1 6 1 . 1 ~ 5 3 n - O.OC211 4 . 6 5 3 2 7  1 a 5P329 4 . 5 5 3 2 7  1 0 0 3 0 3 0  

P . 3 7 L 3 7 3  L 3 j o > 7 3 , 5 ,  i j .  737 3 C  1'?4*01007. . 0 .00717  4 , h f t n G l  - 3 .23497  4 . 5 4 0 6 1  1 .  330CC 

C . F ? 7 q S ?  L b 3 . 1 ~ 0 2 3  - ! 1 . ? ? 2 3 7  2 0 8 . 1 7 1 2 4  0 .  r)(?o?? /+.(5773ci 3 , 2 3 4 1 7  4 . 5 2  738 1.003;)O 
F . F Q C L 7 3  i d n .  7 3 ~ 7 1  - 7. 7 ' ) 7 ' ? 5  1 ? 7 . 6 8 9 2 9  - O . n l  7 7 3  4 ,  $13 6 0  2 . 4 5 5 3 3  4 . 5 1 3 3 9  1.03030 








-0.00889 '199.75656 0.00703 
0.00314 204.14718 -0.01169 
0.00144 180.13454 -0.00380 
0.00473 191.53931 0,00909 
-0.01167' 204.97755 0.00591 






























HC9001 EXECUTION TERMINATING DUE TO ERROR COUNT'FOR ERROR NUMBER 217 
HC2171 FIOCS - END OF DATA SET ON UNIT 5 
RACEBACK'-ROUTtN--CALLSD-FROM-N......-REG" 147- -REG; 15 REG.-'-.REG... 
FRDNL# 0003A304 000487F8 0000A414 00039A48 




APOLLO DESCENT ENGINE-START TRANSIENT MODEl 
APOLLO DESCENT ENGINE MODEING
 
The feed line configuration of the Apollo Descent configuration is shown in
 
-Fig.B-i. Since this engine model is to have response requirements similar
 
'to the Ascent Engine model,the model i.ill be divided into line segments in
 
the same mainer as described in Appendix A. The barrier coolant passage which
 
-has a very high resistance will be neglected in the start model and it rll
 
be assumed that all fuel goes through the irnjector. Tables B-I and B-II show
 
-the physicil data on th6 line segments for this engine.
 
The effective area- of the engine shutoff valves as a function of time is shown
 
in Fig. B-2. For this particular simulation the flow control valve is in its
 
wide-openposition and does not cavitate. Thus, it is treated as a valve with
 




Table B-III shows thb input data used for the simulation of the start tran­
sient and Table B-IV shows the output data5 along with the graphical results
 
presented in Figures B-3A through B-3F.
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Fuel Tanks Oxidizer Tank
 
1.50 dia. x .035 Wall7 
 di .035 Wall 
Ores Tube 6' Long .Ores 
 Tube 6' Long
 
2.00 dia. x 035 Wall 

-2.00 dia. x .035 Wall
Ores Tube 13' Long 







2.00 dia. x .035 Wall .-- 72.00 dia x .035 Wall
Ores Tube h.2' Long 




C2.00 dia. i .035 Wall
 
Barrier Coolant 
 Ores Tube 1.7" Long 
- 2.00 dia0 x .035 Wall
Passage 





Volume = 45 Cubic Inches 
 Volume = 30 Cubic Inches 
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APOLLO DESCENT ENGINE FUEL FEED LINE PARAMETERS 
6ARE&~lf!~TLENGTH 	 WALL COMPLIANCE RESISTANCE
-SxnNEF 
NO. IN sQ0IN SQ IfLX10 6 SEC2/IN5 COM S 
1 10.2 2.92 	 1.67 .0000800
 






3 -.--	 Shutoff Valve Open 
CdA = .44 in 2 R = .006680 
4 10.2 2.92 1.67 .0000800 
5 12. 2.92 1.67 .0001019
 
6 15. 2.92 1.67 .0001176
 








R = 0.904340, CaA = 0.5459 
9 11. 2.92 1.67. .00000862 'Interface
 
10 i3. 2.92- 1.67 0.0001019
 
11 15; 2.92 1.67 0.0001176
 
12 17. 2.92 1.67 0.0001333
 
13 19. 2.92 1.67 0,0001489
 
14 21. 2.92 1.67 0.0001646
 
15 23. 2.92 1.67 0.0001803
 
16 20. 2.92 1.67 0.0001568
 
17 17. 2.92 1.67 0.0001333
 
18 11. 3.22 1.24 0.0000862
 
19 15. 3.22 1.24 0.0001176
 
20 19. 3.22 1.24 0.0001490
 
21 17. 3.22 1.24 0.0001333
 










NO. IN SIN Q l/LW~X 10 O~T.SC/2 
1 7.0 2,92 1o67- 0.0000314
 
2 -7°4 2.92 I.67 0.0000332
 
3 -- - - Shutoff Valve Open 
CdA1.0"in R=.001293 
:4" 7, 2.92 1.67 O.0600314
 
5 9. 2.92 1.67 0.0000403 
.6 11. 2.92 1.67 0.0000493 
7 15. 2.92 1.67 0.0000672
 
8 - -- - Flow Control Valve 




9 II. 2.92 1.67 0.0000493 Interface 
10 13. 2.92 1.67 0.0000583 
11 15. 2.92 I167. 0.0000672 
12 17. 2.92 1.67 0.0000762 
13 19. 2.92 1.67 o.ouOuu52 
14 21. 2.92 1.67 0.0000942 
15 23. 2,92 1.67 0o0001031 
16 20. 2.92 1,67 0.0000897 
17 17. 2.92 1.67 0.0000762 
18. 11. 4°42 1.57 0°0000493 
19 15. 4.42 1.57 0°0000672 
20 19. 4.42 1.57 0.0000852 
21 17. 4.42 1.57 0.0000762 
22 10° 4.42 1.57 ooooh48 
105 
TABLE B-III 
APOLLO DESCENT ENGINE START TRANSIENT COMPUTER MODEL INPUT DATA 
106 
2 121 22 10.2 '10.2 0.0 10.2 13.0 Oo0100, 
i1.0 
11.0 













































































































































































































































































3 	 201 9 323.0 252.0 0.0 245.5 ,0.5 

241.0 1.0 240.0 1.25 
3 	 211 3 8.0 0,!459 1.0 
301 9 323.0 260.0 0.0 254.5 0.5 
2:1.o 1.0 250.5 1.25 

3 311 3 8.0 1.0518 1.0 

3 -01 5 1.0 45.0 0.375 0.62065 1.0 

3 -33 5 1.0 30.0 0.25 0.31727 0.5 

-3 526 4- 54.4 2557.0 0.0 1.7 

sol IPR=3, IST=1, IC'AT=3, NSEGF=22, NSEGO=22, OELT=170.OE-06., 




































B(v)=0.008t'-6, B(10)=-4.1095, B(II)=0o008948, t(12)=-3.62944, 

B(13)='1.797, B(14)=92.016, 3(15)=4, 1(16)=4, 

3(ifl=1.67, 6(18)=1.67, b(19)=1.05, B(20)=1.1, t(21)=10, 6(22)=10, 

(23 = . d8E-06, B(24)=2.0526E-05, 
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ENG INE DAACRATh 
SERIEZ I TEST RZUN 
iJ f 
t FUL PrlEAJE -rGhrE1T NO. 3. 0 FUEL FLOW SE6INT NO. 3. 
', I !, i. 
I -
2­
:1 2 K? 
......~ .2 .... I i ___ __ _ _"_ _ 
TIMt - SECONDS 
Figare B-3F - Graphical Output of Apollo Descent Engine Start Transient Model. 
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TABLE B-TV 
APOLLO DESCENT ENGINE START TRANSIENT COMPUTER MODEL OUTPUT 
D'ATF 12/1'7?70 T ME."'9: o6 
A.POI Lr, r)ESr. ENT FENGI NF 
DATA CORRELATION",

L TA-5 SERIES 11' " 'TEST 2-... RUN 2 
x=*' x :e, FUEL FEEDSYSTEfv PARAM4ETERS 
€ #S F,MEN T DATA PRESSURE. FLOW ACOUSTIC ' AREA L EN GTH RES ISTANC E DISOLVED GA)Sk 
... [17---STA TE bSIA VE tOC fTY ... . -1-WF ... IF 1'MqES' 'S..R£-;F :2TIf - LB -T E"P.. pIsS - ' 
IN I SFC : 
1 EM.P TY 2.06 11-0 48889-0 ,2o920(6 1 0-20 .. 0-1120E-03 0o0 
2 5MPTY 2°06 0.0 48889.0 2,,9200""' 10--20 "' Oo-1604E-OFi" ' 0.0 
3 FMPTy 2-o)6 0.O 48888.0 0,,0 0.0" Oo-IO00E 32 Q o2lO0E-02 
4 FULL 2 52,,OC 0.oO 48,888. 2,-'9 200. 1Q.20 0,1!120E-03 0-21C0E-02 
"PIL275-25 ... 0 C 4 8o Yo n 13 JO8 .. '200 . .. 0 ' " 6S '-0-'2 O'GE-"07" 
6 F UL L 2 5 2. 0 f. 48888o'0 2o9200 15000 0,*16 50E.- 03' 0-21GOE-02 
7 FULL ,292,,00 0o0 4888A .0O 2-9200 12-20 0,1340E- 03 0,,21I00E-02
"8 FULt 2 52°0f)OD0000 " 48888,,0 0 0 -" O, '- -O- 43.40F-02 0,o21.0 E-02-' 
9 FUt.I 252-GG no 03000 48889.0 2*9200 11.00 0 -1I210E- 03 0o 2100E-02 
10 FIILt 2 92. nO OoO1 4P888.0Q 2-9200 -.13.00 0o1430E-03 0o 210CE-02
 
Al1 FULL 2 52- 00 0o0 4P888.6 "2 q 200) 
 15 o00" . ' 650'E- 03 " 2-1iOE--02". 
12 FULL 2 52.00i 0.o0 48888'o.' 2-920'C .17 000. . 1870F-03' "0o2100E-02 
13 FULL 292.(-G 0,,0 48888.0 2°9200 19o.00 '0 o2090E.-03. 0o2100E-02 
t .14 FULL 2 52- CC -, 488.ro 2-9200 21-of'O G - 23 1lOE- 0 3 Oo 210CE-O2"
 
15 FULL 2 9? ,"-. ") 4q8A8.~c 2 o'20C0 23ol00 Co2530F-03 C,.-2 100E- 02

16 PULL 25?.( c 0 4888P.°1 2.920n( 20,00' Cr.-2200E- 03 0o2100E-02

17 FIIL L 2 52. P'C oO 48q98 .0 2 .9200 17.00 C o1870E- 03 0-,2100E- 02
 
lq F UL L 2 2 ?"'515 o 'o20 100 $'°.1150E- 03 0-2100E-02
 
19 FUL I ? 7 C,, .°3. :11151.4 3,220r ' .15oCO 0.1570E-03 0°2100E-02
 
20 F ll fS . ... 3 51 15 1 .1- 3 -o2 -r) 1 0-Q .f o19 9 C -o21 C0E- 020 0 E- 0 321 FIl t 2i' . "1:)• . 15 1'. 4 3,, 2 29 17 .,00 " 7 8r F.- 0 3 0-o2100E-02 
'
22 rti I .?i:" no' 57191 .4 3 - 2 20'(l 1. 0 1,) 7 'P- r;3 O°2100E-02
 
2?. 2R . nIIr°' ,L,'r .CroL 
 n,.)(.C21C9E-02 
APOLLO D9SCFNT FNGINF 
DAT-A CORRELATION 
LTA-5 SEPIFS 11 TEST 2'. RUN 2 
S* OXI0I ZEI FEEOSYSTEM CONSTANTS * * 
SEGMENT DATA PRESSURE FLOW ACOUSTIC DREA LENGTH RESISTANCE DISOLVED GAS 
W "STAT'F PSIA PPS VFLOCITY S'U+N'- , INCFES 
IN / SEC 
1 EMPTY 12.9 0.0 34613.9 2.9200 7,00 0.3900E-04 0.0 
























6 FULL 2 52ov0V 0-0 34613.4 2*9200 11.00 0O.62OOE-04 0;4900E-02" 
7 FULL 252.CO 0.0 3461.4 2o9200 15o00 0o6400-04 O4Q90OE-02 
8 'FULL 25 2.CC 0.0000 34613.4' 0;0 - 0.0 091169E-02 t0*4900E-02 
9 FULL ?2.C .f,0CnO 34613.4 2.9200 11.00 0.6200E-04 0.4906E-02 
10 FULL 252.*'C 0.0 14613o4 2*9200 1,3.00 07300E-04 O.4900E-02 
11 FULL 252.00 0,0 34613o4 20J9200 15 '00 C0 -0E­04 U490E-02 
1. FULL 252o.fl 0.1 34613.4 2.9200 .17 :00 0.9600E-04 0,49OE0202 
13' FULL 2oR.7 fl 34613.4 2°9200 19.00 0.070E-03 Oe4cOOE-02 
14 FULL 252.CCc .­ 4613.4 2.9200 21 -00 0o1240E-03 O.4900E-02 
15 FtN 2E2.f. 01,A4613.4 2.Q200 23.00 091290E-03 0,4900E-02 
16 FULL 257. C 0.,l .34613;4 2 .9200 20.00 0-1120E-03 ,0,4900E-'02 





























C* 1040r- OC 




141 ET * 
APOLLO DESCENT FNGINF 
DATA CORRELATICNL 
L TA-5 SERIES- 11 TEST 
* * FEEDSYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
F UF L 
SEGMENT BR.AN'H CATA ... 












0Go 0, 0 P? 0o 








16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
? 5 6 7 iG 
nxlIDZER TORDER 








19 20 21 22 
F IF 
.CtJTPFF SFGMENTS 
flX IF)T Z.ER 
.JF VA VE TAfltE 
NDEX SEGMPFNT * * VALUES - , 




2 854 ) c) 00 0.0 Q.0 0.0 
OWI DI FR VAL VE- TABLE" 
&xD x SEGM4ET ' * VALUES 
0'000 n.O 254.500000 0500000 251-0'30000 1000000 250.500000 1.2500001 323 260.c 





30010000 0.0 C,0L6O0 0.060OO0 0h063000 0.1000 0 

o t085c 0" 440






0 n 1 20 0T 0.005000 040360(0' 0.010000 0.060000 0.015000
 
0.CP30C c.z2ero00.10 0.003 

3,0.l2.C 0.0 ,~n05 
.238lnn 0 .04C00r.O 0331000' 0.050000 0o435CG0
 
fl'.(6 03C f ,662fl07 00 no 9 C007X) 0(8590lCfO fl. 10000 0.938000 0.110000
 
)of t-. cf Ccc 10
 






ACCUM I ATOP DAT A 
DIT R 
t phJFr T,,P MANI FLD D 
nXID ZERFUEL 
2 4 ..2 3 -INDEX 'Nl)-
CS? 1.CQ0O0 , 0.0 00 ~ 0IflC C .0 	 3.2SEGMEN T \1. 
I	 Co o 0 oc.0 30,0000 0,.0 . "oO OcO MANIFLO VOLUIMF - CUPIoN. IlCoCC c. P. 0.0 0-0 04002.0 0.250[U00.ORrFICF t.NGTH INCH q ,37500C O 000 0o( 0. 317270 0.0 CGO 0.0'IN.F CTnP C-SI)R-O*A - SOIN '.62r6qr .(1 0.0 
"0.0 -C U.5cl"0000 ; 0.0FLAME Fq'IlUNT r)ISTANCE-TN. 1,iCOO " 0 .0 	 0o0 
Cn)RUSTION CHAM8ERO-DATA, 
1 ..2 	 3 4INDEX N3 0.0 	 0.0 
- PS A '" . bo. 	 00CHAMBER PRFSSURF 	 00
.0o.. 
.
- PPSOXIDIZER FLOWRATE 
,0 0.0 	 0.0QO




OXIDIZER FRACTIOIN 	 "u. C 06000 	 0..THRJAT AREA - SO. EN. 5,4 	 00- 0.0 	 0o. CHA'4RER VOLUME - Cue, IN, 2557.600 	 .0o0.' 0.0 	 0 NOZZLE EXIT AREA -	 SO* TN- 0-c 0......0000tHRHUST COEFF IC IENT I- 7CC, 	 0,0 
0.0
ENGINE AMBIENT PRESSURE - PSIA 0.0 0o0 	 0.0 0.0




A 	 GAS-CONSTANT CORRECTION =0o027790BASE PRESSURE = 150.0 PSTA T NCYCORECTXON --. 0 .Ct AR" CORREC.TION =0E00e453V"F 
EFFICIENCYOX. FRACTION 	 G.AS CONSTANT CSTAR / G 
-2D00 E 05 15.000 	 0.8160
-0o0050 
0.0,) 2*9300E 05 41o500 0.8180 
00 0200 2.8200E 06.: 115°000 0.8260 
C.04Cr 3"O4COE 06 131.500 0o8330 
132.900 	 084100.0C6C0 	 3,370OE 06 
C, 8560).1000 	 3.1300E 06 134700 
c. 	 3.2400E 06 138.000 0.889C2). 

,. 5..c 	 3o2ROF 06 l391800 C-9030 
0.3 oCr 3.4200 F (6 14? ..6)0 0o9200 
'f(. .3.87MF'OE 06 148oOO 0-933C 
.	 
,60C. F 06 165-('Q0 0.9590 
4,PS CtV F r6 171.300 0.9670 
9 .0 C0 F 06 17.809 	 r.9740 
C. 9780
.. 20U., F C6 	 17S .I0 
, r 	 z .R60o E 06 176 .R80 C 9730 
;;, 4.59r4 F 6 171'.00 t, 964tN >4% ,f., 3,62.6 0 'F f E 0 6.220 5 C,5 
C. 9Cor 	 2.2700E 66 i-°6.600 U. 8590 
cOC 	 3.7000E 05 58,700 0C 8010 
1000C 05 Co787CQ3300E 29a400 
11 0050 l.O000'E 04 21-ooo Ysi o 
DATE 12/17/70 TIME 9*31o16
 





LTA-r SERI'ES -11 TEST .2 

INPUT DATA CONSTANTS * * FUEL OXIDIZER 
LAS GAS / LP LIQUID 2o1000E-03 4o9000E-03FNTRAINED GAS ­
/ CUBIC. INCH 0.03250 C0 05200 
--PROPFLLtNT rnENSITY - POUNDS 
530a0---------- . 53o0 LirUID TEMPERATURE - DFGREES RANKINE 
60000o0 40500°0

-PROPELLANT ACOUSTIC VELOCITY - INCHES I SECOND 
8 3446E-03 80.9489E-03
VAPOR PRESSURE CURVE FIT CONSTANTS - CONI .
 
1 'L'GPVAP) = CONI * TEMP + CON2" -..
 92,0
41A8 -30 6294E 0 
- C0N2 ON, -4.1095E 00 0. 
.; . . . 4-O "­
...




RATIr OF SPECIFIC HEATS - PRESSURANT GAS 1100

-1.050
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS - .PROPELLANT VAPOR 
. oOCOE' 01DISSOLVED GAS EVOLUTION TI,-MECflNSTANT -. I/SEC- i.0000E 01 

- It.S GAS /.:LB LIQ / PSI- 8o$889E-06 . 20526E-C5DISSJLVED GAS CnNCFNTRATTON 
 000
INCHES 0O0PROPFLLANT TANK ULLAGE - CUBIC 
0o0
PROPFLLANT TANK INITIAL PRFSSUPF - PS-IA DoD 00..
PPFSSIP4ANT GAS PflTTLF VqLIJMF - CUBIC .INCHES 0.0  
6.91OE-Ql 3o6800E-01PRnPELLANT LTOUTn IFAT CAPACITY - RTiJ / LB / CEGREE R 
70 5000F-01 7Y5COOE-01'
PRFSSUQANT - LCVN DPE5ISRF C-SIIP-V 
000 000PRFSUPANT - HIGH PPPWSSURE C-SUA-V 0.0 00P FSSIJ"ANT - H IGr PpSSIJPE C-I-P 
0. 0 O
PR S I,IRANT - H 1311 PRP,.RS IJPC GPM0AA 
ApPi Lr DESC NT ENINF 
NOT 
DATA COPRELAT ION ..--

I TA-s SERIES II TEST 2
 
2.05654 12.98603 0.0 34613,35938
7' C.000Co 251.99998 0.00000
251,0q<,9q 

12.98603 0oO 34613e359380*n02.40 251.09q 0.000C,1 267.79466 '0.13638 2.05654 

O.C04080 251,900 Q R  00000) 222o29463" 0.962"45 2,05654 '"2.9F603 Co0,l461 98
 
12-98603 000 32070.95313
0.006120 251,97R52 -. 0C0nic0 200.74428 1.71430 24]5654 

2*05654 1298603' 0.0 23302.40234
17.00p160, 251.92996 -0o00063 197.26143 2 .47837 
2°64688 2.05654 12.98603 0 16960(7010200 ?93.P7f-11 .( 061 192.11464 
2-81990 2a,05654 12.98603 C.0 13296.42188
001 2240 251.823,]7 , 0C063 19C.47972 , 
0.014280 251.77000 -0oCfC6I 184.o19046 3*51208 2.05654 12.98603 .0 - 1109 
-
.277 4 
4 o0924 2.0 5654 12.98603 96769922 0of1632C 251972569 -0o 00.'044 180.86087 
502773 2.05654 12.98603, D00 8677.128910.018360 251.70821 0.0005 177o08289 
2*05654 12.98603 -. 0. 7924.18i750
*0.020400 251.710r6 0.o00o1 182.56113 6.31398 
 631 30.022440 251.71031 -00o 00o 177.61127 7.02139 2.05654 12.98603 .73442 
­
8.26297 2.05654 12.98603. .0 6886t 50391
n.024480 251.71106 0.00002 179.74863 

12.98603 D.O 6523o87500




',0'5654 12.9860" DQO 'W 6234.62109
-0.00047 184°37283 .. ',."';*02856C 251.69495 
2.05654 12.98603 0.0 5997.86719
0.03.0600 251.63681 -0.00065 181*93489 11.61106 

12o98603 [o0 5804.5'000
0.0"264n 251.58138 -0.00062 179.06618' 12--32423 2.05654 
 0.0 5646.11I79

*0oC34680 251.52896 -0.00060 180-8589$ 13.63357 2.05654 12F.q8603 
2.05654 12.98603 0.0 5514.00000
0.036720 251.47647 -0.00061 185.97922 14.40375 5400o85938





c";040gO0-2 5.41 41l4 c.o00002 T7'~ -I4t~~O 
15.6395 205654 12.98603 000 5210o71484
0.042840 251.42101 0o00004 177.36975 

' 2.05654 12.98603 090 5127.519530.044880 251.42154 -0.00002 177.70978• 16.59673 

PANS =-0o1359)97E 12ITERATION ERROR IN BRANCH. T1?ME = 0.0460709 SEGMENT 3 PG = 126o738 12.98603 0.0 5051*88672
0.046920 251.32021 • .00235 180.29716 18.17114 2.05654 
 0-o0 498434359 
---(.0o4960o 229°06276 0.1548 178.52560 18'.8f09 1 2.05654' 12.98603 
12.98603 C'0 4919.82813
0.051000 207.95171 1.r188 170,76404 18.85364 2 .15654' 

12.98603 C.0 4859..250000.C5'.14o 180-23R65 I.43059q 169.80843 LQ.75922 2.05654 
2.')9654 12.98603 0.0 4802.08594




C.05712C 171.17711 9.2411? 173.84555 

n099160 175.06183 1o](,Q.541A0 23o19884 2.05654 -1298603 00 4701 58984 0.0 4657 23438flo.6120C 178.260,09 3 oQ4470J 169.8813'6 24.51541 2.05654 12.98603 4615.66406
0 ,0632/C loR1P177 4.5&44(7 171.4q76 24.99030 ? .05654 12-99603 cl.0 
2.:) '654 12.98603 0.0 4576.62109
nA5?89s8 IA.7. 41P.'3(-3 5 0 0 7 5q 1AP.7517Z 25.20300 
12.98603 C.0 4540.38281
r' 0 67320 1,,5,4q4 5.4,fl.? J62?178P 26.26967 2.05654 
2°';s654 12oSP6Z3 (.0 4507.49219
%o956. 1&5°"5SP 28°41769
0. 6936C 191.61076 

10A. 28.83673 2 o5654 12.98603. C 4477.917970,7l zoM I 71 1 6o3-2A ? 1 71 1537r 
0 n7141 1CQ. (,. P1 7 AAt' /?, , 7?.73.4 29 o280 2 )5654 12.9A6)3 " C 445 0. 7347 
0.vl79479 ??lf0o7572 9 744(1 9 16501915t 2Q633391 2,,0 5654 12*98603 6, 0 4425%15625 
0o0775l 2k3.,'-I P; 7.86937, 163*48634 30.70485 2do5654 12.98603 0.0 44(1.4G7422 
Q,Cr79r59 2C4 .-0126 5.52184 161.78757 31,37794 .2o05654 12.98603 0.0 4378.7'0313 
4*.f81590 2n6.PoSL 11 43 9 167.54610 32.67938+ 2,05654 12.98603 0.0 4358,30859 
0.0R3639 
0.085979 
























































































0104038 206o5"76l 13*35766 160.63806 36o87i55 2*05654 12.98603 0.0 4220.42969 
0.106078 205.44394 13,7,610 159o74663 36.90016 2°05654 54; 3944 06 4212o83594 
0.108118 204.709956 14*02775 157*45140 37.71587 2.05654 85o55806 00 4205.97656 
0*110158 204.81546 14.36182 159o71262 38*98872 2.05654 .00.09439 000 419998047 
'00112108 204.13P53 14o56211 164.331P -3944740 2,05654" 107.18739 (Y -o '@a 4SThg7­
0.114238 204.08954 14985685 169.5291-3 39.98555 2 *05654 125.94559 090 4191o41016 
0.116278 203o9181S 15*09625 165.50807 39.37622 2o05654 139.82463 0*0 4188.80073 
0*11%317 204.61102 15.24265 162.53154 39o15363 2.05654 146*39293 u0 4187'02500 
0.120357 205.85536 15,43385 185.48335' 31.98744 2.05654 148.41270 0.0 4186.15234 
0*122397 206.37602 15.52773 198.90211 30.02068 2*05654 152.75510 0*0 4185%66406 
1'0T744-7 -- 206.50125 15,62387 214*54256 '-2-q,.14953 2 o.3654' r'M;4"559' 0.7" "4185.64844 
0*126477 208.75073 1572555 221.79430 31.24358 2.05654 163-.83276 0.0 4186*10938 
0.128517 211.74173 15.68399 229.15239 3Go05247 2.0.5654 -169.75931 0,0 4186o94141 
0;*130557 213.11687 15,676S7 229.03705 28o96053 2o05654 170.34703 0-0 4188o02344 




























0.140756 224.6994, 16.22127 25o&66650 2905974 ?*5654 '194.60664 C-0 4200*61328 
0.34?7Q6 227.1Al 16.t635 257q.571 3 2s.019 13 2415654 201.33647 6C0 4205a19141 
0.144A16 22R.34204 Jt-t, 7C33 255.22263, 27.18654 2505654 203.31924 0.0 4210c01563 
0.146876 21.2crA4 16.47725 247.69r.6? 26°24855 20'5654 198.59163 0.,0 4215.00000 
C.14016. 23t1181S 16,5336fA 246.8362" 25.•475O) 2.J5654 194.84657 C.0 4220.41016 





239 r t qgq 
?3.,?2 r~lSl, 
16.6151 ' 265.53&"23 
1'f c'! ,%;1 27C.°278r% 
4704/4 77, -C3? 
28,15176 
27.724 ,2 



































































































































































































3203994- 233.6rf098 14.77898 259-2261 18.79436 2.05654 2z472968 0.0 4831.91406 



















2'235  00703 14. 70532 -.... 79492 -­2U;172 2 2 WJ565!-.2'36'2059Z -0 u 501 5.'3-" 


























































l4. 74R.4 6 
21F.4484] 






















53 84o 25000 
































2?c. P-'61 1 
'. 
1t -7-' 










3V. ',7P8 1 
t( .19/29 
1 P?, 3695 
1AP 2] 5 
c.0 
57.61%r1, 
7 ].2 Or, 
5315.07422 
5285o559P4 
52 5 4 °f6016 
).28001? 231 .r..%A 14.025?') .2C55037 24o950119 5(,,6'6214 196o20341 64.76981 5231.82422" 
0.252052 23&. 66458 14.qC106 221o15913 21.57518' 60.04472 191.22067 60.18648 5200o45313 
0.2540qI 2304'7023 35,C175 225-21835 21 .30885 6F.15117 176-91858 56-78569 5179;49609 
f,2571 2-14]A1 IL.Q0453 2C.12-oI. 2 6 .808Cq9 7385385 202o16940 7C.39720 5160-402 4­
0.2r5Qn72 ?3-3.07F57 14.9t"766 215.66171' '22.60568 89o38498 206.97401 100.03549 5146.00781 
0.261111 236.9'314 1". 5LI'9 215.5q599 20;6508.5 99.60506 194.44467 86.04308 5139.2 4609 
0.263151 242.535r1 14."242 257.9rO(7 22.30730 93.10954 19q9,625 71 .8285- 5129.00781 
0o2651 q 245 3?P' '14.2653 204.39227 18,90009 90.22661 198o67C3" . 77.89638 5124.554 69­
0-2A7231 240.nl5-5 '14,3683Q 219. 4648. 26,40R68 96.76389< 208.93604 86.49959 5125.61328 
0.269271 251-00329 14.530%6 255.525131 20.93556 104o15161 .211.79132 87.80904 5127.22266 
0.271311 2 ,14. ,,'14.38981 233.69965 18.04257 *105.35242' 200-27884 86.29333 5134.02344 
0°273351 255.43864 "1378038 205.64226 18*88153 101.83366 206.73740. 8'6. 31918 5139.37500 
0,275%91 ?56.3n396 13o4004 271.90601 28o85582 9q.85023 217.37782 87-77295- -5145".660-00 
0.277430 256.71533 13.55268 245.21124 22.47585 102.68370 208o90636 90.10722 5158.92969 
0.279470 255.12198 13.54044 219o13876 14.95407. 107*21181 219*04732 89.60724 5175.86719 
0.281510 255o02P92 13.32045 258'36841 21o77034 110.47644 222.01706 91-16553' 5190.87109 
0.23550 255.05765 12.73078 276.29321 29.02548 109.'87163 210.00851 91.56120 520So44922 
0.285590 255o975Q7 12o37352 240.09439 20.57707 108.87584 212-38623 91-46216, 5234.26953 
02'.2761 257°531Q8 12.51913 252.00464 .;-21.336 "'s . i3651 2041273-4 94.06645 -525971875 
0.289670 256.16895 12.54C78 247.95667 22z23749 I1.75467 220.47418 94.91533 5290.49609 
0-291710 255.27773 1210911 280.43921 26o21255 113.58188 215664771 94.90170 5328.16797 
0.293750 252.30722 11.79123 262.05737 21.20107 114.53793 233.21794 -95o97346, 5368066406­
0.295790 252.09357 11.62376 242o41232' 25.36292 114.96219 242o26764 97.35693 5418.84375 
0.297830 253-35980 11.66044 271.03589 23.029.94 115.60869 232-78473, 97.20850 5476-43750 
25 C.~9~321 Z1.r596 2-62 '8 6 ?'3b- . 1 3 TI 7P375 f 3Z6.01368 * 77744thY 
0°30190Q 248o86467 11.36192 263.93628 25'.64294 116.90079 243.70697 99.0860' 5607.86328 
0,303949 247.29114 11o19876 242.39386' 22.98457 117.38763 239.92007 99.43834 5676.25000 
0.305989 247o2A811 11.12'1 8 269.76855 17.78247 117.60236 232.17230 98.45766 5753.30469 
0.308029 247.84657 11.03113 244.93102 18.71822 118.90140 244.01472 IC0o.12315 5833.82422 
0.310n69 244.26283 10.1O80 256.78784 21.30942 119.96776 235.42223 100.48090 5918.17578 
° 0.312109 24.C1 354 10o9C658 270.34839 20o57790 120.57449 240.39273 101.47725 6006.63281 
0o3141t O 242.87894 1C. 7715 ?7Ao47998 20..02235 118o99213 2 6.93443 100-33893 6099.39063 
f.316184 243o0236 1 t.82047 27C.62280 23.28877 118.38400 23S.00781 q999121 6196.95313 
0.318220 239,.7238 I!. sk43 256.70996 18.85750 118.6V356 238.70325 100.07159 6297.91406 
0.3?026 •241.c334 1f7.7597 299o36719 26.80351 120-98103 236.19984' 101.37869 6403:68750 
Q0-32?30R 239.16376 10.79156 267.52P81 23.09731 121.71605 .233o14429 101.72896 6512.54297 
032434 ?39o7?C21 1.75305 247Or.46 21.21356 121.03346' 239.63875 101.79660 6623.34766 
0.326388 2A.6APIl 1f). 79325 230.16476 19-77435 118.81905 232.46779 101.05806 6728.79297 
0.32942P 238,Prq 1-..77079 245.6119"8. 17.43741 118.17346 229o63158 99.85312 6842.10547 
0.331468 ?or;.Y777 1".70677 272.26123 23 29050 11P.19862 236.01129 100.86516 6943.95703 
C'°33Tr ? 7.f,2f7 I 79,'r 211 ."7724 .19.87706 121.07236 .222o53171 100.60123 7035.52734 
0,33454P 2I.7 ( .2 1.W"725 248.69980 19.88358 12C .93044 222-52235 101.15576 7118.89453 
n.'iAfP 3q, riq(.fl I )48392 " 17.2?P32 18.66815 119.47211 224.15508 11o8'6455 7194'87891 
0,33862P 236.-. ?7' L.8, I4s ? 7r.7016.6 18,75061 117.80998 2 ?4 0 V3 32 100,52Z78 7257.40625 
O,34066R 236. 7T)5r ,10.92071 219.19690 18.68001 117.85481 215*18575, 98935179 7312,68750 
C.34?7('P 2'4.f AO2R l0,q026 232,08892 20.28912 116v67142 22171503 9 ' 68816' 7353.75391 
o.3A44747 2_3c. 17c.3A4 1(.:o9.92?3 212.R2782" 20-12891 119.09334 216,16484 99.18219 7385.7.5391 
0*.3467P7 21S. Soqf If. -471R 262.23584 17.0671 118.78336 .218.37546 100.16707 7405.81641 
fl.48P27 236.0 619 1,. 06425 240.9241? 21.20471 1I8 40*3125 213.85144 99.56184, 7414o6093 
0.35067 235o85071 II.Ofl7 261.98201 18o13q94 117.76631 219-68137. q9o96978/ 74186T"61 
0.3R%'0207 237,tI 76 11.10275 263,28704 10 .76099 117.15132 213.34393 98o40590 74131 2578 
0-154947 214.4(726 11.10151 206.45702 17o83279 116--930 42 218.28377 98.78630 7398.9648 
0.3569qS7 234.94R14 11.11610 241.85358 19*49681 116o72815 213.78128 98o11505 7379.5312! 
0o359027 236.3416 q 11.05468 267.53613 20.73322 117.57256 214.29355 98*92462 7364.3789. 
0.361067 236.?-2C 11.12802 2452733 18'.68646 9i711.06 221.92444 99o51370 7337o5039 
0CA63107 236,8812q 11,IP354 254.1078i 17,90041 117".68159 2C-9-58501 '18,5 7 16.21'-6 
0.365147 236.99462 11.22506 240.Q3032 20,13541 I.5 o76225 215*41162 98o20383 7297o2617; 
0.367106 235.7157q 1120208 248.064411 21.53278 115-23077 221.30244 98o50116 7275.1484, 
0o169226 235.43044 11.17584 250t86382 19.35022 115*89211 212.12619 97. 37976'-7250. 56251 
0.371266 23A.51719 11.19007 229;39862 19v04976 117*93362 212.76714 98M54057 7237.4453l 
0.373306 237.21820 11.25411 226o52826 19o86763 118.0'8269 218*65288 100.02403 7218.0820 
07 375 46 237.07234 1lI258C7 28894!605 2d.64085 11 b.7856-I 213. 63652 "99;76-82 " 7--6T--4--y6 
037738A 237-3104 11,2694q 257.4i479 *21.79521 114.64021 218.47147 97,57996 .7195.3203 
0.179426 237-2 P.7i9 11o23740 230-82037 19a41339 115o13402 216.33211 97oT2074' 718319726 
0.381466 23F.20076 11.26517 249.4t5366 20.09918 116o71935 209o65179' 98.S3675 7176.9 906. 
0.383506 236.97711 11-2P618 248.69026 20o27701 118o20483 225,5.5278 100.27557 7178.3945 
0.385546 237o2(029 11.27119 245*91609 21.26714 117 .31158. 221.94263 
' 
99.53940 7177.1992 
-U73T87586 237.46n24 11.25764 '2321984 53 '20%g884&' 116.14'95 214V3'88--­ 17.79S7768"'717T.-2 656 
0.389625 238.2q253 11.27691 241.25752 19.84708.. 115.19566 218o75404 98.14101 7186..718 
0.391665 237,62172 12907R 274.33862 i9 .91747 116.19348 221-73909 99.35785 7195.5078 
0.3q3705 234*93181I 11o32353 272o52905 20.48944 116,99326- 217.61238 19".26825 7204o2460 
0395745 ?37.06581 11*26276 239.,51088 19o87222 117,*55463 218,3q351 98.86775 7218-3359 
0,39778; 237.27087 Il.'309 223.-84735 19.88368 116.98114 218,47154 99*03688 7232o8593 
0-3q9825 238.6046q 11.25573 ?5$8o6039 2054356 116.99863' 220960332 -9"38394 7247.I093 
0,A01865 23_,1t626 11-29718 236-99880 2b.56721 116.40721 225.39488 99-45584 7269.4101 
0.40,390t5 ?37oZq-68 IIo32136 253.%3857C 21.5751C I16.50336 218.68793 98o78770 7285.6093 
0 . 4f(l "4 2'3t 7C47 11.27066 241.41747 20,51799 116.28354 21(e.13916 98o52164' 7307-1'054 
0.4)7Q85 237.1r1IP 11 o2r5C 249.21806 IF .47147 117.36011 221.23875 .9Q.72672 7329.6093 
(It?1)?5 237.O146, 11 .- 7. 252.32454 20,f8446 i15127 217.93245 10C.02675 7352-9921 
n-fl)l56L 23R-7r6a c 11 .2A771 248.51541 21'-51610 .118.15350 223.25450 i00.29158 .7375.3476 





11.2 A r 










99.06274 7444;33 'T 

















































































































































































i 5. -74%" 
2'A.72o 

,)176 .2 7.  

rE; 7 '; 










1.,.la Q7 245.29730 



























11.1E937 234.3 689 
11.159q3 236.74,092 
11,2"063 250.62204 
11.23517 - 236.18883 
11.24644 247.31223 
11.I ? P R;l 241 . 9t.55 
11.13/6 234.44528 
11l568 247.045.35 
11 .24"685 24,71.046 
11.2t,2N3 235.:PV7 

11.19384 24C .68927( 

1I,.I,1,n • 264.75"l 2 

11 .1 7400 ?4C. Q55&c-7, 

! .. 1,1,t 244.4 6(11 
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2 1'1 - 95 16'4 
218. 00 
































































































































7 7 6 P. 31 
 1 
Oo v140D60 236.1 ?893 11.18942 238.34357 21 A22q.25 115.46422 219o30673 Sa. 88838 7766,367V9 ' 
0,,516100 231i36375 11o16909 249 .i0715 ,2 1..)21643297 21666747 98o,75032 7763qgI1 6 
0.518140 235.979529 II118174. 2382471c? 20 18983 11'8o64185. 220o82988 9976855' 7,768 '48'43 3 
0- 5201 RO 236.08720 II,27472 236-95345 "2D.14398 118.67393 2"17 . B4866 1 00 2969-F-- 7765-.--t 066"" 
0*572220 237924101 llol9314 244.53265 20.4306$ 117.19737 218017155 9,25 6e'00 
0.524259 235471]9 lil17164 240.61700 2062047 115o36 77 219.25695 99.21602" 7765 -W 75" 
-F."-5?6290' 236.'49611 i L.,I946 0 '244.08311 i §1*.- 41i4W- -1 1i .-b04;2 42 -...2I -'§7228. 83073 7762. 21 o-F­
0,,528339 234*4!965 11.21481 241.33180 20*33560 " 17*34116t 216.Z8532 98.98463' 7761 0?134. 
0otv,2419 2358486c; 111742 3' 244°08090 2105824 . li7.63429' 218'15617 lb' "i 0-3- -' 5'"8 9: 
" 0. 534459 237*'45370 iI *1372T 246o53699 19 *62346 116 oY8375 218 o14423 99.44469' 7751.-585" 
0536499 235o72g00 1120039 -23698842 20 52031 .'116 176 0 .O 22120706 99o39066' "774&,'WCW' 
00540979 233o89851 11:21470 24 Io90666 2056761 . i1 o799.47 2200,8463 ,9938641. 7755o, 326 


















7746' " 1 
5107778 -­ 35-.-MTS" ' I"' -5 0 ......M- 63- " T B-- -4"9 11-5--6875 -"-- I - 0'i""-548-B 7-f " "­
0552818' .23395892 11o15972 241.8993I 1974403. 11595064 219o7(]511 9&,75269 7745.1'7188 
. 554858 ­ 23518710 IIo13577 2349097q 2052789 11784711 '218.82123 9930719 7742015; 34 
0558938 237o18549 I1o2208 , 23747481 2080316 ,11781004 220,=91721' 100o32210' 773ii.,5469"'' 
0560978 23522168 11o2061?1 242oG8406 19929i5 , 11564153 21755525 931081' 771378125 
0 *565058 234o 57353 11:16859 235.00029 19 o80!04- 11 6 63643 " 2i7.497754 98.73555 7'73OA 97,41' 
0o567098 235 08125 1117925 243 9(763 ,20 6l392 tl870226' 21928150 99. 8g 19 "7 o6 ? 
0571177 23711049 11o16858 23927966 2017119 11675201 • 220o91821 9977133 7722'e 5 M, 
0573217 23537817 1115465 23970663 20 9l8747 . 153l372' 2.] 6,67865 98°77577 7716.0 67641 
0.577297 234. 54640 "11o21836 238o30798 2Do53951 117o27396- 219*97766 9 .50717 7712.34766" 
0.579337 23:4.4z4661 11.17496 243 36449, 19,,86069 118-10634 216.95061 99°68846 7707. 88672 
""0"o581377 244.94717 ]I,,15005 f'-241.79779 20. 51947 ':"I7 - 2770 1" 211.o0661 99.60]161' 117o6- fl6? " 
0.583417 237.5?(939 11 -12 6, e 236.14720 19.89120 ,116o77393 '219.10442 99*41035 7704o51.172 
0585457 
- 5 8 49 7 
?1 545427 
235507133 




20 °82251 , '-11623479 
19.80937 1I16.51958"" 
217oZ3024 
2'17 Y82 7'§-9' 
9926343, 769727344­
99'9-f5'8"4-' 16 6'8-2T " 
0:589537 23 -0141]8 11-19016 2.37o.7S717,' 20°41502, 116 45450 2 Iq 6809"7 99 919572 7692-93359 
0591976 234 4 9Q32 11o120 69 ?4147215 20.08083 I1729?7t " 21595610 '0 003 854 768778516 
0.593616 235.o 3" 566 11413056 242.42947 20.,28020 117.58440 219 -5 110,5 99o 6C840" 76886 (bY734 
C- 9956;6 P37.4 (1194 11.16997 2 3A. 56122. '20o37044 117*67q96 218.49062 '99. q0984 7682. 56250 
0-5Q7606 2 31).qr. 11 9 1 ]26,,26 ?,44.61258 20-0q752 1,16 - 60 19 ,217.621,41 9go43280 7677.67969 
oS v 9 z.. l I W}o2 2"Q.,( A~qc) 20' 3 509 4, i15 57996 217 -A44 4(Y 98-74675 7 0"4o921 -3 
0a601776 "233.941 ... 11.13532 2A 53636 
0o603816 235.05957 11o12628 246-,44232 
0.605856 235.09004 11Q17568 239.1924 ­
T.;&Vc8a 6 3-6.77808 1-1.19233. 2'0.1§4653 
0o609936 235.03061 11o18837 243-68048" 
HC900I EXECUTION TER-kMINA'TNG DUE TO ERROR COUNT. 
HC2171_FIOCS - END OF DATA SET ON UNIT 5 
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APOLLO DESCENT ENGINE L14-3 FLIGHT ANOimY 
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The 1M-3 anomaly simulation considers th& passage of a gas bubble thr6ugh 
both the fuel and oxidizer feed systems of the Apollo Descent Engine. It 
is assumed that the bubble has no effect on the system until it starts to 
pass through the cavitating venturi0 This model will-use the same segmentation 
and physical characteristics as the start transient demonstration - Appendix 
B. The equatidns and procedures used to calculate the performance of the 
system are presented as well as the calculations of parameters needed for 
the input data shown in Table C-I. -Table C-Il contains a listing of the 
modified program'subroutines0 The program pictorial output is shown in 
Figs. C-lA through C-1F and b listing of the output data is presentqd in 
Table C-III. 
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LM-3 	 DESdENT MGE A1ONALY 
I. 	 aas Flow Through the Cavitatitg VenttA bobbbi 





r(%t) ch(i) - 03(l) 4 
R(1)'. t)i,tY ow(It)! (c-) 
Doms bream 
P(C-ltt) = C3(1-2) *(i-i~t) - 02(1-12 (0-2) 
The gas flow through the cavitating venturi.-wll be calculated using the 
compressible flow equation 
-
-
g 	 (, (0-3)
 
The upstream gas*pressurd can be found from the perfect gas. law. 
14(t T V'hen:, M Cut) =1149 (t-1) - Z4At (C-10 
. 
v (t)gu = v (gU ) * t 6 P1 
The downstream gas pressure is found in a similar fashion 
(t)RT - when. Mg9d(t) = 14gd(t1) + *gAt (0-5) 
gd 	 =tVga(t) = Vgd(t-l) -p 
These equations will be programmed as follows: 
1. 	 Estimate PGu and PGd 
2. 	Calculate * Bi (c-3) 
3. 	Calculate (I-lit) - Eq.' (c-a) 
-Calculate Mga(t) Vg(t) - Eq. (C-5) 
S5 Cal&ulate P(i-it) " Eq. (C-5) 
6. Reftterate - if necessary " '
 
7, Calculate (It) - rq,,(c-1)
 
8. calculate x4 (t)~ v (t) Eq. (0-4) 
- gu gu ­
9.., Calculatbe (It) Eq. (0-4)- -
b0 Reiterate if necessary 
TT. Gas Bubble Downstream of Venturi 
We have the following .-­
relations: , - (cgt)
 
Upstream flow determined by cavitatng venturi fl&, downstream pressure 
will be babble pressure
 
The injector flow will be calculated by 
P&L~t) - r0(t)=RJKl,t) -I*(i,tOj ki . ±c)-1.t ) (C6A ­
and the flow in the line is:
 
P(Bt). P(j4t) RW(It) '&iAt)f + AL ) (C-?
 








(R1+R )*l5t) Jw+t (~. L 
-frcn~t).- P (t) +(x + ~ \ .r t-)ii 0 , 
+ t~ (P(i~lt-i) - P(B,t)) - A ig] (P(B~t) - PCB~t-l)) (0-9) 
9~ 
The pressure in: the bubble is: 
)(B rtt VB~ VT PS(t)) (00) 




2. Calculate -W.(ct) - Subr~utine Cavet
 
3.. Cal ate.. T?lt) . - q. (C ..
 
4. Calculate VB, P(n,t) - Eq. (C-10) 
5. Reiterate if necessary
 
6. Calculate P(It) C--7) 
The length of the fluid column L will be calculated from M.(t-1) as 
follows: 
-
IM(M ) - V.) 1 (c-1l) 
The minimum value of L will be set to 1 inch to prevent computational 
difficulties. 
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III. Gas Bubble 	Passing Through Injector 
,~F~[TWIt will be assumed that 
the bubble starts 	to flow . -'---- " 
into the combustion chamber 4(c~t) 	 w(it) d~bubble g 
when Ml(t)/p falls below some level 
(set by data). The gas will flow through a fixed proportion of the 
injector area. Thus: 
(0-12)
A.i A9+ A, 
(C-13)
Wg. f (BPc 	 .Ag) 
ui :t) 	 ­27,807 A, 	 (0-24) 
4(c,t) f (cayitating venturi) (0-15) 
M (t) RT M4g(t) 14(t-i).- LgAt (0-16)+A (otPB t ]t+A (ctt 
g- VT -W9 - , P  ' 
- + A * (i-,t)P 





2. Calculate 	 g, *(it) - Eq. (C-13), (C-10) 
3. Calculate 	 *(ct) - Eq. (0-15) 
4. Calculate 	 PB - Eq. (C-16) 
5. Reiterate 	 if necessary
 
IV. Distribution of Resistance
 
The resistance of the line between the cavitating venturi and the in­
jector will be initially lumped at the injector end. All pressures and 
flows will be set equal. As the line downstream of the venturi starts 
re­to fill ith liquid the lumped resistance ,i61 be reduced and 
sistance added to the upstream element. 
Data Package 
.The anomaly started at a G.E.T. of 4o:4739.25, and is noted by a rise in 
oxidizer injector pressure. The period to be simulated in the model will 
.be from 39.25 see P 
through 42 0O sec 35 -
the throttling -
transient-during E C- " -




is. related to coM- 93.47.38. -3? . 40 .41 42 43 
iand voltage by the .Ground Elapsed Time (GoEoT.) 
relation 
VDC = 0ol6X+ 1.12 where: X = Percent Throttle 
VDC = --Volts 




GoE.To - (see) _ jJ V.D.oC Res. Area Res. A Time Throttle 

39.25 0 26.6 4o205 003384 0.195489 0.14904 6.092893 
4.403 0.03131 0.203234 0.13341 0.09845939.50 .250 28,3 

41.80 2.550 28.3 4.403 0.03131 0.203234 0.13341 0.098459
 




Res - il 










I A2  -L/"
-
.22 - 2..92 an 
' 2,9 .2 
g 386 IBi= 
2
-* LBsec­
w = Flo urate PPS 
p = Density lb in 3 
P1 = Upstream pres. 235 psia 
P = Vapor Pressure -_psia
 
Solving for A we obtain A* = hoa Area - 2
 
= A~-- 2 A 2 2 ]1/2 - Thoa Area in 
A2 1 2 gpA12(Pj - P 2 ) + -2wj 




I 300 100 
4 +.f *t,andaA 1.6 
Model tf A A 
Time X ft * f £ o 
O 26.6 9,30 5.73 3.57 0°046616 0.059659 
0.250 28.3 9.90 6.09 3.81 o.049781 o.o63405 
2.550 28.3 9.90 6.09 3,81 O.049781 0.063405
 
3.550- 33.0 11.55 7.11 4.44 0.058009 0.074018
 
Fuel Oxidizer 





.The size of the bubble is given in cubic inches and the model uses weight.
 
The perfect gas law will be used to relate the bwo.
 
PV 235 V525. 
-5 V




Time bubble starts through venturi
 









E (164) 0.00290 Oxidizer
 




E (165) 0.1 Fuel
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2 121 22 	 10.2 .10.2 0.0 10.2 . 13.6 0000100, 
15.0 	 12.2 010 11.0 . . 13.0 15.0 0000200,.' 
7 *0 19.0 21.0 -25.0' 20.0 .17.0- 0000300,
 
- . 15.0 1910 17.0 § 10.2 0000400,
11.0 

2 181 22 7.0 7.4 0,0 7o0. 9.0 0000500,
 
"'1..0 15 000600 ,
-a 
-21.0' 230 . 20a0 17.0 0000700,17.0 	 19.0 

19.0 17.0 - 10.0 	 . 0000800,11.0 	 15.0 
' ° 9 " i-i-I361 22 0.0001.12 .. 0.613 ... .. 	 01'2 0"000o43Y8o
 
0.000165 0.000134 0.0 0,000121 0.000143 0,000165 0001000,
 
0000187 0.000209 ThT2UU
0000231 	 0'00253 0.000220 .'000187 0001100, _ 
--7OJ0 	Tr DDSr----' -- '--07J"UOWY7W---"OY0-(JY0r....-7O5 	 flf 
2 421 22 0,000039 0.000042 . 0.0 0.006039 000005! 0001300, 
0.000062 0,000084 060 "0.000062 ,0 0 00073 0.000084 00014007 
NY~~c~o~o '.000107 -~~l2 TO2~~O1O;itO6Of3O 
0.000115 0,000156 0,000197 0.000176 0.000104 0001600, . 
5 1 26 21 150.0 ,0a02729 :'t.00845,3 0.0 '0004100, 
-0.,U5 -, 04 - 0.10f 0o020, 
0.30 	 0.45 0.50 0004300,
0.20 	 0.25 0.35 






5 36 21 -0.2 E+06 0.293 E+06 2;82 E+06 3.04 'E+06 3407 E+060004600,
 
3.13 	 E+06 3,24 E+06 3,28 E+06 3.42' '8+06 3,87 E+06. 4,o60 E+0600047009
 
4.n6 	 t mT8V 03 +66TT2O7W$ EO .3 3E T600048 00,
 
0,37 E+06 0.133 E+06 0401 E+06 '. . 00049009
2.27 	 E+06 

0'005000,
5 66 21 	 15.0 41.5 1150 .--1315 132.9 
-38,0 	 142.6 165.0 bd510,-6..
148o8 	 000.. 

000 5200
175.8 178.1 176.8 171.1 .152.0 	 ,
171.3 

29.4 21.0 . .. 	 0005300,116.6 	 58.7 ....... 8i' "-82'"6 0o841
T"%-T-';@ " ..... '0,833 	 0005400,
 
0.920 	 0.933 0.959 0005500,
0.856 	 0.889 0.903 







3 201 5 323.0 235.0 0.0 235o0 10.0 0006800t
 
3 211 3 3,0 0.44 10.0 - 0006820,
 
.0 --... d 0." 0006840,

-2..108.0 0A 0'46646 

... 	 0006860i
0.049781 2.550 0.058009 3.0 





- VY. 203234 2.550 0.22393d 3.5b 
236.0 10.0 0007000,
3 301 5 323.0 236.0 0.0 
31 3 . 1(0 10.0 	 . 0007020,
 
9 108.0 0.,b9659 0.0~ 0. 0Y63405i 0.250 tw ('o, 
0.063405 2.550 0.074018 3.550 0007060;
 
3 331 9 201.0 0,092893 0..0 0.098459 0o250 .0007080, . _.
 
-- 0;098459 '2°550 O.1253.. ... . 0007100,
 
3 401 5 1.0 45.0 0.375 -: 0.62065 100 0007200,
 
3 433 5 1.0 30.0 0.25 " .0.31727 0.5 0007300,
 
- 526 4 54.4 '00(O . 1. . 0007400,
"OG  .
 
$01 IPR=3, IST=1, ICMT=3, NSEGF=22, NSEGO=22,. DELT=170.O-06, 10=1000000, .
AI=2*2,92,0,4*292vO9*292v5*3.22t38*% . 1.,0200 
380 I0t1000100o
 
AU=2*2.92,0,4*2,920 ,9*2.92,5-*442738*0. .. . 10=i000300, 
CO=2*167E-06,0,4*1.67E-06,09*1I67E-O&,5I't57E-Q638*0, . ' I0elO004007 - ""iUk=,b,6,,LO. ±,12,1,i4,1b,6,',i9P ,2p'j2j ',43*p, . " "10=000500, ,CC " ' 
IORU=2,5,6,7,10,1.,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,'.19,20,2l,22,43*0, I0=1000600,
 
PF=8*45,15*235937*0 WF=23*3.57,37*0. . " ID=1000700, 
- 10aI=100 c8h0,. 
IVARIS=5,171,5,172,2,522,2,525,12*0, ' .. . ID=.!001200,
 
IWT=1,201,101,301,401,402403404, '" . ID=1001300,
 
18 1t,8 ,9,3* 101 0 8 ,10 9 i3*O,2 0 ~l, 20 9 i4 v3 Olt309 4 *G, 2 O7 ?3 07 P4 *Oi 10=1001400,
 
"B(3)=0.0325, 8(4)=0.052, B(5)=530, 136 5 0 . . .=1001800,. . " 
B(7)=60000, B(8)=40500 
-' . .It.,.. •'7 PD2 !00t900, 
9B9)= 80---- v"'- =-L95, . ( i)=0I O0OG894897 WVih-30 62944, ID=1002000?.. 
B(13)=41.797, B(14)=92.016, B(15)=4, B(16,4 ID=1002100, 
8(17)=1.679 B(18)=1.67, B(19)=105, B(20)=.IlI9 B(21) =, B(22")10, 10=1002200,' 
-(-23)=8889E-06, B(24)h=2U.O-5 ID=1002300,"
 
B(31)=0.691, B(32)=0.368, B(33)=0.75, B(.34)=0o.75. 10=1002400,
 
E(161)=0.41, E(162)=0.001, E(163)=0o00290,_'(164)=0o00290, 10=1003000,
 
CAVTAT(1,1,1)=8, CAVTAT(2,1,1)=2,92, CAVTAT(4,1.1)=O.i, 10=1003200,
 
CAVTAT(1,1,2)=8, CAVTAT(2,1,2)=2.92, CAVTAT(4,I,2)=0.17 IU=1003300,
 












L- FLIGHT ANOMALY .. .. 120000,
 
TABLE C-I 
APOLLO DESCENT ENGINE MODIFIED COMPUTER
 
SUBPROGRAM LISTINGS, LM-3 FLIGHT ANOMALY
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MIVAC Itt0f FMRnAN V LEVEL. ZZOA MR1 Fsoleti11ORROKT.3W"
S3 O1YtIIR UOCIgt ENTRY POI'(V 002601 

















































STI0 1G ASS10,Mh2] FOR VARIABLES (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAM 
0001 000106 1310 c0ot 0002M2 140L 
0001 000044 20L 0001 000310 200L 
0001 000574 200l 0001 000600 300L 
000t 001010 3"0L 0001 00008G 401 
0001 001314 500L 0001 00ZISA 5060 
000* 001610 020L 000 00*6*2 6401 
D001 O92113 140L ort 00oZ)3 760t 
0001 00Z310 040L 0C0I 00240 360L 
0012 P 000244 AGRAT COO R 0001*2 ALIO 
0005 9 000720 CAVTAT 0005 n 001010 OCOATA 
000? R 000000 CMGMN - 0001 R 000ITO CI3OX 
0000 I 000102 DLTvT'f 0000 If00027 (IT 
0005 R 001004 VEL44 4000 n 000000 D01%5 
0000 R 000110 FLINER 0e1 11000000 ASVID 
0014 I 000000 10441 Co1o I OOOZ Im"Z 
0000 * 000081 IJK 000,1 I Ga0w7k Ju 
0000 1 000064 J 0000 I 0001*7 K 
0000 1 000010 II 0014 I 000%00 $SOM 
.0000006 a m0060 0 1 AI 000002 M41CO 
00t 000131 toot, 0001 002536 1o00 
0000 000131 15cr oo 000323 100L 
0001 00041b 220L 0001 000437 240L 
000) 001041 3110 0001 000700 320* 
0001 001070 4401 0001 001?67 4440 
0001 001350 520t. 000 001367 8401 
0001 00157 0660L 0001 002002 00O. 
D001 0015? 000 0001 0021T4 900 
00 002413 000 0004 9 000000 A 
00*3 R 000000 AVF, 0000 D 000004 Al 
OIL R 000006 CM1. 0012 P. 000212 C0DO12 
0001 2 000300 C4C00 0001 11 000550 D 
0004 ft000360 "I* 0005 ft000000 2 
0ao0 a 000004 1-76 0006 i 00002 01.741 
ren1 a 000044 000KW 0014 0 000000 GLrf 
0000 1 00o05 I- 1 000003 1f0000 

0000 1 .00000 ISAVE 0000 1 000002 I*TEP 

0011 I 000000 1(.0 0000 I 000131(. 

0003 a 000000 P 0000 It 000073 I'D 

0001 000180 120L 
0001 000341 I00L 
0001 000455 260t. 
0001 000706 340L 
0001 001173 460 
0001 00141? COOL 
0001 002004 T20L 
0001 002305 920L 
0000 r 000113 AAS 

0000 D 000006 131 

0000 0 000010 CI 

00l I 000250 OP.TNSY 
0005 R 0000 1*41 

0005 R 0006 0 ENCMA 

0000 1 000104 1 

0000 1 000014 |JD 

0000 I 000062 i 

01O4 1 000502 IyIU. 

0000 It Oooti P|"7 

0004 R 000550 RA 0002 P 00002 R04 soon a 0001 t5Pr 000 It 000103 U'll 000- POOI P[fI 
0012 9 000M6 RVP DOkO H 000000 T 001? 11 000Z40 THlk t 0000 R cant lz TM" OO0Q A 000145 T"I 
oca It 000004 TIAO 0000 R ODOM2 TU) 0000 Iz 0001 I T % Dont H Von 11 T o "O 1 Do0 111 T I 
0000 R 000122 TZ ,0003 R CZ710 V 0011 9 000MT %lHAR soon R 000114 vfM flDOO6 0D |11f tt 
0000 R 000t06 vol HI 0000 n 000100 %01D 0000 Rl 00101 %WLt P Doll It 000146 Wlt IIIr Q 012 R a00fioZ wl TIM 
0012 R V00-5 VOLZIM, 0000 A I Va 0003 R 013560 a Deco H GO005 UfTY 0012 0 nooz 4 ;coo12 %,
0000 R 00012G WHI 0000 " 000124 VU) DODD a 0Q0l011 D 4X 0o00 9 0 a0 11% 1l 0011 R 0000! * IWF 
0012 R 000242 VTfB1 81 0000 A 000OTT wDaN 0000 R 00008 motLP 001Z R coaz7o VTPCAV 0011 it 00026, T I J 
O0t1 R 000"Z2 wrT BU 0004 It 000 17Tox 0000 a 000107 9O t 0000 R Coal 10 X% 
00140 1* C J. ROEHNLEIN 0 D996-112 * EX 2721 016000000 
00101 2. SML'T' h t SOCIST IDA, Kft, K 4Z, MI-T) 03600to0 
Dom0 3* C 03000200 
foctal .S* I ioATtR2 AM, Z) xfoz 6t0wftao)1} 0360U.00
 
00103 6. 2 
 R0= 03000 00 
00103 T* 3 M T0431 DUp z(40) M "&AN0.4,2l. CA~i'ATC4,4,2), 03606011O 
00103 DO 4'' / 'I4 ollt4 ( IDTM1) M"A 1761(O 0300700 
00103 9 5O JOTU4 P"qA(2) TLIU EKTA 10 1 03600000 
00101 o FT1(2 0C<02 03 0O000
 
00104 12* 00100 /CAL2/ M2ON(ga,z) , 3ON(60.21 COMR(00,2) 0300t100
 





00104 1d a CAL2f TAW0 
 03U|300 
-00O4 l5v 3 -'/CAL4/ Kee • %TORv(t00,14Iz 01001400 
00194- 1= 4. /CLZISO,{5 .- LVAPQ W)B L2 ,~C~QGR T ) ,03601 00
 
00104 Is* 0 VOLIBUI M.8-=vL2) Z *I | WD{)rbJ"VQ2) 03001100 
00104 19* T DENSTY(21 VOLTC qt R(:Ptzl "Ohiz() 03601900 
00104 20* a tr]'P[KJtz) VrTPCAV(2) , U"LZ(W 01609000 





 zj* co L-mm /DIRECTf fiD" 1 20) . N SM3(2 I LILL(GO,2) 03602200 





0010 264 D0tMENSfom lmm(2) ISAVE(2) ISTEPM 0360?500
 
6410D 27. a 
 03600600
 




 I Pella) P' IIO) 0360"00
 




 DA A IS TP, ISAVE f 1, 1, 7, T 03003050 
00113 37* DATA It z 1 1 03001100
 
00113 33V ' C 
 03603200 
Dolts 3"1W Kee KC -- 1 03003300
 
Dolls 35V it, (Kee .OT. 100) .MCC .
 1 03601400 
00116 36* c 3030 
0o 3 C CALAILATS C0IV1SrIOM C M pRESS~rE. 03601600 
Dolls 38W C 
 01603T00
 
00120 39* 1CD£ATA(4,Il 2 VISTORRMKC,111) T0G3ac00o o 

00t21 40* LSTOREMCC.1's; = 0.0 
 03003 000
 
6012 7 4r i CC"DATA 3 11 = UT R E( eC , ) I CELT* 
 0160 000
 
001U3 42& USTGREMC.t.21 - O.0 
 03004100
 
0012 4 3 IF (CC-DATA(4 ,t1 OT. |.0 -01 
 G O TO Z 0304Z00
 
Do l t s 4 4 OC wDT A ( 5 .t l 1 .0 
 300 3 0 0
 
PaulT 45'a 
 0 T3O 40 e3604400
oot3ft 46* 
 ZOCo ATAfS,t) CCDTA(S.1; i CrOATA(4,I) 03604500
 
eol30 4 14 
 t f 1.0 -C CDOTA (3 1 1 / CCD .A 4 ,1)) 0300 0 00
 
o t ut 4 S - - IF ( M D A T ( 6 .1 ) .L T . .0 ) C O A A ( S t ) 
 - 0 0 0 : 1 0 0
 
49* IF (CCOATA(5,II .GT. 3.01 CCDATA(.I) = ­1.0 03604,00

00135 50* 40 CALL COMUS (KA, KA41, 
 1, OFLT) 
 03604500
 
60135 sic C 
 Oi030000 
00)35 52- C 
 CALCULATE FLOW ANDPRESSIE$. 
 03605100




00136 54# DO 1000 = 2
z 03605300 
00141 550 ENO?AN(7.l,S) = EN[AN4eIJ) 03605400
0014Z 560 = ISTEP(J) 
 0360500
 00143 57* GO TO (100. 
200, ZZ0, 360, 440, 540, 76, 8001, 30 03005600
 
00143 He* C 
 03605700
00143 "59* C CALCULATE PLOT, FOR NtRGRA OPFQATIO. 03601-00
 00143 G0- C 
 0360510000144 0f* oo PG = Z.O * P(lIOCAM4$I.J - P(I.KA42.IJ 0360600000145 62* tJK. = 0 03606100 
00146 03* At 2 R(,iJI / DIIJ) 03606200
0360 6300
00 47 64 4 B ) ' C3C0 N( 3J ) - ' 
00150 
 05* - 120 Cl C4Cnm4',J) 
- PC 03606400
 
00151 66t U(IKA,J) 2 GETFLO Al, 8I, CI) 03606500 
0015? al-i '4AN(8,*tJ) W(IK,J) - 366.0 * EhG'4AN(,I,J) * (PG 03606000 
0015? 06* 1 
- P(t,KAM4,J)) / (DEur A AVELI.J1 - 23 03606100
 00153 69* P(lKAJ) 
= CCDkTA2Z.1) * EN MAN(O.I.J * ABS(E%0AK(el,JI) 03606A00 
00153 700 1 d (D(13) e (27.807 - EUM.4N(4,3.J)) #- 2) 03606900 
00153 71* a ENOMAN(3.Ij3 * (C1O44N(R,J) - EhGMM((7.,1,J)) 0360700000153 724 3 / (306.0 * EGM N(4,).I) * DELT) - 03607100 
00354 730 135, ir (JK .GT. 30) 
 00.TO 140 030T200
00156 74* 
 CALL SOLVE (PG, P(1,tA,J). PS, IJK, 0 0001, 0.00051 
 03607300
 0Ot5T 75* IF (CJK- 100) -20, 120. 10 
 03607400
 00362 ?* 




 VRTE (6.15) H, T I f, J, PG. P(1,XAJ) 
 0360760000172 T" IS0 FORMAT (IHO IOX'ITERATION ERROR IN ROCKET 0 STATFMti'T NO.- 15 03607700
 
00172 79* "
1 2X'TIHE t' PL0 24J 12a / IIX'PG 013.0, 
-03607200
=
00172 e00 .2 - SXPANS- 1 013.6 ). " :03607900
 
00173 o6* 160 GO To (180, 180, O0, 
 500. -00, 00, qO0. 1O). 1GO 036Ol00
 
00174 6Ze 100 CALL CAVENT (KA, OhM, KM2a, DE ., 3) " 
 03606A00
 
00175 03t IF (IGO GT. 1) 
 GO TO 900- 03606200 00177 0* 




 GO TO 90 03608400
 
020! 6$* c 
 03608.650
 
D0201 87* C " 
INITIALIZE PARMESTERS FOR GAS IN CAVITATING VENTIRI. 03608600
 
30201 O6 C 
 0360o700 
0O02 149* 200 VDLIBL(J) 2 rBtUbLc.3) * OOONPG(J3 * T110(3) / P(9.KA3II,S3 03606800)0203 90e VOLZBL(J) 0.0 
 03600900
 )0204 o3* 
 W71 8(J) 2 VrTPULt()• 03609000
 )0205 Sze VDOT'GV(J) 0.0 
 03609100
 )0206 93* ISTUP(J) 3 

"03609200
)0206 -94* C 
 03B09300 
30zo6 gs. C CALCUL-ATE GAS P0W THHl CAVITATIo VENTLRI. * PCl 
 03609400
 
$0205 96* C 
03G09500
0207 97* 220 PU 
 " Z .0 * P(0,AhIJ.S) - P(9,cAJZJ) 03609600
10to go. IJU 0 
 03600100
 
i02) 99* At t R(O.J) / 0(9,J) 
 03609600
 
0ZI2 300* 111 
 C3C0 9,J) 
 0360090Q 
0t)IA 1014 ?-ft PD ?.0 4 P(0,KA814 J) -e(,AZJ 030100000234 102* IJ0 2 0 03010100
0215 103* 260 W - t CASPLO (CAVTAT(3,,J), PU, PD. OCDCPG(J), 7LfO(J), 03610200 
i0233 t04* I PTOA4(J)) 03630300
0216 l0s - M ­37 IO3(J) 0.5 * (VOWT - W OWTVJ)) * DEL 03610400 
0)?.- to0o 









 U(.ICA,J) = CZCOH(?,J) o PD / C3ON(,J) 03a30700 
00l3 3ose 
 D s VOL2B(J) * 0.5 * (W(8,IAJI * U(0,ICAIJ)) 03010600 
o0z3 130*. 0 DELT I 0(7,J) 03610900
 
002o 4 
 lil P(O.KA Jl Moon ' OCONPG(J) 0 TLID(J) I VOtai 03011000 
147 
0022? III* CALL SOLba (PO, PC R,KA,.J), FT, I30, 0.0001,- 0.60051 a 3fi1 z00
0OZ30 114* IF (1,10- Co0o. 260, Z0o 3,00 •03tt1140 
0 O 3 3 t t s * 2 0 J O 
"0- 1 . 0-
00234 1 t6l N : = k O1621500












VELT I 04g,if 
LT. /. l 
= "WGCp - GCONP00t) 












CALL .SOLW;CPU, P(0,KA,JI. 
IF (tit; tlT. too) 
no32 IF Clio LT. 0) 
Ps, fJU, a 000i, 0 0605) 
C O TO Z40 
C ITV (&,tO 














( 4 0 6 2 0 
.It0 0361200 
00263 130 
 WfTFJ cttsl N.v " . a fsr'J 3P?0
 
00214 133* 




VOLIB(JI = LUP 03613300











 "I0TFALECONDITI4S W'HEN THE GAS 
 INB
a 1 R U Tm Otc" VEwt.O3613 000301 
 140* 


















0013 148* LILL(t,Jtz 
- 1




00315 lsO 400 RDN(J) z RDN(J) . R(IJi / Ce'NSTY(J) 038149000 
03615000 
06317 151 . Rrcrr = out( 
00320 tszw TFp(INJJ) = (VOLTOT(JI 
- VeOLOVI) DEVSYLJ 03015100 
00321 
 1530 WrPI AVCJ} z 0.0
 00322 t54* T1BUBCJ) =tITS"CL(J) 03016200
 
00333 I5s o ( ) 
 03615300 
00323 ISO* C 03615400
03815500
00323 16T* C PERICIANCE AFT ER WBL8J RAS GONE TjOLf_, V84nni.T 0361560000323 1560 C
 






 tot* xDmm = (WPINUJJ I DEN$TY(J) 
- .)€,,)
0032? le0v (, 03610000If mck LT. 1,0) XO(.14 : 03016100
 
0033 10 lo• 
 (38610 DFPLT)

00332 IOSf A] z ntlJ - RDW(J) 
 03010305
 




















©031m|? C :P PDtl00341 |Y2Z*(, 00100,J OL'PWJ. (At. 81. Ct) 030|7000 
0034Z 1?44* 
 v(#.K)xIjI)t DvNS.(.tJ) 
- (VCT?"X(}.,(jI
- 0.S 0 M L,? 0301T300
 
5 T c tig T.130) O} TO Sao 0161780
 
q34& ITS- CALL -SLVE(PG. Ptl.KA.J). PS. fix, O.G00t, 0.000" 0161700
 
60147 tT9= IF IIJK - 100) 
 460, 4T0. 060 03611P000
 
00352 ISO* So5 ItR 500 83 04 

00355 |02* ILSITS t6,1501 M, TINA). i, PU P([.KAJI 0361R100
 
00 3 6 4 I O W= " 
 3 6 1 916 





AUTION TEN SBLEL Pk;.ES THHOICH INJECTON. 03610000 co zo to?* C . ­
06€0




003TB sgOv "'Z"t_ 

036MOD0 
00373 IS3* AGAS t E t.If+.J) - ALIO 03a39z00 
00374 ls 560 VDOT . OASFWO (AGA-q. FC, CCDkTA(Z,1), GO PGQII, TLIO(J), 03619100 
003,1 t1954 1 . GAM(J)). 
0037Z 19Z. ALIQ = AGRATWY) * =.. t 
036| 0O
 





00170 LOS* P Uft,VA,J) 2 0.0 03811100
 
•00375 ISTV I * AW(PO CCDATA{Qt)t))' 

tPO LT. CCDATA(2,11) 

00400. t99* SGG CALL \VE"RZ (KA, %A.'4, NAM', RUP(J), PG, CEMT JI o3slop00
 
00401 2600 ,QLB " OLTOT(J) - CLTPCAVCJ) o .5 * m£ur * {(c,KA,J) 03614900
 
0846t 201* U (D~,MJ) - U(I,KA,J) - wG WMl,iJ)])),D 'N.TY(J) 036Z O00
 
oai03 203* IF (VOMB .11T t.OC-04) \VOLOUS I.OE-04 03f252M0
 
GOADS .204* liPcw UP .LT. *I oa-121 • "UP I .OE-12 03020300
 
00410 206* TV wt|(. T. 30) +O 0 62 f 0
 
o641Z.2- 7 "." CALL SOLVE (PG, PkI,KAJ), PS, IJW, 0.0001, 0.00051 03620600
 
0382070C
00413 Z08*, IV (liK - tOO) Soo. 560. 640 

•O01tT 210*, METE.(6,150) 14. TMiA).'J. PO, p(l Y AJtf"" 03OZ090c 
00 0 
e4417 212 C FIN]ALIZE CONDITIONS DOSTRRAM OF VENtM, 036ZII0I 
0041T Z13V C +08t0 
004t7 .21l C 

5 0 
00430 2166 IF ivoLsug XT. 0.1) IsTuPt 7 0362% 3 
00432 21?u . 0.5 v MRGoo VTMP'AV(j) W*POAV(j) =-ILT (,UA,J) ,AtJ 030Z16G 
00434 219* IV CISTEM() .LT. 6 .ANfD, w'ptmjc) .LT. 1.08-05) 03aztso
 




00440 223* POL O 

OD437 222* VD 0.0 

0302z oo 





00442 226 .k|0 rmAm" ) I M1}IST'(J) 030?2400 




Q04$0 2"* GOO ,(K.KA.Jf W (j,KA,Jt 03022600
 
0044T 2ze* P(,,t=pCI,KA.J) 

60453 Z31* vo00 VS9 = AtKJS 0 Xf|K.JI 83O3000 
00434 232* U(VVJ) W (OV.,Jt 0302310* 
C0455 233W IF (VMJH VSsO GT1. km) CUP w 790.'036MOO0 
00461 23W noun RDU - RC.JV0 I y 03613500 
004oz ?3? IF lK .. 1 ""7* TO 40 03CZ3600 
1J4 Z390g-	 01623700 
TO 700 016.4100
00405 239W 
00468 240* 120 Rt1P(J) =ROM (VI.IO - YIXMN - f lVSiG rRS%.J3 I*-TflJI) 0352?100 
00461 Z41-	 RDN(J I RTOT - RL'P(J) 0)624000 
IF (PON()J .Lr. 0.0) RD"Jt = 00 03N2410000410 z4z2 
00472 2430 ISAVECJI = K 03524200 
, 0 TO 900 0302410000473 24*4 
03524400
00474 245* T40.r I 
VSEG = A(tJI - X(I,J) 0162450080475 240. 

00416 247i IV (V'tl4 * VSO .1. VIn) GO "7020 03624600 
00500 246* RDMSJI 0.0 0324700 
03624A00
Gs0! 2490 	 fl(J) - = RIT 
03524400
00502 2504 	 VCI,KA.J) (SIKA.J). 

00 TO q00 0362s000 





00.503 293'r C CALCLIATE CODITIONS UITH NO MBUBF IN MSF'. 0362S200
 
00503 254* " 
 03G25300
 
00504 25%" I60 ISTPP(J) = 0 
 03625400
 
DO ?AD . !, 7 03623,00 




GO TO 100 03625700 
00513 259* 6O0 IF (M(IA) o.T. Z.0 DEL?) ISTEPCJ) = I 0302600 
0015 260* GO TO 100 03625900 
0051 261* C 03626009 
0051$ 262* 0 . PUTfENJECTOR FLOW INTO WSTORE ARRAY. 03626100 
005)5 203* c 03826200 
00516 264* 0Ob PDtM3 PCIKMI,3) - CCATAiO.If 03028300 
00517 265* ' IF IP .1T. 1.03-20) PD04 t 10E-20 03026400 
00521 206* 1 = SMAN(5,1.,J) I (27.607w-SRT(PDI / Di..))) 03626500 
00521 287* 1 - T((KA4) 03626600 
00522 268* POUM = PCI)KAJ) - CCDATA(ZIf) " " 03626T00 
40523 269* IV (Pfl3-.LT. 1.OE-20) PDLM' = I.- 20 03626000 
00525 270* 72 - EG'.ILN(S.I IJ) / (27.07 * SORT(PD&N / DCI.J))) 03626900 
00525 271* 1 T(3A) 0362Y400 
00326 212M IV (T3 .. Tit 00O 920 03627100 
00530 273* TO = TI . - 03027200 
00531 274* DID = EtA(7.1 1J) "036273Q0
00532 275* 	 71I 4 7 03627400 
00533 276* 1 ENI 4AN(SIIJ) " 03821500 
00534 271* OTO 040 03027600 
08535 270* 020 71 72 - 01627700 
00530 279* vw A MM"A(G I1,J) . 0302008 
00537 200* TUE = TI 03627900 
00540 261* ait = 04441AWT.I1,J) 0382000 
00541 262* 940 Or = Tlil - TLO 03026100 
00542 2624 m0 .. (TLO - (M .)) I DELT 1.0 03628200 
00543 204 IV (X" 'Cu. 100.0 .OR. XN .LT. 1.0) GOTO 1000 03626300 
00545 265* H . 3i 03020400 
00540 206* KC - "KCc* . ." 03620500 
0054T 261* IF (KL .G. 100) MC = Kb - 100 03620600 
00551 266* IF (Dr .CT. 0.3 * DtT) 00 TO 060 03626700 
00553 2094 rSTrOEKL.I.J) a VSTOfW(KLII,j) Q .5 4 (MI - DI) * QELT 03026800 
00554 290* 00 TO 1000 03626900 
00555 291* "900'oTW4 . Dt / Dr 03629000 
00556 2924 900 TKAM . T(A) * DEL? 03020100 
00557 293* IF (714M .01. THI THAC . Til 03629200 
00501 2W 74"14N t Y(KA1 ) .4 * DIX 03620300 
00502 Z5. IP (THIN .LT. TEO, T14URN TLO 03829400 
00584 2060 . - * - Dr * * 0362500UNIM1 ((744114 110) (WI4 W-10) .7 1) T0154 
00ld5 297* 114A . ((74AM - 710) * (741!- VW1.) /T .? KWI) 0 7J~kW 03829800 
00564 206* USTORE(L.iJ) = 0.5 * (3"H41 * QIAX) * (M1AX - TMI) 0302700 
00590 Z920 1 * VOiTmmt(L, I .J) 030zoo0 



















IF (4 .GT. 99t 
4 Ih 1 
Mt = Itt.-












IID0OF UN IVAC ItO0 FORT0AM V 
I1OC$E SflWLIC 
ROCiKr Cam ROCAtAB. 
a)MPILATI(N t.*DIAGM)STIC* I'WSSAGP(S) 
06 JA% 71 





















FORCBAS V LVt-. 2206 ootSP0O4'1 
H 
LNIVAC sloe 









0003 OATUI4, 043 20
 
































STORAGE ASstONWWE sM VARIABLES (BLOCK,~ TYPE. REATIVE LOCATION, NMe) 
001132 1000L 000Z40 120t, 0001 000251 ZOOL 000| C00363 ZOL
 0001 000145 tool. 0001 0001 

0001 000385 3001 0001 000427 320. 000I 000501 340L co001 0o062 360L oc0000 30C370r
 





0001 000016 01 000 001011 860. 0001 0010 9001 000 
0001 *000740 540L, 

0000 000l 3 950F 0004 * 000000 A 0o0 0 000204 A%0000 000*03 930p 0001 001100 940L. 
000360 C 0005 It000120 C&Vt410000 D 0000Z0 AZ 0000 D 000020 01 0000 D 000 -: R2 0004 R 

001? I 080006 Cp,. "I 0000 D 000034 C 0000 D 
 00G & C2 0010 ft000000 C2004 0010 R 000170 CIOWO 
0000 a 000000 DEMUAL 0000 D 000040 DE4 0000 R 000061 DQ=s 
000760 00.342 0008 R 000006 DIM3 0006 R 000022 D0144 0000 IR 000051 £E 
0010 R 000300 CiCO'4 0010 R 000550 D 

0005 a O0D0000 D L 0005 
002 A*000004 GOa1PN 0014 R 000000 GESTEO
000000 0007 R 000000 a 
0000 1 000046 IERROR 0000 1 000042 1ILAO 
0000 R 000054 0*1±s 0015 1 MAIM 
003 1 000612 1"1.04 
. 001) f 000502 LtILt
eOO 1 000045 f 0013 1 000170 IBRAR 
000050 *JK 00*3 1 000000 *01DER 0000 1 000044 K 

0013 3 000500 NSW 

0000 I 000047 100 0000 1 
0003 R 000000 P 000 H 0001o0 poAR 0000 H 000051 PDLa4 0000 8 000051 Pa 
0012 R2 000000 PLVAP 0000 D 000000 PS 0006 It 000020 Mm0fl4 
0000 R 000055 11*1 0000 R 000056 RHOZ 0011 A 000000 T 
0000 p 000080 PHI 0012 It 000002 PHICONt 
0004 I 000550 a 0006 I 000002 RHO 
0008a 000004 "LIO 0003 f 0RT340 V 000T R 000550 VOL 0003 R 013560 U 000T t 000310 
0000 It 000052 XD"*40000 It 000002 It4 0004 R 000110 K 
152 
110o 1. C J. WWEHNtII D 46-11Z - EX Z21 ~ 03..050000 
00102 2 SLBMT INF. CA ET (KA. ARI HA t, Dt't.T. JI 0l 0dt00 
03 0o200
 
00103 44 /ATINI/ Wtfif,. V(60.i0.z) 

0or01 3* C. 

IO'O P(60.s0,2 ,21 0 t00l00 
00103 11*= t IDATLUZ/ A(60.21 X(60,21 C1t0.2) 011'(0400 
00103 0. 2 R(G0,8) . 03' 0D500 
00103 T. 3 /DATAV.I/ . N 1{464) CAVTATC4,4,Z), IXM(2441 0190D6q0 
00103 C* -4 104TL4/ D*WUL21 RW)( 2) TLIC(2) 0 M00100 
00103 '5 D "3(10 0" AW(21 M".1 2 03.nn.00 
00103 to- C 01RO00l00 
00104 11- CD0,40 /CALI/ aC16,Z) PH%9(6O.2) UBARCA0,zi 01-01000 
00104 12* 1 vL(00,'2 (10tt00~ 
00104 13* 2 ICAL2/ C2CON(60,2) C3XON(60,2' C4COl( 60. 21 01-01200 
Do0104" 14 . a . D60,2) 03.01300 
00104 Is* 4 /CAL31 T(50) 03,01400 
00104 t6 S ICAI.51 PLVAP(2) PHICOh(Zl GCOPG(2) 03p01s00 
00104 17 0 DLMI(1941 0laol1o00 
00104 19. C 03901700 
00105 l9 CO'" ON /DIRECT' IMODfl( 60. 2 IMPAN(tO,10,Z), hSM12 1 0le01 o0 
00105 20w 1 LPILLC(OG,) I DtIO1) 03"01400 
00105 '21. C. 03002000 
00100 22 * DOLTLE PRECISION PS(l01 At A2 03 02100 
00106 -23* " 1 111t Bz Cl Cz " 03902200 
00106 Z4* 2 03002300 
4010T 25* DIML INm IF AOZ) 03P0ZA00
 
00I07 26* C "-.03P08500 
00107 27* C 0380000 
00110 286* K= 03.02700
 
00111 20* 1 = a 03P02900 
00112 30$ IV (I .T 1) 00 TO 1000 0#002400
 
00114 31* ILROR = I . 03903000
 
coils "32. IF {LPILL(I-I;J) .14. 01 ..GO TO 1000 0IF03100
 
00117 33- iF (LFILICJ-tJ) .EQ. D1 " GO TO'200 03003200
 
Doti? -34* C 03ft03300 
Doti? 35* C CALCLATE PRIihIIG-WITKlOlf CAVITATION. 03903400 
00117 36* C 03803S00
 
00121 37* IGO = 1 03803600
 
00122 36* IJK = 0 03803700
 
00123 39- mG 2.0 1 P(I,I(A I,J) -PCIKAMRJ) 03603P00 
00124 40- X o VOL(I-1,J) / A(I-IJi 03903900 
00125 41* 1? (mNL .GT. 0.01) G O WO 80 03804000 
00121 42- M% _ = 0.01 0380410D
 
00130 VDIAC 5STIC* Tlf TEST FOR 60UALITY BE'TWEEN S0O4-IHTEGERS 14AY NOT BE FAnNIL.. 
00130 43* IF (U(Il"411,J1 .Ea. 0.0) 9(IKAMIJ) = (II.KAMIJ) 03R04200 
00132 4 80t At = i(I1lJ) * X L% / (X(I-IJ) v D(I !,J)) 03804300 
00133 450 a1 XDUM'/ 1386.0 * D 'LT* A(I-I.J)l 03604400
 
00134 46* Of P(T-1,1(A,J) - U(t.KJMtJ) v 111 03800500
 
00135 47* 100 DLIM CAVrAT(4,KJ) * PC - CC 03604800 
00136 AS* VCI-IKAJ) = CE'TFW(Al. IBI, DL H) 03504T00 
00137 49* WCIKA,J) = WC[-I '".J) 03004600 
00140 50* p(1+IKA,J) = C4CON(I-IJ) - C31 111 1,J) * V(IKAJ) 03804900
 
00t40 sl* I - R(II Jl * W(I' IA,J) * ARS(W(I,KA,J)) I D(I-I,J) 03805000 
00141 S2. Pf(,I'AJI = CAVTAT(4,K,J) * P(|.1,KA,J) 03605100
 
00142 53- IV (IJC .GT. 30) CO TO 120 03005200 
00144 5 E = ERLO(P(I) 03005300 
00145 SS& EiIRI = S.0 fm 03005400 
00146 56- CALL SOVE (C, P-(IKA,JI, PS. IJK, M , BUM) 03805500 
06147 ST. IV (tJK -t0 10 Oo, 300, 300 03*05600
 
0015Z 664 120 1 ERHMR 2 03605700 
00153 59. 00 TO 300 03605000
 
00153 600 C 03p05g00
 
00153 61* C CA!.CV.e'rC fMM:AL LO WCI T1 CAVITATION. 03906000 
04153 62. C 03f008100 
1.53 
OltJ)
$4 (13- ZOO AZ R(Ttl.Jt 0(- .. "0 6 
00156 05 C2 C W-.(I-IlJ) Cz ) (1,J) . C.)(IIJ 01-064D0
 
00157 66- (tKA,J) CF.TFt fAZ. OZ,.CZI 0306%00
 
00160 GT* P(I,KAJ C3CONCI-I,J) l(IlA,J) - C2aONlI,.II) 03 06600
 
00161 69 p(I.I,KA,J) = P(IKA,31 C (I.K%.J) 0 CATT4 , tl 03V06100
 
0018Z *OJAG OSTIC - 'THE TEST FOR [MOALITY BEU F ~ AY RE MEAI %G L
M)- -A 
00162 69* IF AtJ).. NEI 0.01 GO TO)i2G 01 06-00 
00166 71 UCIKA,J) = 0.0O 03O900
 
DOW 7z*2 P(t,KA,J) = P(]IKA!I,J) 03607100
 
00110 73* 220 [GO - = 2 03001200.
 
00170 7 4 C -03907300 
0170 is- C CHECK TO 5S IF CAVITATIOq IS (KCLVRIG 03997400 
03R79500
00170 76. c 

00111 T7- 300 RlHOt = D(I~tJ)- 03R01600 
D0192 Te* PO = Z.0 * PfI-IKAM,J) -P(I-I,hAM2.J) 03807700 
00173 Tg* IF (PC _LT_ PLVAPWJI) PG 1.0 PLVAP(JI 03P09P00 
DOM7 80* IF (DQUAL(d) .GT. A.DE-20)" 00 TO 320 03980?qO 
00179 Btl* RH02 - =D(I-I;J) 03i89OO 
GO TO 340 03808100 
00201 83* 320 PDL* = 100-- PLVAPCJ$ 03$0RZO0 
00202 i* " PHI . =(DROUAL(J, - G(I1)} (1-0|.O+pHIMC JY-/ POL") 03600300 
00202 B5* I (l.D - GCF,31l 03@GO40O 




00205 87* RHOZ " (1.0'. Pfll / (t.0 I RH- j) . -PHI * GCO PG(Jk ""808600 
00Z05 86- - I T[OCJ) *'{PLVAP(J)I PCAI' = ((FTCAM(3) - 1.0) 03S807100 
00z05 89* Z PTCAM(J)) / PIXMI) 03&0RSO0 
00206" 90* 340 DL74CON 77T2.0 / (1.0 1 [RHOZ * CNTAT(lK.3)) * Z 03W0900 
00206 91* 1 T1.0 / (RHOI CA%7-%T(Z,K.Jl) -'' 21 03809000 
00207 92* 360 OWN DL' WW * (PG / .RKII PLVAP(J) 1 RH02) .03SO9100 
•"00IO .934 IF (M)L". .LT. 0.0) O:RITE (6.370) T(KA), J, 1, IJK, 03,#09200 
00al0 94- 1 PFo,[ " 03809306 
00221 95- 370 FMR4AT CIH0'IOXITIHE = r0.9, 3X J =" Z, 3X | =I 13, 3X I]JK - JD39094D0 
00221 96* 1 13, 3X 
P G 
=1 015.6. 3X'UMN = 019.0 1 038095D0 
002az 97* Ip (A" L.o 0.0) WXN 0 .0 03809600 
002ZA 98w VDUA . = 50RT(T l - - 038097D0 
00ZZ5 99* GO TO (3 380, O00, 400). 100 03809800 
00926 1O00 380 IF (MIJIM .GE. V(|,.,A,JI) 00 TO 540 03009900 
900230 101- Go = 100 2 0351000D 
00231 102* IERlROR = 1 038tOIO0 
00232 103* liJ = 0 038tO2O0 
0OZ33 104- PG = . (+,AH,)*Ptl|,IA.MZJ) 03810300 
00234 105- 00 TO 360 03610400 
00234 106* C .03810500 
00234 107, C CALCU rT, STJR£kM K OMN M S$M WITH CAVITATION. 03810600 
00234 IO6* C 03610100 
00235 10q* VOLM "400 V(t.rAJ) = % 03BI0800 
00216 IllO P(I.IKA,J) =C4CON(I+1,J) - C631X ttI,J) * V" 1 R([I1J) 03B10900 
00236 111* t VMU WOtAUS(V'OLI) -03611000 
00237 I12* IF (TJK .GT. 30) 00 TO 4Z0 03b11100 
DOZ41 M|AS PALL 01,V (PGP[-r, PS. IJ 0.0001, 0.0005) 03411200 
00242 114* IV (IJK - 100) 360. 300. 500 03611300 
00245 I1.r5o 420 IERlROR = 3 03811400 
00246 116* Soo 00 TO (3g0, 360, 520. 8801t IGO 03811500 
00246 117* C, 03BI1600 
00246 116* C 0 CALCULATIE DO" STREAM MBSLRE MATtNO PRIMING. 03&11700 
00246 119. C 03011000 
00241 120. 0z0 K.J r(-w: 030t1900 
00250 121* U(IKA.J) = vvt 03612000 
00251 1Z2* PtKAJ) = Al UO* ASS(tWMUV . III tt+ CI 03812100 
cOOas 123* 540 1? (100 WEX. 2) 00 T O too 03012200 
00254 12' . . 03612100 
00 57 126. IPEIEZI =c 10 l*n 
00z60 1T CA. MIlf MCKA.tA.A, 9Z. U-'T. MAI 031PZ600 






GO TO Q00 
01rtAI-I.3 
01-IM0 
000Z4 131* C 03 11000 
00264 II* c CAVnLITE MWtSTOFA PRNStRE. A.0 I%Iqii THIS CI% 031I100 
00264 133 C 011 1200 
0026" 1:34* APo Pc1iNAJ = claIaI-I.J' - myxi - CZcoN.I,J)I 0111l0 
00265 13%- c 034!1q00 
00266 1.6 900 6(IIAl.IKA.J) 01*33500 
00207 137* GO T) (100 0. q 40. F111400 03-13600 
00270 13$- 920 MITV (6. 9,0) T(kAI, I. ., P(I.KA..Il, V(I. KAI 03411700 
00277 139- 930 RM'4T (IH0 tOV.AN FRRMa OCCtLVRIO IN st8440TINF CAVF.T AT TIME' 01"13"00 
00277 140. I F9.60.- '. I '.- 11.. J 1 12 1 1X7141 CAItIAThFOl.flqo 
06Z7 t141* z MPRE6IR GW'THE . FIO0 MAI' CII 6, 01 14000 
00277 142- 3. 5X5O CAVITATION OCMt RED' 1 0 4100 
00100 143* . CA TO tO00 039144200 
00301 144 940 WRIT (6,50) TKA), 1, 3, M, P(tl,KA,J), V(IKA,I) 03414100 
00311 1rl* 950 l't5T (iO l04AN' '.RM( CL1RFD I" T14F CAVITATIEW CALCtLATION' 011A400 
00311 146* I I('AT TII*z F9.6,' S&.GXP*T NO - 13. 1 AID J =- 12 1 03114500 
00311 147* 2. IIX'PG = 013.6, SX'PA S =-1G13 6. SX'FLOt = 013.6-) 03914600 
00312 149*. 1000 CONTINt1, 1014700 
00313 149* RELMtN OlM 400 
00314 150 CID 03P14900 
END O UNIVAC 110S FORTRAN V CO&MAPTION. 2 *DIAC40ST(Ct M.1SSACK(S) 
CAVENT .SYHBOLIC 00 JAN 7I 14:31:04 0 01462426 34 15o (DFLFTFDI 
CAVEST' COME RELOCATABLP 0G JAN 71 14:31:04 1. 01465sz 60 I (I'KTOD3 
0 01466606 t4 74 
155 
III 
G -5FID, GA 'FIDo FOR NUNIVAC 11010 FORTRA V LEVEL 2206 0011' FSOIkH 
"As DON "Ti AT 19i[5:57TIlES 00HPILATIO 3SE II I. 
ENTR% POINT 000205FUtCTION GASFLO 












STORAGE A.SSIGN'4EhT FOR VARIABLES (BLOCK,-TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) 
000 0001 000122 600L 0000 R 00000) CRPR
0001 000034 IDOL 0001 000112 

0000 R 000002 PR
 
SUPROCRAM4 WILL CALCULATE THE 	 GAS"FLO1IATE 0390000000100: 1"* - THIS FUNCTION 
THE THE 	 LOWRATE 0390010000100 2* C THROUGH AN ORIFICE. .VALVE OF FUNCTION IS THE IN 




00100 3w 0 

00100 4* 0 

0010 5# C R SPECIFIC GAS CONSTANT * 
 * LaS-P INCH / LBS-M DEGRFES R 03900400 
00100 0* C T GAS INLET TEMPERATURE * * DECREES RANKINE 03900500
 
00100 1* 0 GA-tMA RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS 
 03900600 
UPSTREAM PRESSLNE * * PSIA 0390010000100 0* C PUP 







00100 10* C CDA EFFECTIVE AREA OF ORIFICE 
00100 I1* C 

T 	 03901100 
03901200 
00101 12* - FUNCTION 	 GASFWXO(CDA, PUP, PDOWN, R, 
00101 13* C 

(2.0 / (CA-K4A f 1.0)) 8* A 1.0)) 0390130000103 14* CRPR 

00104 15* IF (PDOWN .G0. PUP) 
 0O TO S00 03901400
 
00 TO 100 03901500
00106 16* IF (PUP .GT. 0.0) 

03901600
00110 IT* GASPLO 0.0 

0390T00






tOo PR FOWN / PUP
00112 19* 	 M 

PR ­
0OIlS 23* GASFLO z CDA * S0RT(772.17 * GAJ*( 03902000 
00113 20* IF (PR .LT. CRPR) 

22. I * (PR - (2.0 / CA ) - PH 3.0) / GAPKA%) 0390210000I5 
0015 -23* 2 / ((G'4A - I.O * R t T)) 03902200
 
03902300
00118 24* RLTUR 
00 TO 000 0390240000117 260 500 IF (pOON .G7. 0.0) 








00zz 27* RE0TU N 

00123 20* 00 PR zPUP / MLOW4 

00Z4 Z9. (F (PIt .LT. CRPR) Prn 0390ZA00
 
00128 300 OASIPO : - CDA * SORT(C72.II SAP z 039C2900 
00128 31* 1 * (ml ,* (2.0 / C/M-IA? - Pf 1.0) / 0A54't)) 03903000 
-F|! 71 IQ li: 











c(~ct~Lb~ T)) olq& 'too 
olqojzoo 
01901100 
END OF tWIVAC 1t0h FO~lTRA% V COMPILATION. 0 tDIAGOSTiC *S&K, 
-M.
V h R 2  V "o-VENTR2,E 
UNIVAC 110D FORTRA* V LFVFL 2208 006it FOIsH 
vrI4 PILATIOH VAS DOE O4 II Eta-1 71 AT14:IS: 
SUBROLtINK VE.TR2 E.TRY PINT 000702 











































STORAGE ASSIGQINT POR VARIABLES (BLOCK, TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) 
0001 00006 1001 0001 000151 3201 0001 000231 3401 

0001 000334 3801 0001 000371 4001 0001 000438 420L 

0001 000476 540L 0001 000541 880L 0001 000555 900L 

cool 000627 940L 0000 000135 950F 0004 R 000000 A 

0000 D 000030 11 0000 D 000032 02 0004 R 000360 C 

0000 D 000034 C1 Bobo D 000030 CZ 0010 R 000000 CZON 

0010 R 000550 D 0008 R 000000 DIOUAL. 0000 R 00005C4 DL14H 
000 R 000006 DLU3 0006 R 00002? Lt 4 0001 Ii 000000 G 
0000 1 000046 - 0013. I 000170 lMRAN 0013 1 000672 IDuAI 
0000 1 000044 IGO 0000 1 000045 IJK 0013 1 000000 IORD.R 
0Q13 1 000500 NSEO 0003 It00000 P 0007 R 000170 PEAR 
0000 R 000053 PHI 0012 R 000002 PrICol 0012 R 000000 PLYAP 
0004 P 000550 R 0000 R 000002 RIF 0000 R 000047 RI-10t 
0000 R 000004 TL1O 0003 R 027340 V 0007 It 000550 VOL 
0000 B 000055 VOL 0004 R 000170 X 
00000 *DIAO NTICS TIMl. VARIARII. At IS HPi'flfIFCW IN THIN POGRA,. BUT IS 
00000 SDIAGCOSTIC*" THE VARIAILE 111. IS IIEI-ECW IN *1HIS PROGRA4, MIT IS 
II 
0001 000252 380L 
0001 000440 5001 
0001 000576 0201 
0000 D 000024 Al 

0005 R 000720 CAVTAT 

0010 RI 000170 C3CON 

0005 R 000000 0(1-L 

0012 R 000004 OCONPG 
0000 I 000043 E RROR 
0000 I 000042 IK 

C00Q R 000052 POL" 
0000 D 000000 PS 

0000 R 000051 RttO2 

0003 R 013560 V 
N tPIP1B ASSIGN D A VALUE."
 
HO14*RV ASSIGNED A VAUXE.
 







0000 D 000026 A2
 
001Z R 000006 CDLMI
 
0010 R 000360 CACO
 
0005 R 000760 DM42
 
0014 R 000000 G0ITO
 
0000 1 000040 IFLSG
 
0013 I 000S0? LFILL
 
0000 It 000050 PG "
 
0000 R 000020 PM-A.4
 
0011 R 000000 T
 
0007 R 000360 OBAR
 
158 
D 0u.O 1IV ARISFIIS. Cl. I, PRI').IFID 11 T-) 41 HLT 11 ~r()hA'IM)4~l,DAC',,TI C- (BN 

00000 t0II'OSTIC* TlFl (AME APVI'AR% A 01M T'rF 41-II'.11
X 1% OIL t%If% STAT-N'%'T HA4T IS'It$ 

00100 1. C J. &f1.H1'tIF . Dq4-tjZ . P% 2T21 
 0170000 
%Ii'TRt tkA. 1 1 .A4 lI-s* PXf. D-IT, 3) 0170010000101 2* 

0J00400
00ot A C 

00101 4S (DATl"I' P(60.%.2w, v(6020 V(601 404) 01700400 
00103 5 3 IDATIMNI (.2) fX(60T'O.1) . C(00a.t4$ 01700400 
00103 a. z 16.0.Z) 04700500 
00103 To 3 /DAtml( M 4l0q') CATAT(4.4.?), Qt'41'44) 03100300
 
00103 05* 4 IMATI4/ 0( AM1(2t * 03100100
 
00101 90 5 tNIC L , PTVAN(Z) 1XN4t$z2 037000O0
 
00103 10. C 
 0370000
 
00104 [I CC>*"CAtIt PHN (GO20) OI
lh 0I(0.21 *SHAH 01701000
 
00104 2* wlV z 03101000
1 I.( 
00104 13- 2 /CALZ/ - CZCO%0) . C1CO(60.Z) * C4cc fl,?) 03701200 
00104 14* 3 D460.2) 0170T300 
00404 15* 4 /CAL. 1 |(%0) 01701400
 
00104 to- s /CALS/ PtVAPC?) *PHIMC~4 *i GCX)NPG( 2 1 03701s00 
00104 17. 0 C0 fC1S4) 03101600 
00104 lea C 0370700
 
00105 19. OA4 /DIRFC-t|0,0,2). I(OE( 60,2 * IER= hEO(2 1 03701000 
00105 204 I LFILL(SO).Z1 *RRt41(2i0 01704900 
00105 21. C 03702000 
00106 22* 001talE partISIO' psclot At A2 03702100 
00106 23* 4 R) BE2 C1 C2 03702200
 
00106 241 2 Bit" 03702300 
001407 2" DIiE0SIO- I" AG) 03702400 
0010T 26- C 0370200
 





00411 29# IFaR0 1 0370200
 
00112 30- too) - I . 0370200 
00113 31- C 0 - 03703000 
0.0114 32* I 0aL ,03T03100 
0014 C . . 03703200 
-00114 3 c W CALCATF MM4L Ft.f WITIO' CAVITATION. 0370S300 
00104 354 C 1 03703400
 
00115 36' 200 AZ . RI%.Jl i 30J) . R.ES 03703500
 
0013 3B C = MC3O(9,J) CAVIAT(4.kJ) 03703800
 
00117 36- c =tCW9J ,j) -pf' 03703100
 
00120 39- P([.KA J) CETFlO( E2, C2) - 03703800
 
00121 40 P (IF .KAJ)LT. 0.0) W(IKAJ) 0.0 03703900
 
00123 41- P(0.A.J) C4WD%(9,J) - C30DC9.J) 4 UII.K(4.) 03704000
 
00123 42- 4 R(9*J) * r(I.KA;J) * ADS(3.KA0J)) / DC9... 03704100
 
00134 43* 220 1 G 0 03704200
 
00124 44* 0 03704300
 
00424 4s* C CHfECK TO SEE IF CAYCTATIOM IS OCCURII4C. 03704400
 
00124 46* C 03704%00
 
00125 414 300 (4'H) *ID0!. P. 03704500
 
0012 400 PO 2.0 * 1'(4.AJ44,j) - I'(IJlJZ.J) 03704700
 
0042 49* ft' (PG LT1. 1LVAPCJI) PO = 4.0 *PLVAPCJ) 03704F00
 
0013l 50o . F (DM4JALCJ) .GT. l.OE-20) - 00 TO 320 03704900 
001433 51. 4O z DCI*3*J) 03105000 
00134 .2- 00 TO 340 03705100 
00435 53* 320 POCH4 - 460.0 - PLVAPTS) 03703200 
00)38 54" PHI1 (WOUAU) - 011,.J)) 0 (1.0 - P810011(J) / Ptl)') 03705300
 
00136 55- 1 / (4.0 @ 0(1,3)) 01705400
 
00137 Se* IV' (PH(4 LT1. 0.0) PtiI - 9.0 03705500
 
00141 ST. 3U*32 (4.0 - 711!) / (3.0 f' IIICEJ-I * C0NP0(J)
Fil 03705600
 
00144 56* 1 *TLIO(J) * (PLYAP(S) / P0(34) " ((P70W1(J) - 1.0) 01105100
 
00144 so. 2 / TA.(J)) f P03.44) 01705A00
 
00142 00* 340 DIftcH 712.0 / (1.0 f (tRO? 4 CAYAT3,K,JI *4 2 03105900
 
60i4i Gia 1 .0 / Mot0 * CAvrAr(2.KtJIV nO 2) 01706000
 
159 
62 30 M 4 PG I RH)l - F VI'J 0370600 
00144 G3' IV '( '4 2'am" 0 0) - 11TK (6, 7O1 T(K4), J, I, K, 01706 0 
00144 64- 1 I', ot'. 03706500 
00155 65 3TO 1ORM8T (110 FOOT)4.I'9.6, IXJ 12, 3X01 ' 1, 3X)ILK -' 01706400 









003' 0.0 03106600 
03706700 
0016t 6q= GO TO (fs0,3-0. 400, 400), 1O" 0370000 
0016Z T0 360 IF (OOLM .F c(IKA.JI) GO TO 540 03706900 
O1064 ?I- ICO (gO Z2 03707000 
00165 12* I4RO r 0 03707)00 
00166 73- |JC r 0 . 03707200 
00167 74. PG r 2.0 Pp(I+'I,KA$4IJ) P([I.KAM2,J) - 03707300 
00170 15 . GO0 360 03701400 
00170 T6' C - 03701500 
00170 77q C .C CALC(LAT2 UPSTREAM FLOW AND PRESSLTE WITH CAVITATION. 03707600 
00170 78* C 03707700 
0017) 79* -400 O( KA,J) OMN)'I 03707600 
00172" 804 Pot-iKA.J) = CCO%(I.I,Jl - C3C'4()11,J) * 1D4N - R(I141,J) 03707900 
00172 6).e I . & NTh*' ABS(DU 4) 037000013 
00173 624 IF (.JK .GT. 30) . 00 TO 420 0170el00 
00175 034 CALL SOLVE (fC, P(I-tKA.J), PS. IJK, 0.0001, 0.0005) 0370-200' 
00176 940 TV (IJK - tOO) 360; 360, 500 03706300 
'00201 85* 420 )ERROR- z 3 03700400 
00202 6* . 500 0 TO (386. 340. 520, 60). [o 03706500 
00Z02 . 7* C ..- . 0370A600 
00202 68* C * CALCULATE W 7STREA PRESSURE .DURING PRIHNG. 03706700 
00202 69* C 0370600 
00203 90* 520 0(t-I,K4,J) WDt ." 03701900 
00204 01* w(1,KAJ = WNL4- 03709000 
00205 92* P(t,KA.J) = At * VW * ABS(BWDL4) + 11. MitOH* C 03"709)00 
00208 93* 540 IF (EGO WD. 2) GO TO 900 03709200 
00210 94* . IFLAG(1) t I - I .1- 03709306 
0021t 95* IF (r .EQ. Z) IFLAG(t) = - IFLAG(I) 03109400 
00213 96* IFLAC) = 100* I .- 03709500 
00214 97* CALL RA'C (NA. KAI, kAM2, DELT, IFLAG) - 03709600 
00215 98*. IF (LFILLXI-I,J) .E. 1) 00 TO S00 03709700 
00217 99.' LFILL(I-I.J) = 03709600 
00220 100* GO TTO900 03709900 
00220 101 C 03710000 
00220 102. C p CALCU'E DOWISTREAM PRESSURE, AND FINISH THIS CASE. 03710100 
00220 1034 C 03110200 
00221 104 880 P(ITCA.J) ='PCON *- RES t*(I,KA,J) * ABS(W(I,KA,J)) 03710300 
00221 105* C 03710400 
002Z2 106* 900 r(I.[,KA,J) = V(!,KA,J) 03710500 
00223 1074 GO TO (1000. 920, 940), IERROR 03710600 
00224 100 920 VRITB (G. 030) T(KA). 1, J. P(TKA,J), W(I,KA,J) 037)0100 
00233 109* t30 PORMAT (I0 IOXVAH ERROR OCCURRED IN SUIROUTIE CAVENT AT TIME' 03710600 
00233 110* I P9.6. ', SEGMENT HO.' 13. . J =' 12 / IIX'THE CALCULATED03710900 
00233 Ill0 z 0X'PR9f5UR WAS- G3.6. SX'ThE FLOW WAS' 013.6, 03711000 
00233 112* 3 5X)NO CAVITATION OCCURRED' 1 03711100 
00234 113*. 00 TO 1000 03711200 
00235 004* 940 WRITE (0,950) T(KA). I. J., PG, P(I-IKAJ), V(IKA J) 03711300 
00245 )1* 950 FOR6T (iO IOX'AN ERROR OCCURRED IN T04 CAVITATION CALCULATION' 03711400 
00245 1)6* 1 IX'AT TIPS' P9.6, 1. SE ;.*T NO6.' 13, ' AND J =1 12 Z 03711500 
00245 1.7v 2 IIX'PG 013.6. SX'PANS =' G13.6. SX'FLOV =1 013.6 3 03711800 
00246 Fl8 1060 CONTINUE 03711700 
0024T 119* RETtu. 03T)1800 
00250 0206 I*40 0311900 
BC) OP t tIVAC 304 IORTRAN V COMPILATION. 4 *DIAGNOSTIC* .E5SSAGE(S) 
160 
,, .. 2'1fl .t:_ ? l'/I, cLLc DEtLNT I.N. IC -
LH i rLIiTfANOM1AL; 
DATA rORflLLATION L 
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Figure C-IA - Graphical Output of Apollo Descent Engine 
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Figure C-1F - Graphical Output of Apollo Descent Engine 
LM-3- Flight Anomaly. 
166 
TABI C-III 
DESCENT ENGINE L1-3 ANO4 ALY PROGRAM OUTPUT LISTINGS 
167 
DATE 01/13/71. TIME .1: 9.33
 
APOLLC DESCENT ENGINE
 &~RLATIL.-_Q-___C___ A~T_ 

LM-3 FLIGHT ANOMALY 
* * * FUEL 'FEEOSYSTEM.PARAMETERS * . * 
SFGMI-NT DATA RSURF Fl W ACD±JSTL AREA L_ENjBGTH RES_.TAC F DQS VE GA__S_ 




2 FULL 45.00 3.5700 48889.0 2.5000 10.20 O,1604E-01 0.0
 
3 FULL 43.67 3.5437 48889.0 0.0 000 0.6680E-02 0.0
 
46.25 305437 48889.0 2,5000 '10,20 , 01120E-03 n00
4 Fl 1 
5 FULL 45.00 3.5700 48889.0 2o5000 13.00 0.1430E-03 0.0. 
3,5700 48889.0 2o5000 15.00 d,1650E-03 0.0 C6 FULL 45.00

_EALL. 3i 48889",0. 12.20 0.1340E-03 0.0.......A5700 2.5000 

8 FULL 45.00 3.5700 48889.0 Q.0 0.0 .. 0o0 0.0
 
llbO0 0.1210E-03 0o0
9 FULL '235.00 3.5700 48889.0 2.9200 

10 FUL L 235.00 3.5700 48889.0 2.9200 13.00 0.14302-03 0.0
 
235.00 3.5700 48889.0 2.9200 15.00 0.1650E-03 0.0
it FULL 

Z29200 17.00 0.1870E-03 0.0
12 FULL 235.00 3.5700 4888 .0 

0o Q X Z09EsQt Q0 0 ..
2_3UL&~3 93SL 5_7 
14 FULL 235.00 3.5700 48889.0 2..9200 21.00 0.2310E-03 0.0
 
15 FULL - 235.00 3.5700 48889.0 2.9200 23.00 0.2530E-03 -- 0.0
 
1.6L._. LA23. 00 5Q_488890 _____20, 0 2200f 3 0.oS
3_.7. 

17 FULL 235.00 3.5700 48989.0 2.9200 17,00 0,1870E-03. 0.0
 
3.5700 51152.3 3.2200 11.00 0.1150E-03 '0.0
18 FULL 235.00 

19 - FULL 235.00. 3.5J00. 5152..3._.... 3.2200 -J.. 10. .0.0
0.lSZOEO3. 

20 FULL 235.00 3.5700 51152.3 3.2200 19.00 0.1990E-03, 0.0
 
21 FlILL 235.00 3.5700 51152.3 . 3.2200 17.00 0,1780E-03 0.0
 
_0a_U LL... ...... __ 52flf -3-L .. t- 2- ..... .I ....%15 ... 3_LZZQ2 .
 
23 FULL 235.00 3.5700 60000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
DATE 01/13(71 TIME I" 9.33 
APOLLO OESCENT ENGINE 
..- - . - ­.. . ... .... . _ALACQRRELML_ T - ,.i - ­
LM-3 FLIGHT ANOMALY 
* * * * OXICIZER FEEDSYST-EM CONSTANTS " * * . * 
SE(MENT nATA PFSSJRP FIAW ACVUSTIC ARPA LENGTH RFST.TANCE DYSGIVF GAS 
NO. STATE PSIA PPS VELOCITY SQ. IN.. INCHES SEC**2/LN**5 &BS G / LB t" 
IN./ SEC-
F. -.-. -_1 .. 2h73_AO5,-7____ ' 9 ____'-EILL s -- --0__.___L _ L----Z-
O5  4. 3 
2 FULL 105.00 .5.7300 34kt3o9 ' 2.9200 7..'40 ,0*4200E-04. 0.0 
3 FULL 104.57 5.7160 34613.9 0o0 0.0 0,1293E-02 0,0 
4 EidL 105.38 57J O 34613 22.20 7'.0 0 D^ 39D0 f) •9. 
5 FULL 105.00 5.7300 34613.9' .2.9200 9.00 O.5100E-04 0.0 
6 FULL 105.00 5.7300 34613.9 29200 11.00 0.6200E-04 0.0 
i._-D. O L_2 ____7-EILL_L --.--- _l3 .9 " 9200 15.00. 0 84E- 
8 FULL 105.00 5.7300 34613.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 , 0.0 
9 FULL 236.00 5.7300 34613.9 2.9200 11.00 0,6200E-04 OO 
10 Fh t 236-00 -5,73Q 3461 3.9 2,0D .3o00' 0.,73OOE-04 0.0
 
ii FULL 236.00 5.7300 34613.9 2.9200 15.00 0.8400E-04 0.0
 
12 FULL 236.00 5.7300 34613.9' 2.9200 17.00 0.9600E-04 0.0
 
32.ULL- 236O0 5,73-0l_3A6tA39 _92. 19.00 0.iQ7E03 0.0
 
14 FULL 236.00 5.7300 34613.9 ,2.9200 21.00 0.1240E-03 0.0
 
15 FULL 236.00 5.7300 34613.9 2.9200 23.00 O.1290E-03 0.0
 
16 FIJI I 23 0 5.7300 34613.9 2,9200 20,00 0.120E-03 0.0
 
17 FULL 236.00 5,7300 34613.9 2.9200 17.00 0.9600E-04 0.0
 
18 FULL 236.00 5.7300 34896.7 .'4.4200 11.00 0.1150E-03 0.0
 
19-.FULL .23&.U0 5.7300 - 34896. 7.... 4.4200 0..
- -. 15 1560E-.03 .. 0 0... 
20 FULL 23o.00 5.7300 34896.7 4,4200 19.'00 0.1970E-03 0.0 
21 FULL 23t.00 5.7300 3489'6.7 4.4200 17.00 . O.1760E-03 0.0 
FI I0. _. .I 




APOLLO DESCENT ENGINE 
01/13/71 TIME 1: 9.33 
* * 









SEGMENT BRANCH DATA 






0 07 09 0', 
CAPPED SEGMENTS 
O O ? 09 0, 0, Of 
2 5 6 7 10 
FUEL ICRDER ARRAY 




18. 19 20 21 22 
2 5 6 7 10 
OXIDIZER IORDER 













____________ ____ ________________ 
FUEL VIALVETABLE 
INDEX SEGMENT * * VALUES., 
2 3 0.440000 10.000000 0.0 0,0 "0.0 .0 00".. ' .,,.. 
3 108 0.046646 0.0 .0.049781 6.250000, 0o.049781 2.549999 O.OAdO9 3.5499'99 
4 02-/- 0.19548; 00 0.203234 . 0n250000 0.20234 2,549999 02 938 3n549999 
OXIDIZER VALVE TABLE 
2hN0EZt.5.EfliEMJl V Al413 FS ff 
1 323 236.000000 0.0 236.000000 10000000 0.0 . 0.0 000 0.0 
2 3 1.000000 10.000000 000 0.0 0*.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3108 p.()g96gg Q JJ 0.063405 0,250000 O0fl3405 Z.549999. .00740Q18 3-54999 
4 201 0.092893 000 0.098459 0.250000 0.098459 2.54999q 0.112530 3.549999 
L.....UNG.F__T E -- ....... .
.. . ... ..... .L_ ___-
CXIDOIlER FUNGE TABLE ,­
CAVITATING VENTURI DATA ,., t ' 
FUEL . OXIDIZER 
. _D 0 , 1 2l 3 - -.A 1__ -­2 - - - 3 4 
SEGMENT NO. 8. 0,' .0. 0. 8. 00 O O0-
UPSTREAM AREA - SQ. IN. 2.919999 0.0 . '00 0.0 2.919999 000 0.0 0.0 





0.0 . 0'0 
0.0 
0.0 






S------_ nIRFICF DATA K, 
ACCUMULATOR DATA 
H . .... . . ...... .... ... . .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .... .. _ . .. . . ....







-.- _1. -----. .2 . 3I-N E2X NO. J.- . .. 
1.000000 0.0 0.0. 
SEGMENT NW,. 10000000 0.0 0o0 0.0 
000
 
0.0 .30.0000 .0.0 0.0 0.0 MANIFGLO VOLUME CU.IN. 45.0000 0.0 0,0 
O.IPEF I FN[TH - INCHES 0,375000 0.0 0 0 .0.0 0.250000 0,0 - 0,0 Ono 
0,0. 0.092893 0.0 O.0 0.0 INJECTOR C-SUB-O*A - SOIN 0.195489 0.0 0.0., 





 I - 2 3 4 
CHAMBER PRSSUR - PS1A 293508 0,0 0.0 0.0 
OXIDIER FLOWRATE PPS 5.7300 0.0 0.0 0.0 
FUEL FLORATE - PPS 3.5700 : 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.. jDXX _E&R_.. TL..... 0 616,129 0.0 O.00 0o0 
0.0
 
THROAT AREA - SQ. IN, 54.4Q0 " 0.0 0.0 

,0 , ." 0.0
 CHAVBER VOLUME - CU. IN. 2557.000 0.0 
I, 0,0 0.0 0.0 , 0.0O,
NI77 ET AREA ­ 0.6
 





-V1ENGINE AMBIENT PRESSURE - PSEA 
_..271 4036 _o..o__-"- . 00,.. £RhGL_TiJH USIz-.. hU fJl5-
COMBUSTION DATA -\ 
"' -f GA'S CONSTANT CORRECTION =0.027790BASE PRESSURE = 150.0 PSIA 

. .. EFFICIENCY CORRECTION =0.0
CSTAR CORRECTION '0.008453 

EFFICIENCY
OX. FRACTION GAS CONSTANT • CSTAR / G 
.___.-2,0000E 05 15.000 
41, 500 0,8180
0.0 2.9300E 05 

0.0200 2.8200E 06 . 115.000 , 0.8260 
0,0400 3.0400E 06 131.500 0.8330 
0.0600 3.070'0E 06 132.900 0,8410 
001000 3.1300E 06 134.700 . 0,8560 
0o8B90
138.000 ,3.2400E 06 
0.2500 3.28OOE 06 139.800 0..9030 
0.3000 3.4200E 06 142.600 0.9200 
Q22000 

__.....370148.00 E00 O 
0. 1500 4.6000E 06 165.000 0S 0V)0 
0.5000 4.8800E. 06 171.300 0.9A67) 
5.0300. 06 .175.00 0.9740 
0.',)000 5 .0200E CC, 178.100 0.970 
0.cfc0 4o8600E Oc 17o.5(00 0.97 it 
.053500 

06 . .. .7,,. 100 -..................
7!).0 0--------.---- QL 

152,00.)\o 0 •Q 3..6300F 06 1  ( ' 1 Z 
0.9000 2.2700E 1b6 116.600 0,8590 
0.9800 3.7000E 05 58.700 0.8010 
............ i 0050.....1.0050 1033 E. .-. IQO000E 4)4 21*000 21o000 ,0,7810 0-7810.: ._ _ 
DATE 
APOLLO DESCENT RNGINE 
.........--- - - - - - .. .... ...-. 
01/13/71 TIME 




LM-3 FLIGHT ANOMALY 
TmN lT lA TA__C l T - FIlF! 3x ID 17FR 
ENTRAINED GAS - LBS GAS V/ LB LIQUID' 
POPELLANT.DE-RSNLT.X_-PfUIDS--_ -Z-NC±--
LIQUID TEMPERATURE - DEGREES RANKINE 
PROPELLANT ACOUSTIC VELOCITY - INCHES /SECOND 
VAppR PgFSctURF CURVF, FTT CNK.,;TANTjS._- I 
















PRESSURANT GAS MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS - PRESSURANTGAS





DISSOLVED GAS EVOLUTION TIME CONSTANT - I/SEC. 
.__D SSOLVED._ GA-S- ON.C ENTB &I L _-__L _SA .L ilQ 
PROPELLANT TANK ULLAGE - CUBIC INCHES 
PROPELLANT TANK INITIAL PRESSURE - PS[A 














PROPELLANT LIQUID HEAT CAPACITY - BTU 
PRESSURANT - LCi PRESSURE C-rSUB-.V .---.. 
PRSSURANT - HIGH PRESSURE C-SUB-V 
PRESSURANT - HIGH PRFSSURE C-SUB-P 
.. -&SURAN t--1±i __ ES idUL M 
/ 'LB / DEGREE..R 
. .... 













.q.+8,-. 	 fi@ P:*0 	 b:k? 
I: Q. 

- -- - - --- - .- ---------- - -- . - - - - - - - - .  -- - - - - . -- - -.- - - - - 	 - 1;I$ 
C A T E  01/13/71 T I M E  1 :  9 . 3 3  
AP lCCU U t S C k h T  E N G l h t  	 6: 
t i  
- - - -- . --- O A T 4  CCRHECAT I'Jb! - - - -. ---- - - ------ -- 6 

CM - 3  FLIGHT AbOMALY  $, 

009 45. O O O C O  3.57000 105000000 5,73000 Po0 O e O  29.35081 0.61613 [ 

.- L Q C S Z Z ~ _ A ~ L ~ ~  79 - m ~ a r 3 n ~ 9 2 9 1 0  o ~ Q L I L - ~ ~ ~ O L ~ A - S ~  
C.CI19040 48.62859 3 ,57788  227,61528 8,18606 O e O  0 , 00263  35 ,30196  . O . P O B ' P 2  1; 
0.0213560 4?,5Bj31 3,58324 224.93532 8 ,16356  O o O  3.;>0244 35.36927 0,695011 
C,03dOEC 48, t 5 L e 4  - . - 3 P 5 9 4 C 2  . _ L 2 2 h 9 3 b 5  -_ - 8,135fC 0 , O  - - 9 ,00236  35,372" ----- Q=693-0-C f! 
0 ,  C47600 4 5 . t S 6 b 9  3 ,66218  221,03070 8 .1.1646 0 0 0  0 ,00223 35 ,37219  0.69305 $ 
C.C5712C 4 8 . 7 5 6 6 2  3.61139 220e00587  6.112C4 0,G 0 ,03210 ,  35.40588 0,69233 2 
< 
-1L_;1.C w - - 4 L m u m 5 3 - , _ 2 a ~ F 1 74 14 rn 0 * 0 0 1 9 b .  35.47757 O a _ m ii: 
OeG7e159 48,97234 3 ,53001  220.22563 8 , 1 5 1 0 5  0.0  0.00183 35,57130 0,6915E k 
0 ,0P567?  45.11687 3 . h 3 6 3 1  221.33151 8,19077 0 . 0  0 ,00158  35, bQ34R 0,49224 f 
--.___-
? 	 10_~4~1154---3.ij,B41&0- -0,Q451%9 - -_43,2C;b62 3 ~ 0 U ~ 4 4 2 - - Z L 1 7 4 2 - + 9 ~ - ~ _ 2 _ 4 2 4 8 - Q ~ 4 0  OL~SZC f 
C0104718 49,4S413 3.65698 225 -0279  1 8,30315 0 , O  . , 0,001 38 36,01118 0.69428 \aI 
0.114238 4 9 , 6 5 6 5 8  3,66600 227.40985 8 - 3 6 9 5 5  0 , O  0 .00122 360 19298 9 o 5 9 5 1 1  
- - i l A J a 5 7  4 Y a 9 U 7 b  3,47498 1 7 9 , 8 9 0 9 3  (3,+3797 0 ,O 0 ,00106  30 - ~ 3 & ! 2 _ 9 ! & W  l' 
0.133277 500 12143 3-68412  2 3 2 0 2 7 4 3 5  80 50504 . 000 Oc.00089 34955490, 0.69703 f 
0 ,1427Q6 59.32883 3,69327 2 3 4 , 4 3 9 6 8  8,5653C 000 0000672  36,742 74 0063904 f 
-_(1,152316 - - - 5 O n  5 -150~- -~ - -3 J0 -23Q- 2 - 3 6 .  ~.65CZCb_-...AL_O-t.9_46_ ----- O P L- -O__r,OP_055 36 ,90093  0~599-93---------.---I--
0.161836 50,676257 3 . 7 1 1 4 b  237.38156 . :  8,66097 0 - 0  i), 000.39 37 ,03899  0 a 7 0 0 0 t  1 
C. 	 171355 59.81703 3.72056 237.95345 8,68886 0 - 0  0 0 0 0 @ 2 3  3 7 * ? 5 3 5 8  ' C);70017 
3 7 2 4 i 3 80 , 1 1 3 0 5 7 5  5 3 * 9 3 ? 3 7  3072570 237,882863 . 8,70499 O o O  . 0100007 0.69994 /
C o 1 4 0 3 9 4  5 loC0427  3*73923 238.38390 80 68863 O e O  0000Z90 Yi'o2 8095 01;699lf 
C,15??14 50. $ 7 1  86 3.74827 234,761 57 8 , 6 3 4 9 5  . 0,O 0 ,>00290 37,22531- 0 0 69726 
O d C 9 k 3 . L - 5 0 L B Z 5 9 4  3A75Z5-D__.22LL3_5_552-80%33S_- ---3,QQ;k59? - 0,69??6-l-49-0 -.3Z~09-69.&-_-
0.218953 5 0 . 7 7 4 0 2  3.76646 225.33345 . '. 8 046491 O e O  0*@0290  40,97643 0.692Qi 
Q0228473  50.72232 3.775L2 221073227  8 , 4 0 3 8 6  0.0 0.00290 3 6 . 8 3 2 7 8  O m69002 
5 C - 6 8 3 7 3  3 , L U 5 5 2 . 2 1 8 9 4 7 8 0 3522.b 020 0 Q 00 7 L _ U _ & ( !  3 2 - 8 5  
00247512  50,652U2 3 .79351  215.85083 8.30560 0 .O 0000290  3 6 , 7 6 9 8 5  OO6R65F 
0 . 2 C 7 C 3 1  50. fQ436 3 . 7 5 S 2 0  213,14182 8.25047 0 .0 OeQQ290 36 ,69038  0.6850C 
---C126t?55L. - 5 0 . 4 ~ 2 5 5  3.79781 210 v5527 .Q  .. 8-0 19260 G P O  - .  - OmO029C 36057112 - . - Qo58305 

Co27t070 5 C a  347)L 3 . 7 9 7 0 7  208.10571 8 0 13725 c) 0 0 OeO0290 3 6 . 4 5 0 2 4  Os6R14t 

0.2&55';? 5C .  7312'5. 3 . 7 9 7 7 L  205.76585 5 - 0 5 4 2 2  0.0 0 . 0 0 2 9 0  36.33270 0.6805C 

-s G a~1 a- - - a , u ~ _ ~ - , e - .-___I!,ILCL~?.- - - 3 ~ ~ 1 2 1 3 - - 0 , ~ 1 e ; ~uia. ---- Y-2332 ~ 6 3 1 2  
i 0.00250 315.- 1f1763 0 .677650 , 3 < ' L t ? S  50. C 0 7 2 7  3 . 7 4 7 e ~  201.39325 7 , O R 4 4 8  0 . t i  
0 . 3 1 4 1 ~ ~  .LC; .  f x ~ : ! T f  :.73771, 1 ~ ~ . 1 ~ 3 1 2  7 * 9 3 7 4 7  Q L) d ,00290 3 6 . 0 0 2 5 3  0 ~ 6 7 - 5 4 3  
0 . 3 '  3 t k C  (t'9.7$5bt: 3. 7$7t)U l t J 7 , 4 0 5 8 7  7 0 3 4 7 2 h  C7 * (7 0 a 0 0  290 35  e 9 .3224  0 .67504 
C.3j31tr 
 4 9.731 12  3 .  7 \ - i F , t ?  195  . C J L ~ l . i ' )  71 ,PL , t )7 , ' (; L 0.30c'CiO 3 5 0 P 0 0 ~ S  0 . 6 7 3 9 2  
G. - 3 ~ 27 r  - G 7 . t  2 '172 7 '  7 )  I 1 0 ;  .734C)O 7 .*C67: t .t t  , 0 .C 0 '2 (7 0 35.7 ) T 4 7  oeb72c??  
0,3572i; 
 - + 5 - 5 2 1 ; U ~  -
 -3 .-[c., 7 -j 5 -11L  ."1C 
 1 '3
 33 .7 f . a t iZ7  . 17 .L, 
 . .. 
 0,Q G L P O..... . 353tR23.2 ._. . ..03.371.Q& 
I ) .  3( 1 7 6 7  b t  e l , 1 >(, ; , . 7 :  711: 1 . 1 \ 7 .  1;717 0 . \ I  ( 1 .( 20 r' L: 0 35qc),)!,f;? 0 , 6 T O h h  
? :/ 
------------- - - - = - - m ~ D m ~ " ~ - * ~ $*-	 A p-w-t---.-qyv~-.r:-*rym . r 4 p = - w ~ t y ~ ~ ~ , y ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
-I"-\ ,> Ma ** '"-3 r'" " f C 	 v -;~~.3q i37;
'.v+;** ,, ., 
0.371266 41q.33585 3.79778 188.76250 -47.6893% 0.0 0.00290 . 35.43817 0.66914 
0.380786 49.24 61 3.7q782. 187.22783 - 7.6528s 0.0 O.ou290 35.35016 0,o6818 
.. 19. 164.- tU157 ­--- 2S 030-5 ... A..--3.1977i -L%3A93-. . - 00 -0-0-29 _5 
0.399825 49.08356 3.79763 184 32466 . 7o58b40' 0.0 0..00290 35.18906 0.66644 
0.409345 49.00835 3.79774 182.95044,.. . 7.55031 0.0 0.00290 35.11284 0.66508 
f0,4l1864 A 47 73o68 1DLY-)2.2 181 .71790 7. oi( tz1Q0. 0268 '0_0 29Q 47n52788 0.41477 
0.0 0 2 4 4  
0.428384 141.68512 9. 9-t5 180.72684' 7.16799- 0.00290 47.42796 0,42055
 
0.437903 13o.P4225 q.657e2 179.74239' 7,15230 0.00222 0.00290 47.03304 0.42528
 
-13-1.63.c75-----y992 2Z7m. ------.- 0A47423. LL .U429 c .iL.. 21 mQa23Q.AkL.725p02-S -.42-a-90 
0.456942 131.92651 9.41679 177.84750 . 7.11577 0.00180 0.00290 46.50720 0.43047 
0.466462 131.62459 q.40629 176.935.52 7.09488 0.00158 0.00290 46.375t0 0.43003 
Sfl47 __gp) 6PR1 7__.0_6f,277.45 70Q244, 0,0029013_2 C'4 577 0.005 ,46'_2_5__ 
0.485501 134.67046 9.57351 175.20033 7.04874 0.00109 0.00290 :46.34169 0.42410 
0.495021 137.68742 q.73131 174.37204 7.02408 0o.00080 0,00290 46.41800 0.41940 
0 ~f4 4.A3 7759.SA359-711 ' L.9fl9 .1L -Q,2OQiBUJLS2Q.DL-flJQQ4J.30 
0.514060 145.34169 10.11831 172.79709. 6.97381 . 0.00014 0,00290 46.67070 0.40814 
0.523579 217.63217 10 11975 172.05228 6695064 0.00290 0.00290 46.67332 0.40713
 
__053;099 203 2%_7fl4 S.76155 171 -'AV; 694404 0 _0_029- '.0029q 46.19984 0 4/559_ 
0.542619 190.92575 9.36194 170.60013 6,94003 0.00290 0.00290 45o63452 0.42567 
0.552138 182.49608 9.08299 169.88960 . 6.93232 '0.00290 0,00290 45.21306 0.43280 
0_,_5kI6 58. .-LZSi.7 0 ... t2IO_._69I 6_ 2225:7. 20. LQ-02f__/_0.A.2 Q 4385a­19110__ _... 
0.571177 169.60103 8.66237 168.50581 . 6.91229 "000290 0.00290 44.55580 0.44380 
0.580697 164.14761 8.47942 167.83400 6.90180 0.00290 0.00290 44.26163 0'44865 
_ 5 .D1J 15Q..2IIa 8.31144 167_175Q0 6.89'155 0.00290 0.0 90 943. 6881 0a526 
0.599736 154.7C978 8.15693 166.52847. . , 6.88164 0.00290 0.00290 43.67845 0.45758 
0.609256 150.60008 8.01356 165.89398 6°87163 0.00290 0.00290 43.40285 0.46158 
5 14A&. 8 27 i8Bll.lkZL1 ' h- L Q -LQ09QL2Qffi.-Q22-! Q t3, i&AQDL- *450Lb - .6At1. 5.. 0 4z 
0.628295 143,34691 7.75538 164.66055 . 6.85152 0.00290 0.00290 42.88922 ,0,46904 
0.637814 140.12543 7.63851 164.0607.1 6.84144 0°00290 0.00290 42.64920 0.47247 
n ...A2zaa4.-..-. ~1 3293 7,52869 l& 3 6,813 0.00290 24,2244. .0P,00290ng 4t.42 4-.5 k4..
 
0.656854 134.34470 7.42523 162.89525 6.82136 0.0029-0 0.00290 42.19742 O47880
 
0.666373 131.73915 7.32753 162o32922- 6.'81141 , 0.00290 0.00290 41.98538 0.46176
 
0. 675893 129.29819 7.23507 161.7737.3.._ 6,80150 .... ooz0. ..... 0,.00290 41.7&113 ...0o48458
 
0.685412 127.00571 7.14742 161.22849 6.79166 0.00290 0.00290 41.58421 0.48720
 
0.614932 124.84772 7.06416 160.69327 6.78190, 0,00290 0.00290 41.39409 0o-46977
 
-.._-.ZA 0-4 5i .--- 8..2._.D. IL . 0 . 2 L_ . _ _ 92i3­
0.713971 12U.88P55 6.9092 I5C.65262 6e76263 0,00290. 0.002nO ,41.03275 0'49462 
,.83736, 6.75313 

0.733010 117.33958 6.76849 156,64902 5.74373 0.00290 .. ' 0.00290 40,69-t12 . 0 4C909 
0.742530 115.t9849 /..70255 158.16167 6.73442 0.'0293 0.00290 40.53339 0.50120 
0.7S2().t I  I,[.37 4 ..t 3.)35 157.6 q8 6. 7251() 0,.0(12:)0 • 0. O02WV 40.37764 0 5031a 
_ 0,7615eS 11- /727..152.ZL329.._.,,_fl61lE.....04S29Q.. s0D2i.Q_..M_.0zt%. ,.1.l 145 16.....± 
0.771CS I1I *,2 I50.1) 15 .75174 , 6.7070 : 0.00290 0.002 0 ' 40.0, 00 0.50705 































































1 C91 621 
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SE5-5 PRESSURIZATION MODEL 
184 
SE-5 PRES&B I IODE 
( Pressurant 
The SE-5 pressurization system is shown Storage Tank 
schematically at the right. The neces­
sagy input data.for sLmulation of the Cartridge 
system is listed below: Valve 
B(5), B(6) -. Liquid Temp oF0 rrfioe j- -­ l" 
Assume 7OF - 530R 
B(15), B(16) - Pressurant 
_ GN Pressure) Regulator 
Molecular rt, 28 - X2 R 
.B(L7), B(38) - Ratio of Specific 
Heat - Propellant Tank Pres­
sure Level aCve-V l e L 
- 1.4 
B(30) - Pressurant Bottle Burst 
* Volume - 886 id Diaphragm 
B(31) - Fuel Heat Capacity -
* -0,7BTU1IY)FFuel Oxidizer 
B(32) - Oxidizer Heat Capacity T~Tn 
- 0.369 BTU/lbF . 
B(33), B(3b) Pressurant C
. 
*- Propellant Tanc. 
Pressure - 0.172 BTU/Ib°F 
B(36) - Pressurant Bottle C. - 0,185 BTU/Ib0F 
B(38) - Pressurant Bottle Cp - 0.330 BTU/lbF 
B(40) - Pressurant Bottle y - 1,781 
Regulator Constants 
B(42) - Gain = 1.0 in2/psi 
B(44) - Lockup = 209 psia 




Propellant Flowrate - PPS 0.2656 0.4258 
Density - lbs/in3 0o0315 0.052 
q - in3/sec 8o43 8.22 
Q = 16.65 x 60 = '999.o00 in 3 /m4n 




= TL = 	208X66
 







.culator,a 	 Jt..e CDA = 0.0011 in 
0°00985 ,P = 375 , P2 = 208 , T = 530°R 
B(48) Pressurant Compressibility Factor. - 1.15 
700=955 T 530 1.91 
r 192r 277 
B(50) Heat Input to Pressurant Tank - 0 
r(.€'2' r;± 1T&-_-L Vropellanb Tank - 0 
B(5) 	 Regulato Sense Pressure Flag -.8 
B(62) 	Effective Flow Area - Regulator to Fuel Vt 
Tank'- 0.00526 in2 " 
R' = 43.2- sec 2/in5 
"DA = 0,00546 
27.84' 
B(63) 	Effective Area A p 1-2 - 0.00396 in2
 
Cartridge Valve Ap = 30 psi @ 7 SUDM
 
P.n = 100 psia , CDA = 0.00396 
B(64), Effective Area AP 6-7 - 0.000815 in 
Orifice - 0.040 dia, 
B(66) Effective Area - Regulator to Oxidizer Tank 
R = 25.8 , CDA 0.00710
 
B(68) Laminar Flow Filter Constant
 




The gas pressures, teiperatures, -andflows at time zero must also be provided 
as input data: 
E(13) P(ii,1) , E(22) P(L,2,1) 
3(212) P(2,J13) , E(23) P(2,2,1) 
E(16) P(j,l,i) , E(25) P(3,2,1) ­
E(17) P(5,1,1) E3(26) P(5,2,1) ­
E(18) P(6.,11) , E(27) .(6,2,1) ­
-(19) P(7,1,l) , E(28)-. P(7,2,) ­
F(20) P(8l,1) , 3(29) P(8,2,1) 16.0 psia 
E(21) P(9,,1) , E(30) P(9,2,1) .16.0 psia 
E(31) P(l,1,2) , 3(40) ?(1,2,2) -4700 psia
 
E(37) P(,i,2) , E(46) P(7,2,2) 4700 psia 
E(38) P(8,t2) , D(547) P(8,2,2) 16.o psa 
E(39) P(9,i,2.) E(248) P(-9,2,2) l6.o0 psas 
r(249) .T(1)i,I) , E(583) T(l,2,1) 
E( 1)(7,1,1). 1-;(6'4) T7 
E(56) T(8,1,1)' E(65) T(8A4 ) 530 'R 
E(57) T(9,1,1) , E(66) T(9,1,1) 530 0R 
E(67) T(1,2) E(76) T(1,2,2) 530 %RII I 14(5) T(9,1,2) , E(84) T(9,2,2) 530 R 
E(85) - E(120) - Flow - 0.0 initially 
Figure D-I shows the configuration of the fluid system. To calculate the
 
priming transient it will be necessary to divide the system into segments. 
To minimize computer time it will be necessary to increase the length of cer­
tain elements. A computer time increment of 0.2 ms. Ifill be used and minimum 













3/8 diax 2.0 Ing 
3/8 dia x 
Burst Diaphragm 
3/8 dia x 2.O 1ngS' 
xlg. 
3/8 dia x 1.0 I.ng 




1/4 dia x .12.0Ing 
l/4 dia x 130.0ng -
3/8 dia x 12.8 1n 
l/4 dia xi17.OI 
Note: All tubes have an 0,020" wal 
All sizes in inches 
FIjGURE D-l - SE4-Feed System 
188 











;/16 .2925 4.4362 x 10
3/8 .355 5.38b2 x 10-7 
Fuel Oxidizer
 
Acoustic Velocity - a 63,100 39,450 
Density -Ip .0.0315 0.052' 
a 59,802 38,082
 




* 5/16" Tube aR 
in. Lenth 11.80 7.55 
58,213 375396
 
-. /8u Tube 
Min. Length 11.65 7.48
 
uil
The segmentation of the feed system is snotm on Tne nex& page. x.i IU 
side the segment length and sizes are correct except the 1.0 in. length of 
3/8" line will be assumed to be 5/16", and the length of line between the 
tank and burst diaphragm has been increased to 12.0 in. The resistances 
are those used in the engine balance, except they are distributed in the 
model. 
The oxidizer system is similar to the fuel system modeling except for the
 
segment between the burst diaphragm and tee. To meet model requirements it
 
will be given a length of 8.0 inches. 7.0 inches of the 3/8" and 1/4" lines
 
rill be included in this segment so that total system volume is not changed.
 
2

















Figure D-2 - SE5-5 Pressurization System Model Segmentation 
TABLE D-I - SE-5 MODEL FEED SYSTEM PARAMETERS
 
Segment 
No. Leng Area Compliance Resistance Leng Area compliance Resistance 
1 16.0 000346 3.4883x10-7 2.6464 12.0 0.0346 3.488310-
7 1.8649 
2 15.0 0.0583 4.4362x0-7 0.8739 15.0 0,0881 5.38b2x10
-7  
.3596 
3 19.0 0.0583 1.4362xlO"7 ,!.iO69 .17-0. 0.0881' 5.3842x10 
"7 ' 
.4075 
4 27.0 0.0583 " 4.4362xlO "7 '1-5728 19.0 o.0881 5.3842x1 
"7  A4554 
5 - - 14.8 0.0881 5.3842xi0" 
7 
.3547 
6 13.0 0.0346 3.h883x10 7 4.41 -
7 - 10.0 0.0346 3.4883xI0 
7 1.5706. 
8 12.0 0.0881 5.3842x0 "7 1.435 -
9 Valve - 8.0 0m!84 ' 5,3842x10
-7 0.145 
10 12.0 o.0881 5.3842x!0 7 1.435 . Valve 
11 Tank - 8.0 ' 0.0881 
5,3842xo ­7 2.92 
12 - Tank -
AResistance data was*obtained from an engine balance. The values shdtn
 








R -2.29 R 2.80
 






the fuel line between tank( and tee is:The resistance in 
Rt - 2,29 + 1.58 UI = 2.87 sec2/in5 
line will be distributed on the basis ofThe resistance of the Orossover 
length and area 
2 
, 
1 /h (o2o 86) H51/ 166.20 6i.o R5/ 16 + 1_6 3i/h 
6.20 
Ri/h = o.o5826x(i 1 o:1653 -­
192 




Between the tank and bwr-+. ciinnhrnc'm 




3/ + "o4.o37 
-/- R3/83.61 72.8 R3/8 + 12.0 p- o°o881 R 
• 2 
.3/86 002397 . / in 
n
.38 72.8 +12.0Ox 88) 
The resistance between the 'T" and engine .is 
R 7 0.1570 sec2 in2.67 




A listing-of the input data deck is shown in Table D-IT. Table D-II shows.
 




SE5-5 PRESSURIZATION MODEL INPUT DATA 
10). 
2 1 10 0.0346 0.0583 0.0583 0.0583 0.0 0000100,
 
0o0346 0.0 0.0881 0 0 0.0881 0600200,
 
2 121 10 16.0 15.0 190 . 27.0 0.0 0000300,
 
,0 0.0 12.0 0,0 12.0 0000400,
 
2 241 10 3.4883E-07 4.4362E-07 4o4362"E-07 4.4362E-07 0.0 0000500,
 
3,4883E-07 0.0 5.3842E-07 .000 .. -5.3842E-.07 -0000600t
 
2 361 2.6464 1.1069 15728 0000700i
10 0.8739 	 . 0.0 

4.41 0.0 -1.435 0.0 14435 :0000800,­
2 61 11 0.0346 0.0881 .0.0881 0.0881 0.0881 0000900,
 
0.0 0.0346 0.0 0.1184 0.0 - 0.0881 0001000, 
2 181 11' 12.0 15.0 17.0 . 19.0 14.8 . 0001100, 
.. ... 0 . S... .0 . . 8°0 ,.0001200' 
2 301 11 3o4883E-07 5.3842E-07 5.3842E-O7" 5'3842E-07 5.3842E-070001300, 
0.0 3.4883E-07 000 5.3842E't07- 0.0 5o384'2E-070001400'
 
4 55 4 

.2 - 421 3,1. 18449 0,3596 O&4Q75 .t0, , " 03547 Ofl0iSQO, 
0.0 1.5706 000 0o,1456. 0 0 .2.92 - 0001660 
3 :201 9 409.0 0.0 1,'....' -0.001 0.001 0001700, 
-3 30"1 9 410.0 0.0 1.0 . 01001 0,00. " 0001900, 
,'0002000,
0.05 0.002 0.05 160.0' " 

$0. ICMT=3, IPR=3, IST=1, NSEGF=10, NSEGO=1tiP.E.LT=O.0002, oiDoooUdbV 
LFF=9*1,51*0 LFO=10*1,50*0, ICAPFU=16,3*0, ICAPOX=1,7,3*0, ID=10001009 
IORF=2?3,4,57*07 IORO=2,3,45,56*0, ID=10002bO, 
IRAN(12,2)=6i'8AN(1,1,2)=9,"IBRANf(f-31.2)=8q 1 	 AItD=.10004009 ­
.ICAP'1, ITANK=8, .. . -Io=100000o }B(3)=9.035, B(4)=go052,..B(5)=530, B(aW'530,._... " iDQO00600', 
*B(7)=63100, B(8)=39450, B(9)=0.0107745, B(10) -5o810'14;'. -I0=000700t 
B(11)=00089489, B(12)=-3,.62944, B(13k=46075,.B(14)=92016, ID=1000800, 
8415)=28.0, B(1.6)=28 0, B(7)=1.4, 1" , ... I=10009009 
B(25)=340, B(26)=340, B(27)=16, 8(28)=16,'B(30.)=886v. 10=1001000, 





B(44)=209, . ID=1001220,. 
8(46)=0.004, 8(48)=1.15, 8(50)=0, B(52)=0, 8(5*4)=8' . ID=1001300? 
8(62)=0.00546, B(63)=0.00396, 8(64)=0o000815, 8(65)=0.004, 10=1001400, 
8(66)=0.0071, B(68)=0.023, 8(90)=50, i0=1001500, 
1001600,
 






1 	 Pl(10)=16, PF(11)=16, P30(11)=16, P0(12)=16,. , .' 101001800, 




:V'ARIS=5;2b&;--5;1 12.5,40 ,,47, 12*0, 
-NDEX=£2, 
'(25)=20t B(26)=20, B(62)=0.01092, B(66)=O,0142,
"END IO0000, 
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6E5-5 PRESSURIZATION SYSTS4 PROGRAM QUTPUT LISTINGS
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DATE .12/18/70. TIME' 12: 21.35 
SE5-5 TANK PRESSURIZATICN TR4NSIEN-
PROGRAM. CHECKOUT 
* *€ * * FUEL FEEOSYSTEN PARAMETERS. '' I. 
..F&MFNT IATA PRESSURE'...F'O- .. -- C. TE----- LENGTF7- ESISTANC-E 'DTSUVED'-G"ASAC-O-STT 	 .
 
NO0 'STATE PSIA PPS 	 VELOCITY Sco IN. INCHES SEC** 2/IN 5 LBS"'G / L6 L 
IN I SEC 
I EMPTY JC.79 0.0 . 59801&9 . .0346 ' l&.o00 2,646 0.0 
2 EMPTY C079 0o0 589.91o5 0*0583 15-00 0.8739 0.0
 
3 EMPTY Co79 0o0 58991.5 .0.0583 19.00 1.107 00 
-- PTY 	 O- --- -. T U-- ... 27,0T. 1572'---------.0 
5 'EMPTY C.79 0.0 58213.1. 00 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
6 EMPTY '£C*79 0.0 59801.9 0,0346 13-00 4o410 00
 
7 EMPTY " Y.79 0.0... ... ............ 00 . 000"
58S-T- 0 .
 
8 EMPTY C.79 0.0 58213.1 000881 12.00 1.435 00
 
9 EMPTY t,,.79 0.0 63'100.0 0.0 0.0 0.IO00E 32 0.0
 
SPULL' C" O5 82T'7I'-'"-0"' T '12.00" 1.435' '. 0
 




DATE 12,/18/70" TIME 12:21.35 
SE5-5 TANK PRESSLRIZATICN TnA cQTPN 
ROCRAM CHECKOUT 
- *X * OXIDIZER FEEOSYSTEM ClNtA\TSN S 
SFGFENT 'DATA PRE SSLRF FLOW AC USTTC: -.-A......RF - L EN GTT' RESISTANCE 'DI SOLVED. GAS' 








































































































DATE 12/18/70 TIME t2- 21o35 
SE5-5 TANK, PRESSURIZAtICN TRANSIENT 
PROGRAM CHECK3UT 
* * *EEDSYSTEM CCNFIGURAT ION * 
FUEL '- -
Q0iIZER 




















1 5 , 0, 0 
-
FUEL ICRDER ARRAY NSEGF = 10 
2 3 
OXIDIZER IORD.ER ARRAY * NSEGO = 11 




FUEL VALVE TABLE 
INDEX SEG4ENT * VALUES ­
,5
0O020OO C',0500C0 I6C0 0OOtJOD
0.0 1.000000 0 00Ot00 O0o0OO'O0O000
1. 409 

OXIDIZER VALVE TABLE 
INDEX SEGMENT410 0 001000 ' .001000 0.050000 0.0.0200 0.050000 16C00C000 
FUEL FU*.GEN TAB-LE' 
nyrnT 7FR FINGEIN TABLE 
DATACAVITATING VENFTURI 
OXID IZER FUEL 
,ORIFICE DATA
 
ACtUAO DAT A 
INJECTOR MANIFOLD DATA 
FUEL OXIDIZER
 
"4"NDEX NO. 1 2 3 4 2 3 
000. 0o0 O0,0'EGMENT NO. 0o0 0o0 00 0.0 0.0 
AN IFC)LO VOLUME - CU.IN- 0.0 0.0 0*0 000 0o0 ,0.0 0o0 o.O 
. . 0-0 0OW ' O.0 0 0 - . 0 C.0RIFICE LENGTH - INCHES OC O.C. 
NJECTOR C-SUB-D*A - SOIN 0-0 0.0 0,0 0o0 0o. 0.0 0.0 - 0 
LAME FROUNT DISTANCE-IN. 0-0 0-0 0.0 0.0 000. 000 0.0 0.0 
COMBUSTION CHAMBER ',DATA
 
3 4NOEX NO. 1 2 

PAIBER PRESSURF - PSIA 0 ........... "" -.. . U.
 
XIDIZER FL1WNRATE PPS 0o0 0,0 Qo0 0.0
 
UEL FLOWRATE - PPS 0-c '0.0 0.0 o.0
 
XIOIZER FRACTION G-0 000 00 0o0
 
HROAT AREA - SO. IN. 0.C .000 0.0 0.0
 
HAMBER VniUME - CU. IN. -,,C 0.0 0.0 GC
 
PZTLE EXIT AREA - SO. IN. 0.0...............00 0.0 0o0
 
NHLUST CnEFF IC IENT 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 
NGINE AMRIENT PRESSURE - PSIA 0.c, 0.0 00 C0C 
NINE THRUST - POUNDS 0.0 0.0 C,0O 0.0 
COYOBUSTICN DATA 
BASE PRF SSIIPF ,.f PSIA GAS CONSTANT CORRECTION =0o. 
'STAR CnPRFCTIf!N =r0.' EFFICIENCY CORRECTION =CoC 
(IX. FPACTION GAS CCNSTANT CSTAR / C EFFICIENCY 
00' 0.0 0.0 
DOATF 12/18/70 TIME 12:21-35 
Mh




INPUf DATA CONSTANT'S' 	 FUEL. OXIDIZER
 
0.0 	 CoC
ENTRAINED GAS - L.RS GAS / LB LIQUID 
0.03150 	 C.C5200
PROPELLANT DENSITY - POUNDS / CUBIC INCH. 
r30.0 	 530.C
LIQUID TFMPFRAIURE - DFGREES RAV'KINE 
63IG0.0 394C.CPROPELLANT ACOLSTIC VELOCITY - INCHES./ SECOfND 
.0774E-02 	 Eoq489E-C3
VAPOP PRES'SURE CLRVE FIT CCKSTATS'- CCNI . . 
I.OGPVAP) = CONI * TEMP - CCN2 ) 
- CCN2 	 -5.o810.1E 00 -3-6294E CC 
46.1 	 92.0
PPOPELLANT MOLECULAR %EIGHT " 

28.0 	 28 0PRESSURANT GAS MOLECLLAR WEIGHT 
ATin OF SPECIFIC HEATS - PRESSURANT GAS 1.400 1.4'C 
0.0", 0.0RATIO OFSPEC-IFIC'HEATS PROP'ELL-AW-rV PoR 

DISSOLVED GAS FVOLUTION TIRE CCISTANT - 1/SEC , 	 0o0 .00 0,,
DISSOLVED GAS CONCENTRATION - LBS GAS / LB "IC I PSI 0.0 

CUBIC 2.OOOOE 01 2oOOOE Cl
PROPELLANT TANK ULLAGE - INCHES 
160OPROPELLANT TANK INITIAL PRESSURE - PSIA 	 .16o0 
8.8600E 02"
PRESSURANT-GAS fOTTtE VOL ME-'-=-CUBIC-TCRS'E ..... 	 0-0" 

PROPELLANT LIQUID HEAT CAPACITY - BTU / LB,/ CEGREE R 	 7oOOOE-01 3-69OOE-0
 
10.2O-E-01 1*7200E-01
PRESSURANT - LOW PRESSURE C-_SU:-V 
1O8500E-01
PRESSURANT - HIGH PRESSURE C-SUB-V 	 0.0 
0.0 	 3.3000E-C
PRESSURANT - HIGH PRFSSURE C-SUB-P 

1.781 	 1781
PR'ESSUPANT -'IIGH PRESSURE G.MPA 

PRESSURE REGULATOR GAIN - SO. IN. / 'PSI 0.0 4o0000E-03
 
- 0.0 '209.0
PRESSURE REGULATOR LCCKUP PRESSURE PSIA 
PRFSSURE RFGULATOR MAXIMUM FLOW AREA - SQ.-IN. 0.0 4loCOOE-03 
'0.0 1150PRESSUPANT GAS CfPMPRESSIILITY FACTOR 

- BTU / SEC 0o0 C.c
PRESSUR.ANT GAS ROTTLF HEAT ItPUT 

PPPPF LLANT TANK HEAT INPUT - BTU / SWEC 	 O.C. C.O 
8,0
PPFSStPE 	 (,.OPPFSS(IPE PFGULATr)R SFNSE 	 INF-EX 

-F Xl FXC[HANGER '1W. I CVOLANT SFGMFNT Ck. 	 (0,G 0.0 
,
C Al &XCHANCE. % . 3 CCF)LANT Sf('?FNT NO. . O.. 
(fIIVA.INT iARIrTr Ar CA - D TA P I- - SO. IN. ?.(..96(,CF-C3 
~ ~ DET1~- 8o500E-04 
- ~~~~Q. N 
1 0 0E-03 
- OELTA P 6-7 - S o8EQUIVALENT ORIFICE AREA 
 0o0
AREA - REGULATOR - SQ. iN.EQUIVALFNT ORIFICE I N o Io 0 20E-02 o.420OE-Q2P 8-9 .-- SOoa
- DELTAEQUIVALENT ORIFICE AREA 0.0 2.3000E-C2 
- IN**3 / .(PSI*SEC)FLflW FILTER CONSTANT
LAMINAR O0 
- UNIT NOo 1,CAPACITANCEHEAT EXCHANGER AREA 
8TU 7DGREf7lO 0.0 GooUNIT NO. 2 0D00.0




 0,.0PROPELLANT VAPOR C-SLB-P 0.0
SEC DFGREE R
HEAT SOAKBACK - BTU f LB G R E S- - : " 0O-O 
_ . ...TEY PERATURE '-.0 D SO&KFMCR INJECTIR 
.0 4 03.0 BTU I LB
VAPORIZATION-
PROPELLANT HEAT OF 000 .500000
 
PATE 12/18/70 TIME 12:21.35
 




0.0 0.0 47CC00000 16.0000016.0L000 0.D 16.00000 0.0 
15 040040U0 0.07285 46qgl83934 141,584150.00200 17.77057 	 C.00009 17.66190 '0 .00 
0o.00400 '0o07285 4659967518 141;59'151
0.004800 19o64098. 0.00010 19.39618 0.00016 
0.007200 21-510C99 0.0col 21.13037 0.0(1015 0,00400 0.07285 46S9*51563 141.59036 
0.00400 0*07285 4699o35547 141 o5184917
0.009600 23°39066 	 0,00011 22o86450 0.00014 

24.59813 0.00014 	 0o00400' 0.07282 46S9oll41 141o"53,5030.012000 25.24954 	 C.C0011 
4699.03125 141.53380
0.0144CC 27.11797 C.C(Olo 26o33156 0.00014 0.00400. 	 0.07282 

' 
0.C16800 28.98622 0700010 28o'06480 0"00014 0..00400" 	 OQC07282 4698 07109'. 141-53267 
0.07282 4698D71094 1 1. 5 2I30.019200 30.85428 	 0oCC010 29.79808 0.00014 0.00400" 

4698o 54688' 14195303C0.021600 32.72220 0.0C009 31.53127 0.'000 14 0.00400 	 0.07282 
0.07282 4698m3872' l41,5 9L
0.024000 34.59006 0.00009 33o26442 '0.00014 0o00400 

0.026400 36.45775 0.0,009 34.Q9750 0.00014 G.00400 0-07282 4698.22656' 1,4.5 98
 
0.028800 .38-32533 C.00009 36.73053 0.00014 0000400 	 0.07282 4698o06641 141.52672 
0;031200" 40.°9287 (*00009-38..-'58463'9 '130'0014 -0'.00400" 0";07282, '6697.90Z34 1V,053 19 
0.00400 007282 4697o74219 a 41 5" 60 .033600' -42.06035 	 0.00009 40-19659 0.000i4 

0.,00014 0.00400 0.07282 '46S7,58203 141 o531830.036000 43.9277-	 C.00009 41.92955 
0.038406 45.79509 	 0.00009 '43.66246 0.00014 0*00400 0 o07282 46S70,17S7 141.53067
 
0000009 45-39526 00b014 0,00400 0.07280 -469725781 '.141.47876
0.040800 47°66231 
0.043200 49.52878 0.00009 47.12746 0-00014 000400 0.07280' 46S7.09766 14IP47760 
0;045600 51.39520 0.00109 ""48.5962 ] q "00 C;07280 "'A616 93359 141.47636~O";cOcI 'o.O0O, 
0o.C0009 50.59169 Oo00014 000400 0.07280 46-6.77344 141l475160.048000 53.26160 
0.050400 55.12794 0.00009 52.32372 0 000d 14 000400 0.07280 4696o61328 1. 47397 
'0.052800 r6.99425 0.00009 "•54 .055 6'6 0.00014 0 00040r v.0C7280 4696o44922 141!47-'b2 
0 0001 0100400 0.07280 4696o28906 141.471660.0552CC 58-86057 	 0.00009 55.78758 

0.00014 0o00400 0-07260 4656.12500 1 4,.470570.057600 60.72685 ,0.00009 57.51945 
0.060000 62.5q306 O0.0C009 5 '2512T "J) 00D 4 -ZO400' 0"37280 1695o96875 '144 47775 
0.06240C 64.45929 C.0(009 60.98309 0.00014 0.00460 0.07280 46c,5o80469 -4147665 
0.064800 66.32547 0.o0009 62.71487 0.00014 0.00400 0.07280 4695.64453 141.47546 
0,067199 68.1l165 0.00009 64.44659 0.00C 14 0.00400 0.07280 4695.4E438 141,47426 
QQ 7.o)695 000009 6617825 0.00014 0.00400 0.07280 4695.32031 141 4731CC5782 

0,07199q 71oq233 4 0 (C0,09 e7.9(j942 0 .00014 0,00400 0.07278 46,5o16016 141-43387
 
0,074308 73.7P5A o..q 6°64C98 0.0.400 0.07278 4655*00000 141.119066
09 0.00014 

(,1.0767q8 756c245 ',C.u("9 71.37248 G°OCO14 0 .0040C0 C.07278 l6g.83594 l4t.57794
 
0.079 19.9 77.5]45r Oc V19 U.00014 0.04CC'. 	 0.07278 l694.67578 141-74556(l.i 73.10542 

0.0815l7 79T374q7 c. frcO9 74.8395,2 0100014 C (00400 0.07278 46;4.51563 141. 98056
 
0.081907 , 81.233 . 0cu9 76.57475 0.00D14 C ,o0000 C.C,7276 4694o35547 14.25378
 
.C.P6307 P3.0'U11I,rC)C9 	 7P-31ff--7 .000014 o.06o0 0.7277 469,4.19141 A42.6A61 E80 (3 0.00014 	 C.00400 0407278 '694,C3125 I'.o09972 0.088706 84. 97,46 	 C.Cu, 0c 8.7 3 0o0001.4. 7 4.(3125 143.C9972S.1*.q 1106 Ph.7r,776 ,,(;0 Q] P1 781.3] . O k.0 1'4 C.004CO U0£7277 etC,, ° 871C9 143o58134 
-r;
 
, C.C0o0q 83.52747 0°00014 0 .004Cu (.07277 46<3o71CS4 144o12323G,3935 6 886AR 
QI.'.4()727 0.000(9 85.264.91 0000 14' 0.00400 (.07276- 4693.54688 144.720810,095905 

4693o3E672 145.3652!
0.0 9 83q5 92.34369 c.0C0(9 87.01184 000014" 0.00400 0.07276 
Cz--] 8787 1), 0009 88.79612 OoO0 14 C .004CC 0 .07276 4693.22(56 i46.(5670.100795 
0.1 03195 Q6. k,2982 C..00009 90l50150 G,0C014 C .0040Q 0.07276 46S3.06250 146.7917 
S1055q4 "7. 86q977 0";-0OC09 --97.24823 -0".00014" 0.0040C0 0.07275 A692.90234 14754472 
0.00400 0.07276 4692.74219 148*3725(0,1079q6 Q ).70770 t .00009 93,90664 0.00014 
C .00400 0.07276 4692.58203 149o22380,110104 	 101.54155 0.00009 95.74641 O.OCO14. 
0.00400' 0.07275 A692*41797 150.082810.112793 	 101307686 0.00009 97.49744 0o00014 

0.00400 0.07273 46;2.25781 150.'972210.15193 	 105,2(P13 0.00009 99.24985 0o00014 
0 .00400 0.07275 46S2o09766 151o9336(C.11753 	 107.0743 0.o009 1('1.00356 0.00014 
9I08 8r43 C 0W00009 t02 ; 75'6'C7' -6";000 14 0.00400 0.07275 #69I.93359 152-9085; 
o.122392 110. (-p,8 0,.0000 1 04.51520 0'00014 0.00.00 0.07273 4691.77734 153 8765. 
0.00014 000400 0.07274 4691.61328 154.9135'0.124792 	 112-'51164 0(00009 106.27324 
-(Y.000 14 C.00400 . 0.07275 469145313 155a 9760"0.127191 	 '114.33183 0.00009 108.03'2M. 
0.00014 0.00400 0.07273 4691,28S96 157..0212;0.129591 	 116.15004 0.00009 109.79327 
000014 0',004G0 0.07274 4691.12891 15 ,o1283:n0 131991 	 117.96603 0.00009 11.55560 
Y123 	 lFOO"Tr+ 0%00,400.. 0 .07272 4 6C- 96815 155'2248'4'S.. 119.780'6ooC" 	 V00004 
469Co 80469 160.3802o
0.136790 	 121.50161 0.00009 115.08424 0.0001'4 0.00400 0.07274 
0.07273 46S0.64844 161.531610.139190 	 123.40114 0.00009 116a85057 0.00014 0.00400 
".Oc 0019 18.61832 0 .00014' 0v00400 0.07273 '4690,:48438 162.6938;0.141589 	 125.20876 

' 
Oo00400 0.07271 46'0-32422 163.8648'0.143989 	 127.01402 0.00009 120.38727 0,000 14 
Oo00400 0,07271. 46S0o16406, 16590801.0.146389 128. 81757 000009 122.15759 .0.00014 
0.0,000 0.07272 4690-00000 166-30521
'0'.148789 ..'13U- 61"8 96 G. 00009 1"231; 92923 -OT.D1' 
0.00400 0.Q07273 4689o83984 167.5548
0.i51188 	 132.41826 0000009 125.70212 0.00014 

A689.67578 168o7980:0.153588 	 134.2155q C.00009 127'47601 Oo00014 0 oO400 0.07271 
0.o00009' 1 Zq"25 E'57 -10-00014 0*00400 0007272 4689.'51953 17C 07650-;'155988' 136o0111o5 
0.158387 137.80493 0.00009 131.028,32 0.00014 0.00400 0.07272 4689.35547 17193475 
0.00014 - .00400 0,.07272 4689,1;531 172o64650°160787 	 139o5-674 0,00009 132.80606 
i)"I Z' .... 	 0o.o0'-0-- ' "13Z4'5"8757fl "O7C-0'14 0T0000 0°07272 4689.03516 173.9513c8'7 
0.07271' .4E8.87109 175.25920.1655Rt' 143-17493 C.00009 136.346542 0.00014 0 .00400 
4688.71094 176o59010.167986 	 144,96135 0.0(009 138.14691 0,00014 0.00400 0.07271 
0.07270 4688.55078 .177.9300
0.170386 	 146.74612 0o0,009 139.92943 0,'00014 0.00400 
148.5?922 D.0(0. 141.7'1309 0 o00014 0.00400 0.07270 4688.39063 17S.2806O09
0 .17 2 7 8g 
 000014 0 .04L0C ('.07270 4688o22656 18C.64150,.1751P9 	 150.31058 0.00009 143.49767 
0.07270 4688.C6641 182.0125
0.177595 	 152.09033 0.0f009 145. e.28322 -0.60014 0.00400 
C .00400 0.07270 4687o90625 183.39560.179984 	 153.8A8e52 .( 00.9 147.06949 0.00014 
0 o00o' 	 . 0.07269 4687.74219 184.78520.182384 	 155-64903 Oc0';9 148.85701 0.00014 
0. 184784 .157. 471C3- C. CC'0C 9 15C.64949 0G00014 C .0040't 0C.7269 4687.58203 186o1839 
q. 152.446S 3.00014 0 .OOU 0 .o7269 .4687.42188 187.59140.1871P3, 	 10,1'ThC9 3 09 
0 .1895R3 I6,'(1-( 43 C-C OC 9 1514.224n5 C .('1)14 c . (40C L oC7269' 4687o2&172 189.G072 
1l9P3 1?/2 61 P; C.594272 156oCl520 0 -o0 14 C .O040U 0°07270 4687.10156 ,1939. 73 
1] 418? 163. 6,"26 .?'IS&1 157.P! I c .') 14 ,. 204'. 4686.937507  67 	 19145037
 
0.196782 1A.2 111 1.45992 2 5 9 ,g 7 9 1 5  000014 0.00400 007267 4686.77734 192.48814 
0.19912 164.7,)403 1.48687 161.34431 0.00014 0.00400 0-07267 4686.61719 193944467 
0. 20,1 582 165.21213 1.46403 163.097.17 0.00014 0000400 0.07267 118645313 194.41002 
0.203981 165.75175 1.42990 164.'q3774 0.00014 C.00400 0.07267 46,6.29297 195.39310 
0-206321 166.328C5 1.39521 166.56624 000014 0 .00400 0.07266 1686-13281 196.39500 






































(f'223179 " . 171.16685' 1 ;24829 177".loTI B- -T%55586' 000400 0.07265 4685.00391 203*18089 
0.225578 171.9r834 1.24445 178.14113 1.56991 0.00400 0.07265 4684.84375 203.93884 
C0227978 172.64857 1.24139 179.13597 1-57-391 0.00400 0.07265 46E4o68359 204.68858 
0.230378 173.3 8708 1.23869 1 80a 1193-'" "*157632 0o00400 0o07265 4684.52344 205"'43332 
0.232777 174.12354 1.23617 181*09187 1o57843 0.00400 0407265 4684o35938. 206.o'7393 
0.235177 174.85815 1.23375 182.053530 1.58042 0.00400 0.07265 4684.20313 206.90970 
T'2']7k77 .....­175;'905C'- 1.231"359"---9-ST00"27- -T;58"233 "0'.00400 0.07265 4674".Q3C06;' 207;%64104: 
0.239976 176.32077 1-22908 183o94466 1.58418 0.00396 0.07264 4683.8789W" 20a6" 37 
0.242376 177C04886 1.22679 184.87492 1.58597 0.00365 0.07264 4683o71484 20 S.o8948 
0.244776 177.77451 1.22453 185.79524 7. 58769 0o00304 0.07264 4C83.55469 209-80699 















0.254375 180*74188 0.58087 189.16403 1.59450 0.00108 0.06737 4682.92188 208-82698 
0.256774 181.58008 1o04326 189.90193 1.59623 0.00104 0.06636 4682o76993 208.81808 
0.259174 182.31180 1.01728 r9C.o 61029 T'J597*85 .0 00100 0 06540 4682.62109 208.82156 
0.261574 182.99248 IC8975 191.29002 1.59931 0o00097 0.06447 A682.46875 208.82141 
0.263973 183.62793 1.07773 191.94080 1*60066 0.00094 0.06357 4682.31641 208.8238 
0;266S7.'I P4-23463 Io'0:247 .1.. .3fl511- -'.0T"8E9 - 'j;0ooi 0X06269 4682o16797 208.82617 
0.268773 184.o1567 1.09019 193.16394 1 60300 0000089 0.06183 4682.04688 208.82634 
0°271172 185°37657 1.09123 193.73604 1o60398 0.00086 0.06098 4681.92969 208. 83154 
0-273572 185.91975 1.08702 194.28349 1.60466 0.00084 0.06014 4681.80859 208.83092 
0.275972 18A,4471r. I°0267 194.80676 1o60563 0.00082 0.05935 4681o69141 208.84004 
").278371 186.o%41 1.077P1 195.3066 1.60628 0.00080 0-05856 4601-57031 208.85284 
O.?80771 57.45799 Io0706 A 195o7P421 160683 000078 0.05777 4681.44922 208o84573 
G.283171 187oP4366 1.C6479 10( o23827 1.60729 0.00077 C-05699 4681.33594 208.84517 
0.285570 188.4597 1.05853 1 96.67101 1.60765 C.00075 0.05624 4681.21875 208.84735 
0.28797C is5.87607 1.05184 397.8356 i.60791 0.00073 0.05551 4681IC547 208.84970 
C.2..)3,W 18032357 I.C4r96 197o484o5 0o72180 0o00U72 3.05479 4680o99219 - 208.85590 
tr.?9276. IP.75984 1.3988 1 98.02055 1.49322 (o.00070 T!,C5391 468087500 208-86011 
\fp, 209 1 6C 1(;,l. ql25 Iu,376 198.427c7 1.4834P Q-00060 0.0,5315 46U0.76563 206.85976 


















































































































































































































































































































































0.02776 A,.' - 191411 
0026u3 ?6i7,13281 
0.C2570 4677.07422 











V 0.398356 2,-7P1P2 ).22973 21, .44fA4 1o46602 0. 0J0(22" C .02055 4676.P6328 208.97537 
%122231 20t47M8 1.46304 C .I)C23 0.6?024. 467(-.o81250 268°94020C.40,)755 2cH.,762 :R '
 
204.5188P .46073 . .0)0021 0.01906 4676-.75781 209.041030.403155 208.-Q9r, -A17903 

.45778 .) 0019 0.017/48 4676.71094 208.92641
0.605955 208o91972 0.322;04 ?C4.5684 

.45538 C.00021 0.01911 4676o66406 208'-997730.407954 208o93036 -0.30325 204.58852 

0.01735 ?16 76. 61 719 208.96182

.45254 0.00019
0,410354 209.I:CQ4 0.2]"16 204.62398 
 09f62
0.00019' 0.01756 4676.57422" 2 8
0.412794" 208 Q")656 -0,.041 2C4.65509 .450'18" 
 0.01715 4676.52734 20o 92046
C .415153 20°.9085c -,.12854 204.686 13' 'Z.4744 0.000 18 
'2,2354q 204.71550 .44529 .000018 0.01715 4676.48047 208.52940.417553 209-0q59 

o44244 C.'00 18 0°01718 4676.43359 208.99561
0.419953 208.99738 -0.27 33 204.74403 

.43983 0.00(018 0.01705 4676.38672 208.95688
0.422352 2C9.14:460 0.19837 2G4.77119 
 0.01700 4676.3398G4 208o95216
0.424752 208-945E3 -0.C7924 204.7Q765 .4374.2 0.00018 

C ,00018 0.01694 4676o292S7 208.95593
204.82318 .43491
0.427152 2O.,1I 26C -0,07623 
o00018 0.01690 4676.246C9 208o9566-3
0o. 611 . 204. 84778 c432360.429551 2C,9o 00294 i 

.42999 0.00 18, 0.01685 4676.19922- 208-9S4631'
0.431951 209oC1842 -0.23059 204.87166 

0.00018 0.01680 4676-15234 208.95595
0.19357 204.89468 .42744
0a434351 2 0 9 OqC024 

C.00018 0.01676 4676o10547 208.95776'
0.436750 208*Q6330 -0.09459 204.91718 .42502 

0.00018 0o01671 "4676.05859 208.95660
0.439150 20q.10181 -0.02P98 204.93890 o42263 

0.00018 0.01667 4676.01172 208-95692.
o.441550 209.0007C 0o13830 2 04.95979 o42012 

;44 5390 2"0,0c41 " -0°19030 42O-WED5 0.00018 4675*96484' 208o95677"1773' 0.01663 

0 00018 0.01659 46 15.92188;1 20& 3645
0.446349 209.07733 0.18211 205.00044 o41532 

A675.87109 208.95657
0.448740 208°97787 -0.10670 205.01988 :.41296 0.00018 0.01655 

.o41059^ o 0 o 18 0.01651 4675.82422 20 t' 65'
0.451149 209.09886 0.00396 205.03q00 

L.40827 0,00018 0.01647 4675.77734 208'95734
0.453548 209.00055 0.0q738 205.05719 

L.40586 o0.00o8 0.01643 4675-73047 208-95782
00455948 209.04720 -0,15840 205.07552 
5'3-4835 2-0q. 06747 "0.16463 -"2i5".0"-2-g L 4357 C.O OrI'S 0.01640-" 4675o68359 208o95685' 
L.40123 0o00017 0.01636 '4675.63672 208095691
0.460747 208.99229 -0.11483 205.11018 

L.39897 0000017 0.01633 4675o589e4 208o95729
0.463147 209°09645 0.02731 2C5.12714 

F 'CX0W9t8t'017" 0.01629 4675,54204k 2 0gwq'r9606554-7 20q900255 0.06266 '2"05o14 "66 

1.37599 0.00017 0.01625 /675.50000 208.95715
0.467946 209.05722 -0.12869 205.16359 

4675.44922 208.95772
0.470346 209.05995 0.14674 205.18747 L.35806 0.00017 0.01620 
0.06'k4 4675.40625 208.95851 "
 
''..'o05 5 -G011610'" ' 021-62 [r-3'641 'C00017' 

2C'9.( 926 8 0.04599 205°25063 1.31515 C.00017 0.01607 4675-35938 208.958800.475145 

0.01599 4675.31250 208.95926




0.479945 209.06511 : 205.33423 1.27069 0°00017 
0.01498 4675.21875 209.00668
0.482344 209oC54.0 0.12924 2 C5.790q1 -124251 0.00016 
14 0.01303 4675.17578 209.013530.484764 2QOq.( 703 -,)0]12c1 21 (.5c5143 -f,*80593 C-,O0 
0.487144' 2( qo(P.971 .,r5q37 206.91058 A .25938' C.00013 0901198 4675913281' 208.95454
 
0o.0013 0.01187 4675.08984 208.97044
r'.489543 2"q°l.C4r 0. 123R 20,6.q6361 0.83543 

'0 .00011 0.01071 4675.05078 209,02992
C.491943 29.('722 -C.07555 207.39896 -I .40983 

0.494343 2')9.0,52 r1111 207. Q5560 -0.59270 (. 000q9 0.00866 4675.01172 .269o01761
 
2) &.8093 1.09084 C OOOC8 C. CC790 4674.97656 208.96564
0.496743 209.( ?0, 7 -nh, It,72" 
0.21156 " 8 4674.93750 208.99429
' 208.1132U f.01)0 C.06,789 

C0.r01542 2')).('l 801 -'.° 639 20F8.48273 -0.87044 C.00007 t .Q(!651 4674.9G625 209-01569
 
v 0.018 19 0 ,'j0C04 0.304U0 4674.87109 209.02637
 
(.490142 2 90 j,Pf4 1 °u6755 
0.5n23942 21 Q.(, ?6P -'. 78 2C8.SCC2 
--
0. 506341 2('P- r62Q4 UC P3 ' 208 742 37 , 0°71149 0°*00004. 09.0.03 86 "4674.83984 208.9526-1 
0-508741 209.C.5472 -0o.C9964 208.75320 -0 *13086 C..000(,4 0 .00426 4674 o80859 209.00934 
0*511141 269°(0o886 C,.G711?3 209°03096 "'- O .65456 O.'0oO0002 0400203 467497773ti 209'0Q'8.871 
AN ERROR rnCCURREF) IN THE BRANCH ITERATION IN SUBRC4JTIN'E TANK.-
PGC, 8 2,1)'= 2CqC89 . ...PG1( 8 2 21 =-709 1 ... 
AN ERRPR ncCCURPED IN THE BRANCH ITERATION IN SURROOTINE TANK. 
" -PG("8,2,11 = 2CG,,077 PG( 89,2-:25 209,*115
0.°'513540 209.04453 -0°02110 2 09.126 10 0 . 9830 '0o0 0o0 4674-77344' 20V;-G4453 
0o.515940) 209*1()373 -0° c3469 208-95190 0.60250 0.00000 0o00045 4674.77344 208.095477 
""6 ....'918B4'02 9'6 8 .. 0 076C3 '_ 20' 55 6 .... G....-D '(3 210 2M ( Tt9-"2 0 00002 CO0 "4674oTS391'--
AN ERROR OCCURRED' IN THE BRANCH ITERATION IN SUBROUTINE TANK.,' 
'..P(,( 8,2l'I) = 209.069 " "PG("*8"F,"v 2 ' " -'209(;085..........." : 
AN FRROR OCCURRED IN THE BRANCH ITERATION INk SUBRCUTINE TANK o \C''........
 
' 
0.,520739 .209,.08037 -0,,09028 269-1613,2 - .o4 .7 0o0 '" '" 467'.',75060"1- 207;q$615 "O [031" 
09523139 209°11295 0.07333 209°18663 0°a327811 .. coo 0o0 4674o!5000* 209.flf295 
V-525539' 209.06075 -0-03214' ... 2. .... 0o'4 ,00000 '."0.0 . 4C74o75060' 208.96654 
0:,527938 209*11624 -0.,01811 209°03989 0 * 960 1' .000000 0,,00043 467,q 74ZO9" 209.604254,, 
0.530338 209. 078 52 0o.C6002 209:23784 '-001 9908 0o0 0.0' 4674o 74609' 209o 07852 .: 
0.535137 ,.209.11018 0a07218 208o99608 O'oI3 227 000' 010 et674*74609' 2 080'9 60,9 
0537537 209,,0670.3 -004010 20909993 " -0 42651 09(6 0.6) 7474609' 09od, 70t 




... -0 0 4 2 
Oo04519 
-2b' 6 9-.. 
209.15303 
-. U 0 " 
0.38840 




C".. 74. 74 6 W9 
46Ue 74609' 
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0:556735 209.10168 -0-0 583q 2 09. 18541i -0 ;'52 9 2 . 0° 000 4674.74609 2 GGo 101f6 8 







b0'28..... 0 21735 
2,09 .06505. ' O .24293 







2L] 9o 06.05 
Co566333 20qoCP173 0 .C,I 7 9 20.920880" -0.1i7587 c 0 0,.C 467474609 20908173 





























- 0.°579932 ?2Co° ?'.3 -'72.( 3 2 r(. 2 21301 056390 0o Oo0 467 .74609 209-1035 
6 0-7S323 ? 0. (470Cc,09. 6R5 0.25649 u 0 47ei7zi69 213 $847 
C .';807'AI 20qc.o I I Ic -C°¢3756 209,06110Cu--' O0.00444 0*0 0°0 467ei-746C' zvq 06110 
00 4674o 74tC -oi420°833]I.,-42 O C52010 2 09-1326C' -0 .25145 LO 0. 
0.585531 209.oq25(" -0.04832 209-22382 .0*04792^ 000 0 0 At74.74ECS Z09009256 " 
0.,587931 2C9o12093 0.(02.B36 2 09.13ql8' ." 68 0;0 0-0 A674.o74&09 n09 ,U693" 
0.500330 20. 88.3q 0,00050 2C9.06686 -n o09149 000, 0 0 -4674. 7', C 20 oO6686 
0.592730 2C9.o11 5qq -0.028035' 209 -1617'7 ...... 216 86 - 0 va ' 0 O 4674a 7ftC.$.-. ZOSO 11 59?-" 
0o5P5130 209-1(:46; 0-04505 209.2151[9 ' 0 =.129 3 000" 000 46 7 T4 S 09of&69 
0,597529 2r0g.09;897 -0).f4622 20q.°11526 0,,18772 0,.0 0*0 4674o,74kc-o" 209-008147' 
0*59992q 209.12134 2 -0.=15629, 0.0 000 46-4a744iQl 209-0822 ,0.03166 0'9,08221 
0o,602 329 209-0q216 -C.00689 209°18463 -0*.I5309 000 000 4674o 74 Iq- 9 6[ 
0.60472S 209oliq6A -0oC1930 209.19893 . 0 .1796}' 000 00 4674o 74ihOQ 209oli1963 
0.607128 209o10516 ... '. 854z: 32 fi r Q9..- -09 0'0 . 03 79 2" 9 1..."',I15060 '6 7 4 9 85 " 
0.609528 209-1-044P, .-0 o04309 209.10382 -0Oo19649) 000 0*0 4C-74.,?46U' @0 - : 
(1.611927 209o121P6 0.03343 209.20010 -0,,07614 i0.0 000 674. 7460q 0'901 2186 
0.614327 209.09634 -0*01275-" 2 09 o17 91 ," -- 0*.20590 0o0 000 415674.7460! ,, Q'
 
0.616727 209*12279 -0°01148 209,,09015 D.o03722 000 0,:, 467ea7, Q. D
"2& Oft 

0.619126 209,,1622 0903091 2 9o2831 --0.20760 0*0 0°0 1 074. 4j 
g-*621'526-. C9.O 62- -i;-9 '--- O -0 5 ":-"-U-O D i 'O0 o s " 6 ­
00.0 4b?4'Aov7 ," 20 I 80o623926 209-12198 .Co 03390 209o15672 U.,20i82 ' 0,Q 
0*626325 209°10037 -0o01726 209-09058 -0*03555 0*0 0,.0 4674-=.7460 ' Z09 01'058 
f).628725 209.12556 -0.00463 ...09WI 5237 - """q18898 0 0 0 0 t674o 7f609 Z0901,2556 
0).631125 209,o i0748 0.024135 2C9206 2 0:06809 0o0 0O0 4674-7460q , 040oil m, 
0.633524 209,,1472 -0Oo347 2 09.1-3728 " 0.17028 0*0 0.0 4674o.74609 209-11472 
OA 4 C7"4o 7:460O9 20 .105350°638324 209.10535 -0. 02050 209.17332 .---D,,.14694 0.,0 

0*640724 209.,.12846 0,,00123 2 09ol,9792--. 9Oa122,67' 010 G.oo 4674., 009* 2090 I 846
 
" p ,4 0 20V.o 64312 209.iI020 ....'- O90 - "-[); 2 7 .. .7 .- @2 -7 -A4 GO O,' '90' 
0..,64552 = 3 0 09.11267 --0 ..14'V79" 6 -d 0'9 4674.74609" 209.11267'' 0 I 9 9-

0,.647923 209.12383 0.03173 209-i8847 -0,,09289 040 090 A614..74%609 209 .12383
 
0;-593 2 ° 20'"",'I165 ' '-T-"022-59 Z- ? S ' ..... ""z''Uo'6S "V -4E74.7460(J 2 09 0,10163
 
0°652722 20g° 13019 0.00608 209o,11217 .064+18 00,0 909 7 . 2 Og, 1f2 17
 
C 655122 -209ollql 0o).CI189 2 09.13068'.. -0-16363 000' 000 4674. 74609) 2090 11 191
 
0.657521 20q-12357 -0 oC251 8 2C9.19835 " "-0o03-464 0',o0 0 ,00 4674 711(09 20r,,12357
 
0.65921 20q1244A (o-C2950 209-16899 ' 0,16406 0-0 0.0 .4674o 7q60g Z09P12448
 
0 662321 20q-1 1401 - -,.02365 2 09.1 C-942 "9,00499 0,,0 0.0 4674-74609 209,10942
 
C 6647PO " 209. 11220 0-00996' '2(19 15005*... 0 .15897 0.0 0 0 4674o74609 209P13220
 
C6.6 7120 2 9 oi]53 rC66 7 0 .0244+2 c oO 0-0 674o746C9 2i ,r 11453
r0. 209.20142 

0 669520 20q - -1 Po7 - L,. 0203 7 209.15321 0'o14 897 000 0 0 4674.74609 .209.12807 
0.671019 26q,1?581 0.02675 2(9.11320 . -0-05186 0-0 0.0 .. "q 7A600) 2019113207 
.-741" q - 2 -,%n .1IP77 - G 023 R4 2 00 .168 12 -0 .13531, C .0 0.0, 4676 .714 6011 zo0 "I ! 677 
.,.,,~~~~~~ r 9 2 ("0.07640 o 0?'.. 'o1 C,." r 4674.74 I, / 
0.683918 209°12738 0.02364 209-18256 

0.686318 209.12350 -0.02327 209.18921 

' 
d.688717' 20 .13591 o0;o1501" 2091288 
0*691117 209-12109 -0,00193 209.13397 
0.693517 209o13531 -0.01135 209o19247 
3','T-6-2T-8-5r--







0.705515 209*13e24 -0.00733 204.16397 

0,707915 209-13066 0.01693 209.12367 

;?03!15 -	 ------f"0g -9 . 
-7- -,.--2- -- U .-- ....-------­
0.712714 209.13977 0.01694 209.19682 

0.715114 209.o12836 -0,00777 209.15173 

---' 	77 ......" Z09 141'59 .... -- 0-003T2 .2 
HC9001 EXECUTiON TERMINATING DUE TO ERROR COUNT 
IHC217I FIOCS - ENO OF DAIA SEl ON UNIT 5. 




MAIN 	 O000D'OA 





0.0" 0.0 4674-74609 209.12350
 
.	 .11222 
0.0763- oo' 0'0 46747460- 209;12888 
-0.3.2278 	 C00 0.0 4674.74609 
000 000 404o74609 2094K3531
-0.0526.7. 

q-l-U2 	 0-0'X"9-Z5K-74609 20, 852 
-'0,02i84-" .0 	 000 A 6 74.74f9. 20;'tsT 
0.0 4674-741509 209413760

-0P13000 	 0o0 

oo' 4674.T4609 - 209.124370&32. 0 
" 
0012712 , 0A0 0.0 .4677O74C24T 2096 









0-0 4674*74 609 209;12836
0.10939 0.0 
Z 19 '...... 0-0 	 - ... 00 4674*74609. "2094Z865 
21-----....FOR EVRCR NUMBER - ---
RG 0-- RE6. 
000487F8 ( 	000A414i 00039090
 
01039C.0 F0000008 OG079FF8
 
